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EFFECTS OF HABITAT TYPE AND degradation ON AVIAN
SPECIES RICHNESS IN GREAT BASIN RIPARIAN HABITATS
tinI
tinl1 and J michael reed2
warkentine
warkentin1
Warkentin
ian G Warken
lan
reeda

gleat basin region are
overwhelming majority of bird species in the great
parlan habitats
ale found in riparian
aie
iiparian
however most previous research on the impact of change in habitat condition through degradation on these bird communities
site differences in both habitat type and extent of degradation we examined
intersite
inteisite
muni ties failed to account for the large inter
horest stands during
songbird communities in 4 riparian habitat types meadows willow birch and aspen dominated forest
foiest
ath wettest winter recorded in the toiyabe mounsummers 1994 last year
yeai of a 7tylyr
yi drought and 1995 following the 6th
cu eas
aas but
tain range of central nevada habitat degradation significantly influenced bird species richness in iriparian
ipanan
ilanan areas
bv habitat
the impact was dependent upon habitat type while meadow bird communities were
weie affected adversely by
degladed sites bird species richness in molested
degia
degradation with significant drops in species richness on degraded
forested npanan
riparian habitats was consistently greater on degraded sites data for the 6 most common species seen during our
oul study indicated
oui
that degradation may have influenced distribution of
can robins turdus
ean
Tur chis migratories
biers den
Warb
ofAmen
wal lers
wai
tonus
lus and yellow warblers
ius
american
amerlean
migratorius
migratonus
migra
migrator
di owa petecchia
of abundance foi
bol house wrens troglodytes abdon
boi
for
droica
techla
chid but habitat type was the best predictor ot
petechid
petechia
aedon red naped
drlica
pete
pe techia
caped
peth
suckers
girvus
gilcits and brewer s blackbirds Eup
Sap
sapsuckers
sapsuckeis
nnchahs warbling vireos
ettphagu&
hagus cyanocephalus
euphagus
vircos
kircos vireo gi1vus
eupharus
Sapsuck
els sphyrapicus ntwhalis
eis
avian species diversity in
m meadow habitats may be linked to moisture levels during specific times of the year diversity
increased during the pre migratory period of the dry year 1994 when compared with that of the bleeding
breeding season but
was unchanged in the wet year 1995

abstract the
abslracr
abstraci
AB STRAci

key words riparian woodland meadow grazing breeding songbird nevada
keif
keti

riparian woodlands in western united states
support some of the highest densities of breeding landbirds in the united states and canada
carothers et al 1974 knopf et al 1988
although such habitats cover 1 of the total
regional landmass 23 to 34 of regional non
landbird species are associated primarily
landbird
game lindbird
with these riparian areas during the breeding
season reviewed in saab et al 1995 riparian

habitats are attractive to birds for a variety of
tha tare
reasons streams produce invertebrates thatare
the primary prey of many of these birds and
adjacent vegetation provides nest sites not
otherwise available in the surrounding landscape ryser 1985
due to their strong dependence upon riparlandbird
bird communities in the great
lindbird
ian areas land
basin region may be affected by any activities

sn wilfred grenfell
ftp9 canada
reil college memorial university of newfoundland corner brook NF
fell
piogiam biology sir
Gien beil
science prograrn
NE agli 6p9
213iological resources Resea
reb gentet
reh
plesent addless
centen university of nevada reno NV 89512 USA present
2blologlcdl
center
research
address department
tufts university medford
dcpaitment of biology tufis
lenvironmental
nviionmeiitdl

MA 02155 USA
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altering habitat condition over the last decade
concern about these limited riparian habitats
has attracted increasing attention one focal
point has been the potential impact of livestock
e g knopf et al 1988 fleischner
grazing eg
1994 knopf and samson 1994 brown and
mcdonald 1995 saab et al 1995 water shade
and diverse succulent vegetation of these n
parriparian ai
e g johnson
aas attract not only wildlife eg
eas
areas
et al 1977 thomas et al 1979 but also grazing livestock gillen et al 1984 problems arise
because riparian areas are
ale highly susceptible
aie
degla dation by the concentrated activities
degia
to degradation
of domesticated animals grazing livestock can
substantially alter essential characteristics
chai acter
chal
aeter istics
ristics of
earns by changing surrounding vegetative
streams
sti earms
strue tui e and species composition altering soil
struc
structure
structure and porosity and modifying stream
e g smith 1940 ellison
bank morphology eg
1960 brown 1978 platts 1981 kauffman and
baker and
klueger 1984 milchunas et al 1988 bakel
krueger
guthery 1990 smith et al 1994
generalizing anticipated impacts of activities such as grazing on native flora and fauna
can be difficult because riparian areas differ
greatly among sites in such characteristics as
plant community structure and extent of habithels et al 1974 rice et al
degla dation calo
degia
tat degradation
carothers
Caio theis
1983 summaries such as those of saab et al
1995 which pool data from numerous studies
are useful as an initial approximation of t hee
impact of grazing on riparian avifauna across a
wide range of habitat and degradation types
but must be applied with caution to specific
sites
livestock grazing one agent of change in
these riparian systems is the general context
mor
moi
for
foi this study however disturbance through
grazing by native wildlife droughts floods
insect outbreaks and wildfires also may alter
habitat conditions in this study we used techU S forest service
niques developed by the US
weixelman et al 1996 see methods to quantify the general condition of riparian forested
habitats and meadows on the basis of soil and
understory vegetation characteristics we examined how habitat conditions created by
various
val lous
vai
ious disturbances listed above affected bird
communities in riparian habitats of central
nevada compared with communities found in
relatively undisturbed riparian habitats of the
same legion
region although livestock grazing may
have led to substantial change in parts
palts of the
paits

parlan
i
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study area our main interest lay in the correlation between the general condition of riparian
habitats and bird communities found in them
rather than a direct link between cattle grazing intensity and avian species richness
we present results of census data for songbird communities from 4 different riparian
habitat types at known levels of habitat degradation within a limited geographic area in a
replicated study conducted over 2 yr our objectives
tives were to 1 determine whether objec
served levels of habitat degradation affected
bird species composition and abundance of
the 6 most common species and 2 determine if these effects differed among habitat
types in the case of meadow habitat we also
were interested in variation by period within
the summer season
STUDY AREA AND METHODS

censuses were conducted over 2 summers
in the toiyabe mountain range which is part
of the humboldt toiyabe national forest
located 240 km east of reno in central nevada
USA lander and nye counties 39n litw
117w
this narrow 200 km long range is oriented
north south with peaks ranging in elevation
from 2100 to 3600 in along its length are a
large number of deep canyons with riparian
areas seldom exceeding 30 50 in wide at stream
level dominant vegetation in the canyons
includes quaking aspen populus tremuloides
tremul oides
occident alis willow salix
occidentalis
water birch betula occidentalist
and meadow plant assemblages eg
app
spp
characterized by dense cover of carex nebras
aquatilus
atilus poa secunda juncus balti
censis C aqu
bensis
cus or deschampsia cespitose
cespitosa seasonal precipitation typically is less than 250 mm
min in
basins on either side of the range with about
60 falling in autumn and winter weixelman
et al 1996 summer 1994 was the last year of
a 7 yr drought and summer 1995 followed the
6th
ath wettest winter recorded for this region
data for austin NV from the western regional
climate center reno NV indirect human
disturbance of these canyons through cattle
and sheep grazing at varying intensities has
led to significant changes in vegetative structure and composition over recent times human
recreational activities and natural disturbances
such as droughts floods and wildfires
wild fires also
have resulted in some habitat degradation we
assessed the degradation level at each census
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site on the basis of soil and understory plant
characteristics see below

general censuses
we established 42 transects in 19 drainages
along the range the transects represented 4
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individuals within the riparian habitat or
actively foraging in the air above the riparian
area eg violet green swallows tachycineta
tachydneta
thalas sina were included in this analysis
thalassino
thalassina
we analyzed species richness and species
richness values standardized to account for
the amount of time spent on each transect
although correcting time standardized species
richness values for unequal sampling effort
may be required under some circumstances
elphick 1997a examination of residual values for the linear model of species richness
time revealed a normal distribution for our
data in addition we calculated species diversity for each transect because of the potential
for differential attraction to riparian habitats
among the species examined we followed
magurean
magurran
Ma gurran 1988 and used Bril
brillouins
louins index
brillouirs

riparian habitat types meadow willow aspen
and birch at 2 levels of degradation high and
low they included 9 moist meadows 5 on
highly degraded sites and 4 on minimally degraded sites 15 willow habitats 9 high and 6
low 10 aspen habitats 7 high and 3 low and
8 birch habitats 5 high and 3 low these transects were assigned to plant communities and
degradation types by the humboldt toiyabe
national forest ecology team using criteria
described in detail by weixelman et al 1996
soil water climate and plant species present
1962
determined community assignment criteria for
degradation level included factors such as serai
seral
Y
linni
sinn
linn
inn
anni
inniLstage association of plant species present
HB
N
ground cover extent of water infiltration root
groundcover
depth and abundance and soil temperature
values for sites of each habitat type were com- for statistical analyses each of these 3 meaments species richness time standard
surements
pared with those of the potential natural com- sure
iced
ized
richness
and
species
species diversity
to
determine
degradation
habitat
munity
level
high medium and low three values were formed the dependent continuous variable in
proc
general
a
linear
model
PROG GLM SAS
PROC
calculated for habitat degradation at each site
based on the aggregated characteristics of institute inc 1988 with the independent categorical variables being degradation level
soil vegetation and the 2 data sets combined
we selected only those sites classified as hav- based on aggregate characteristics of soil
v ege
tation or the 2 combined habitat type
egetation
ing high or low degradation levels for these
all possible interaction terms for the
and
year
analyses
3 variables because each possible response
because of the discontinuous nature of the
variable gave the same qualitative pattern of
habitats being sampled with various types of
results for each degradation measure we
vegetation interspersed along the length of
only those values for species richness
report
these canyons transects varied from 120 to
and the combined degradation measure bril
200 in long and 8 to 40 m
in wide depending louins index takes into account both evenness
upon available habitat high elevations and and species richness
in a composite measure
late snowmelt
melt
generally delayed onset of therefore
snowbelt
snow
we also assessed species overlap
breeding at these sites hence transects to within and between
sites of the 2 degradation
census breeding birds were walked once each levels for each habitat
type by calculating
iod
lod
year during a 10 d block in 1994 26 june 5 sorenson
sois s index southwood 1978
Soren sors
july and 1995 27 june 6 july sites were
visited between 0530 and 0930 h by 2 peo2j
aj
C
ple an observer and a recorder walking at a
a b
constant pace maximum 10 in per min start
and finish times were recorded so that data in addition we examined the rarity of those
from transects of different lengths could be species encountered on the basis of gaston
caston s
standardized all songbirds
song birds seen or heard
beard
1994 definition which uses the arbitrary cutwere recorded as occurring within the speci- off of the least common 25 of bird species
fied riparian area or in the adjacent sagebrush
to examine how individual species reacted
artemisia app
spp or pinyon pine juniper pinus to degradation level in the 4 habitat types we
monophyla
monophyla juniperus app
spp habitat only those conducted analyses similar to that above but

a ab
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substituted abundance in place of species
richness for
fol
foi
lol each of the 6 most common
Amenean
can robin turdus
species observed american
inigratorius
migratonus
migra tonus house wren troglodytes aelon
caped sapsucker sphyrapicus nuchalis
red naped
nu chalis
warbling vireo vireo gilbus
gilvus yellow warbler
dendroica petechia
bi ewer s blackbird
letechia and brewer
euphagus
eupharus
Euphagus cyanocephalus

naturalist
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sites there were similar levels of species richness for all 4 habitat types comparing highly
degraded sites for each habitat however revealed that avian species richness values were
lower in meadows and higher in aspen wil
low and birch dominated habitats although
not statistically significantly so table 1 than
values obtained for minimally degraded sites
latter result suggested that observed levthe
meadow watches
els of degradation of forested riparian habitats
preliminary censuses indicated that mead- created opportunities for new species norows had substantially lower species richness mally not found in minimally degraded habicompared with the other 3 habitats to tats to move into aspen willow and birch
compaied
when complied
ensure that this was an accuiate
accurate reflection of dominated stands
across habitat types species overlap values
cncumstances we expanded our examination
circumstances
of meadow habitat ten moist meadow sites in low degradation sites were greater in birch
adjacent to sagebrush or
01 pinyon pine juniper
than any other habitat type table 2 within
habitat the 9 mentioned above plus I1 addi- habitat type however the amount of overlap
tional site were
wele selected for observation of was greater in low degradation than high
weie
avlan activity in a 30 x bom
avian
20 m section of each degradation sites with the exception of aspen
meadow which typically was the entire meadow where the trend was reversed other than
meadow use was assessed at each site during meadows values of overlap between low and
10 d period in the bi breeding
eedmg season 26 june
a iod
high degradation sites were intermediate to
5 july 1994 and 27 june 6 july 1995 and those of
within degradation level values some
ofwithin
iod d period in the pre
repeated during a 10
caution must be used when interpreting these
migratory
toly season 29 july 7 august 1994 and species overlap data due to the generally low
migia moly
ool seasonal
ooi
foi
25 july 3 august 1995 to test for
number of species encountered at many sites
change in meadow use foi
for
fol both seasons one during the study see average values reported
30 inin
luin
mm sample was collected for each meadow in fig 1
by 2 observers during
dm ing a 3 h period 0600
06 00 0900
09 00
at a species specific level we identified 6
h although birds
buds were not individually marked
species that were encountered at 2 sites in
ob seivers
observers
selvers attempted to monitor movements in highly but not minimally degraded forested
and out of the meadow to avoid counting the habitats during our transects these species
same individual more than once therefore our
oul may act as indicators of habitat degradation in
oui
reflect only a minimum estimate of species
data i deflect
eflect
riparian forested areas of the toiyabe mountain
diversity birds flying over the meadow were range downy woodpecker Pic
picoides
oides pubes
ficoides
not included in the data with the exception of cens and lazuli bunting passerina amoena
for
lol prey meadow watch occurred in highly degraded birch and willow
loi
swallows searching foi
data were
plumbeus in highly
plumbeus
wel e converted
wei
convel ted to indices of species di- plumbeous vireo vireo plumbeous
versity based on brillouin s measure 1962
degraded willow and aspen and green tailed
chlorurus dark eyed junco
these data then were
wele used as the basis for towhee pipilo chlorurus
weie
bol differences in
foi
hye malis and pine siskin carduelis
subsequent analyses to test for
junco hyemalis
species diversity at meadow sites between and pinus in highly degraded aspen
within years using wilcoxon
wilcoxors
when we examined changes in abundance
orss matched pairs
Wilcox
zar
1996 167
test zal
of the 6 most common species observed durzai 1996167
ing the study we detected no degradation
RLSULTS
RESULTS
effect but habitat was a useful predictor of
4 of 6 species aspen
for
abundance
species
general
genel al censuses
genei
was used more often than other habitats by
analysis of species richness indicated a sig- house wrens habitat fa
22.71 P
FQQ
2271
f3
68
nific
nificant
ant interaction
mtei
caped sapsuckers
Sap suckers habitat fa
00001 red naped
itei action effect between habitat type 0.0001
f3 gg
68
and degradation level table 1 examining
4.61 F
P
0.0092 and warbling vir
00092
461
vireos
eireoss
these data graphically fig 1 revealed
10.67 P 00001
0.0001 individu1067
ieve aled that habitat fa
leve
f3 eg
68
als of the latter
among minimally degraded ie
iatter
i e high quality
itter species also frequently were
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analysis of variance
year
ofnpanan
riparian birds
buds
vallance test of the effects of degradation habitat and yeai
valiance
yeal on species richness of
mol
bor
hor
for
foi 4 habitat types in the toiyabe mountain range nevada
TABLE 1

sourcea
sourhea
souice1

df

ss11
SSI

degradation
habitat
year
mear
yeai

degradation x habitat
yeal
yeai
degradation
Degia dation X year
degla
year
yeai
habitat X yeal
degradation
Degia
degladation X habitat
error
enor

X

year

005

1

19088
841
10806
646
3139
4355
77939

3
1

3
1

3
3
68

F

P
F

000
5
555
073
314
056
091
127

0949
0002
0395
0031
0455
0439
0292

amodei
amodel
00025
2 73 P 0 0025
model fa
0023
i 5 s 273
f5
iltype
pc 111
of squares
III sums ot
ili

boi
seys
for riparian birds
seis s index values mean &sX n foi
2 comparison of Soren
sorensen
fbi
buds at 42 sites representing high and
bor
hor
low degradation
degl adaption
degi
for
adation levels mol
fol 4 habitat types in the toiyabe mountain range nevada
foi
TABLE

birch
buch
degl adaption
degi
adation
low degradation

0078

0459

0249

high v low

00040
0.040
040

0194
0 194

0033

15

encountered in birch while brewer s blackbirds rarely were observed outside of meadF 68
ows habitat f3
2.91
00405 the
291 P 0.0405
fa
interaction of habitat type and degradation
level was significant for both american robins
degradation X habitat FQQ
5.63
563 FP
f3 68
fa
Warb lers degradation X
0.0023
00023 and yellow warbler
345
F 68
habitat fa
0.0213
3.45
00213 each of
345 P
f3
these 2 species was found more often in highly
degraded birch and either intact willows
american robins or intact meadows yellow
Warb
lers
warblers
gastons
gastors
gaitors
based on Ga
stors 1994 definition of rarity among the individuals encountered during
these censuses 12 species comprised 75 of
all individuals sighted and 32 species could
be classified as rare however previous work
by one of us reed 1996 suggests that there
can be substantial difficulties in ascertaining
the actual absence of rare species from a census
site As a consequence rare species probably
make the poorest indicators of habitat impact
and we will not address the issue of rarity any
further
meadow watches

species diversity indices from meadow
watches varied seasonally and annually table

0150
0050

0031

0.394
0 394
0394

54

0080
6

0050
10

21

0 023
0023

0301
0 301

0019

0554

36

10

meadow

3

15

0057

0175

0229

0032

0362

3

degl adaption
degi
adation
high degradation

aspen

willow

0 031
0031

0 033
0.033
0033
21

0 022
0022

20

with substantial differences in number of
individuals and species encountered no signific
nificant
ant difference in species diversity was
found in meadow sites during breeding seasons of 1994 and 1995 wilcoxon
ois
Wilcox
orss matched
oo
0.0
pairs test Z 00
10 however
00 n 10 P 10io1.0
activity as reflected in diversity measures in
these meadows increased sharply during the
post breeding pre migratory period of the dry
3

10

C
C 6
.2
2
W

2L

4

a

CL

w 2

0

t
meadow

aspen

willow

birch

mean bird species richness
sy for 4 npaiian
riparian
habitats in the toiyabe mountain range nevada shaded
bars represent values mol
for
foi minimally degraded
degla ded sites open
degia
bars
bals represent highly degraded
bais
degra
degiaded sites

fig

1
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Com
panson of brillouirs
bnllouin s species diversity
comparison
billouin

s for riparian birds at 10 meadow
index values mean sy
sites in the toiyabe mountains of central nevada

year
yeai

season

1994

breeding
pre
pi emigratory
emigratory
breeding
pree migratoryy
pi

1995

diversity
0.042
0.062
0042
0062
006210042
oso
00254
0 080
254 0080
0.056
0056 0.030
0030
005610030
00088
0 054
088 0.054
0054

10 P
2.201 n
0.0277
2901
2201
00277
year 1994 Z
while it rose marginally but not significantly in
10 F
P
the wet year 1995 Z
0.534
0534 n
0.5929
05929

discussion
previous studies primarily focusing on
grazing show no single effect of change in
habitat condition on riparian bird communities even studies of the same bird species in
different locations differ in their conclusions
regarding the impact of change in habitat condition saab et al 1995 and citations therein
in part this ambiguity comes from comparing
studies from different habitat types and with
different levels of habitat degradation we
controlled for both factors a priori in our study
area and found that habitat degradation did
affect avifaunal communities but its impact
differed among habitats examined while bird
communities in meadows were strongly and
adversely affected by increased degradation
species richness in forested riparian habitats
was consistently higher on degraded sites we
note however that while lowered species richness on high quality areas would be an adverse
impact increased richness or diversity on degraded sites does not necessarily equate with
better habitat when assessing conservation
requirements this greater species richness in
highly degraded forest habitat may reflect the
creation of additional opportunities in these
habitats for new species such as lazuli bunt
ings and pine Si skins which normally were
not found in minimally degraded areas that
is species that use degraded habitats were
added to the community while few associated
with undegraded habitats were lost but an
increase in species richness with increased
habitat degradation is not necessarily monotonic birds will disappear from forests in which
the structure has been too drastically altered

naturalist
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to continue meeting their habitat requirements

whereas intermediate levels of disturbance
may increase species richness in a variety of
habitats connell 1978
within meadow habitat degradation had
strong adverse effects on bird communities
likely due to the susceptibility of meadow vegetation and stream bank morphology to cattle
grazing see introductory paragraphs for references however we also identified for meadows a seasonal effect on species diversity that
was of a larger magnitude in the dry year
1994 than the wet year 1995 the significantly higher species diversity found during
the pre migratory period of 1994 suggests that
birds are constrained more in their choices of
habitat during dry than wet years by lack of
moist meadows and other water sources we
presume that availability of suitable foraging
or resting locations along water courses differs
between years being more restricted in drier
years during dry years especially late in the
season low lying wet meadows such as those
studied here may be the only places where
water is available
bock et al
aiss 1993 review of literature on
als
the impact of grazing on birds suggested that
american robins brewer s blackbirds and
house wrens would be positively affected by
grazing ie have increased population densisapsuckers
caped Sap
suckers
ties while studies of red naped
lers provided
warbling vireos
warblers
eireos and yellow Warb
only mixed or uncertain results in our analyses there was no significant impact of habitat
degradation on numbers encountered for 4 of
6 species interaction effects that we uncovered indicate that degradation s impact differs
among habitat types but in this study led to
increased numbers of both american robins
Warblers in certain habitats
and yellow warblers
sedgwick and knopf 1991 expressed concern about the short duration of most studies
long term
on grazing impacts in terms of how longterm
grazing may alter the plant community we
share this concern about study duration but
from the standpoint of missing the years in
which impacts are most noticeable we had 2
very different years in our sample our overall
results suggest that single year studies can
provide misleading results when examining
impacts of habitat degradation years during
which conditions are the most extreme may be
the most useful in identifying critical habitat
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also the importance of certain sites here
meadows can be overlooked if surveyed during the wrong season breeding season versus
pre migratory period

BY

SONGBIRDS
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tribal council staff from the austin ranger
district office of the US forest service and
the people of austin nevada for their assistance and cooperation

the majority of studies

on potential impacts
of grazing or some other factor affecting habitat condition have no replication and often
lack controls resource managers need to use
appropriate experimental designs when testing
hypotheses such as those assessing potential
impacts of grazing romesburg 1981 macnab
1983 gavin 1989 murphy and noon 1991
however large scale experimental studies are
uncommon in part because of limited resources
and in part due to logistical inconvenience of
such studies with appropriate planning experimental
peri mental approaches often are possible cf
elphick 1997b in our study we had 4 habitat
treatments and 2 levels of degradation with
replication for each treatment combination if
we had been able to assign which plots
received each level of degradation rather than
using already treated areas such assignments
would have increased the strength of our study
however our experimental design is a good
example of using space for time and we recommend it for cons
servation
conservation
ervation related
related studies
that do not have time as a resource
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distribution AND hibernacula
hibernacular USE
IN WEST CENTRAL NEVADA

amy J kuenzi12
13
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dl and michael L Momson
kuenzil2
kuenzl 122 giselle T downard1
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kuenzli
Downard
Downar
momson13
morrisonl3
1

we captured 299 individuals of 11 bat species in mist nets at 18 water
watel sources in west central nevada
from june through august 1994 mayotis
ciholahrum
ciliolabrum
labrum pipistrellus hes
myotis cilio
hesperus
bes
corynorhinus townsendii
townsendiaii
califor nicus and coryiwrhmus
pertis M californicus
townsendu
townsend
were
weie the most common species captured these species are apparently broadly distributed throughout west central
nevada occurring in a variety of habitat types we captured eddenna
euderma
eudenna maculatuin
macula tum
maculatum
tuin at 2 localities these represent
lepie sent the ist
known records of this species in esmeralda county nevada mine adits
adias were
for hibernating bats from
foi
flom
weie surveyed fol
december 1994 through february 1995 we determined
detel mined the presence of 3 hibernating species C townsendia
townsendu
townsendii
senduii M cilio
town
townsend
labrum kind
and PR hesperus bats were present
plesent in 19 of 70 mines 27 we surveyed at elevations ranging
flom 1500 m to
langing from
2460 m C townsendia
townsendii
town senduii was the most common species encountered out
townsendu
townsend
oui study provides
oul
mueh needed baseline
some much
pio
data on bat distribution and use of mines for hibernacula
hibernacular
hibeinacula in west central nevada
ABSTRACT

key words chiroptera bats nevada distribution great baym
basin eudeima
eudemma
eudeema maculatum
euderma

over the past few decades the effects of small portion of southwestern nye county
habitat loss and both destruction and distur- nevada fig 1 the study region includes

bance at roost sites have negatively affected
some bat populations humphrey 1978 tuttle
1979 richter et al 1993 concern over declining populations and the subsequent federal
listing of some species have increased both
public and natural resource agency interest in
bat conservation unfortunately data necessary
to develop meaningful conservation and management plans for bat species are often lacking even such basic information as species
distribution is not available for many locations
saugey 1991 including much of the state of
nevada the distribution of bats within the
state was first summarized by hall 1946
recently ports and bradley 1996 provided
new information on distribution and habitat
affinities of bats in eastern and northeastern
parts of the state current information on bat
distribution in other parts of nevada is still
lacking our study was initiated to gather data
on the distribution of bat species found in the
west central part of the state
STUDY AREA

several broad alluvial valleys and flats separated by 7 large mountain ranges and many
isolated peaks elevation ranges from 1200 in
to 2800 in mean annual precipitation ranges
from 10 cm to 40 cm
eln houghton et al 1975
ein
cin
vegetation in this region is characteristic of
the great basin dominated by sagebrush artapp or saltbush atriplex spp
emisia spp
app associations at low elevations and pinyon pine pinus
monophylla
monophylla and juniper juniperus osoteo
osteo
sperma at higher elevations turner 1982
to examine patterns of distribution by different bat species we classified each survey
site into 3 habitat types water sources surrounded by desert shrubs such as sagebrush
spp or saltbush atriplex app
artemisia app
spp elevation approximately 1200 2000 in water
sources surrounded by pinyon pine and juniper
elevation approximately 2000 2900 in and
streams lined with deciduous trees such as
cottonwood populus app
spp willow salix app
spp
or quaking aspen populus tremuloides
tremuloides elevation approximately 2150 2800 in we used categories similar to those of ports and bradley
1996 to aid in comparisons between their
study and ours

our study

was conducted in esmeralda
county southwestern mineral county and a
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8
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26
7

16 9

tonopah
17

10
1

18

21
12

19

2211

esmeralda co

4

13

25
5
14

california

20
24

2

beatty

3

23

0

fig

1

ti

65km

Feb
february
ofsites
location of
sites in west central nevada in which bat surveys were
sltes
weie conducted june 1994 through beb
luary 1995

METHODS

mist netting surveys
we captured bats using 2 X 12 m 36 mm
mesh 50 denier mist nets placed across or
along edges of perennial streams ponds
springs and troughs from june through
august 1994 nets were opened at dusk and
left open for 3 4 h depending upon bat activity which normally decreased rapidly 3 h after
dusk captured bats were identified to species
and sexed the reproductive condition of
females was assessed by visual examination of
the lower abdomen and mammary glands
racey 1988 all captured bats were released
after handling
ciliolabrum
ciliolahrum
labrum are
mayotis
myotis califomicus
califor nicus and M cilio
californicus
difficult to distinguish from one another in
some localities in west central nevada we

used a combination of characteristics including pelage coloration barbour and davis
1969 hall 1981 szewczak et al 1998 pattern
of hair covering the snout van zyll
byll de jong
1985 forehead profile and length of the 3rd
ard
metacarpal bogan 1974 to differentiate between the 2 species
macula tum
echolocation calls of eudeema
euderma maculatum
are audible to the human ear allowing species
recognition without direct capture leonard
and fenton 1984 at some of our survey sites
the presence of this species was determined
from echolocation calls rather than mist net
captures
mine surveys
mine surveys were conducted from mid
december 1994 through february 1995 single entries were made into mines to locate
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number of bats captured by species from west
central nevada june august 1994
TABLE 1

number
captured
mayotis
myotis cahfomicus
califormicus
californicus
nicus
cilio labrum
mayotis ciliolabrum
myotis
myotzs
mayotis
myotis elotis
evotis

46
84

11

19

mayotis
myotis volans

lasionyeteris noctivagans
lasionycteris
noctivagant
nocticagans
eptesicusfuscus
eptesicus fuscus
pipistrellus hesperus
corynorhmus townsendii
corynorhinus
townsendia
townsendu
townsend
ii
macula tum
inaculatum
eudeema maculatum
euderma
eudenna
antrozous pallidus
Antrozous
paliidus
pail
pall
palhdus
Th darida brasifiensis
brasihensis
TOTAL

5
6
15

80
24
3
15
2
299

percent
of total
captures

1544
281
64
16
154
15.4
15

20
50
268
26.8
26 8
268

80
10
50
07

percent
of sites
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occurrence of bat species by locality see
appendix and habitat type S
water sources surrounded by desert shrubs P
higher elevation water
highel
watel
sources surrounded by pinyon juniper D streams lined
by deciduous trees for
tor each species in west central
nevada june august 1994
TABLE 2

gli
61
61.11
611

localities
appendix

667
66 7
66.7
667

16 6
16.6
166

06
06
06
44 4
444
44 4
444
27 8
278a
33
3333

06

100
10000
loo

maculatum
macula
includes 2 sites where E maculafum
tum
fum presence
sence was determined from echo
plesence
pie senee
loe aition
loc
location
ition calls

hibernating bats we chose areas to be surveyed by consulting USGS 75
7.5
75 topographical
adias that appeared unsafe or that
maps mine adits
were actively being mined were not surveyed
mines were deemed unsafe if we questioned
the stability of walls andor ceilings all shafts
were considered hazardous and thus not
entered we measured temperature and relative
humidity at the entrance of each mine and at
lom
10 m intervals throughout the adit using a digital hygrometer protimeter bucks england
mines were explored and all accessible
reaches inspected for hibernating bats we
took care to minimize disturbance to bats by
moving quietly and quickly through the mine
we determined species present by noncon
non con
tact visual inspection temperature and relative humidity were measured at each roost
site average temperature and relative humidity in mines that contained bats and those that
did not were compared using a 2 tailed t test

zar 1984

RESULTS

mist netting surveys
we identified a total of 299 individuals of
11 species from 18 water sources in 21 trap
nights from west central nevada table 1 M
cilio labrum were the most
californicus and M ciliolabrum
californicus
broadly distributed species within the study
cilio
ciholabrum
labrum occurred in all
region table 2 M ciliolabrum
habitat types and was the most abundant
species captured in west central nevada M
californicus occurred in all habitat types and

1
mayotis
myotis
califomicus
cahformcus

4yotis
ciholabrum
ciliolabrum
labrum
mioils cilio
myotte
myotis evotis
myottf
elotis
mayotis
myotis volans

lasionyeteris
lasionyctens
noctivagant
nocticagans
noctivagans
eptestcus fuscus
eptesicusfuscus
boscus
pipistrellus hesperus
corynorhinus
townsend ii
eudeema maculatum
euderma
macula tum
Antro
antrozous
pallidus
zous pallidus
Th darida brasifiensis
brasihensis

habitat
type

236 79101214 S PI1 D
S
PD
sed
SPD
124
P D
lols
lois
9 10 12 14 17
2 3 6 77910121417
1 24 6 12
1415
121415
881015
1015
14

P

15

P
P

14
9 1114 16 17
3 6 7 911141617

8141517
245 7 81415.17
11 1418
4 81114
18
48
6 7 8131415
11

S

P

S
S
S
S

P
P
P

was the ard
3rd most abundant species captured
two other species of mayotis
myotis M wians
volans and M
evotis
elotis were less common M volans was captured at only I1 site in mid elevation pinyon
juniper woodlands M elotis
evotis occurred in
pinyon juniper woodlands and in riparian
stream corridors
his hesperus was the 2nd
pipistrellus
and most abunPipistrel
dant species captured in west central nevada
P hesperus was captured at 44 of the survey
sites occurring in both desert shrub and
pinyon juniper woodlands corynorhinus town
sendil captured at over half the water sources
surveyed occurred in desert shrub and pinyon
juniper woodlands
E maculatum
macula tum was captured at 2 sites in

esmeralda county table 1 appendix echolocation calls were used to determine this
species presence at 2 additional sites in esmeralda county and 1 site in mineral county E
macula tum occurred in both desert shrub
maculatum
areas and pinyon juniper woodlands antro
zous pallidus
pallidus was also found in these 2 habitats and was captured at 4 of 18 sites
lasionycteris noctivagans
noctivagant eptesicusfuscus
eptesicus fusciis
fusciis
Th darida brasiliensis were detected at
and Ta
only 1I site each in west central nevada both
L noctivagant
noctivagans and E fuscus were captured
only in pinyon juniper woodlands while T
brasifiensis was captured only in low elevation
brasiliensis
desert shrub
reproductive females pregnant lactating
post lactating were captured in 9 of 11 species
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1

3

oductive status
reproductive
repi eductive

bat species

of female bats

captured in west central nevada june august 1994
percent
reproductive

number
pregnant
pie gnant

51

9

3

9

29

0
0
0
0
0
28
3
0
2

3

9

1

1

412
414
250

0
0

0

00

1

3

0

10

1

2
0
4
0

4
0

250
429
661
643
00
875
500

mayotis
myotis
miotifi calip
ormcus
calif
califolicus
mayotis
myotis
evotis
miiottf elotis
mayotis
myotis
miotifif volans
Miot
lasionyderis
noctivagant s
noctivagan
lawiwctens noctivagans
eptesicusfiuscus
epte&iciii fuscus
pipistrellus hesperus
hepe ruyl
rufi
rusl
townsendia
cot
townsendii
corynorhinus
townsendii
coi tnorhinu town&encht
derina maculatum
macula tum
inaculatum
euderina
eudelina
Eu
ludenna
palhdtis
antrozous
Antro
antrozoiifi
pail idus
pali
pall
zous pallidus
Wi
lada
iida hraiiliemis
lida
brasifiensis
darida

8

4
4
7

59
14
1

8
2

present in west central nevada table 3 over
half of all females captured were reproductive
hait
halt
at capture the percentage of females reprofor
lol any 1I species ranged from
loi
ductively
duct ively active foi
for
fot M volans and E maculatum
fol
macula tum to 875
0 foi
87
87.55
875
bor
hor
for
fol A pallidus
foi
puli
palhdus
palhdus
pallidus
pail idus pregnant females of A pallidus
pali
pall
M cilio
townsendia
ciliolahrum
ciliolabrum
dn
townsendn
labrum M califor
townsen
nicus C townsendii
townsend
ii
cahformcus
californicus
and P hesperus were
wele captured until the ist
welc
weic
week in july appendix we began capturing
lactating females around
aund this same time
ai ound
mine surveys

we determined
deter mined the presence of 3 hibernattownsendtt
townsendii
ciliolabrum
labrum and
townsendiitt M cilio
ciholabrum
ing species C townsendia
P hesperus m
F
in west central nevada nineteen
of 70 mines we surveyed contained a total of
townsendn
townsendii
dnii 12 M cilio
42 C townsendia
ciliolabrum
labrum and 4 P
townsen
ciholabrum
townsend
hesperus table 4 these mines were located
at elevations ranging from 1500 m to 2460 m
appendix C townsendiiti was the most common species encountered present in 16 of 19
cilio
mines that contained bats table 4 M cibo
labrum
labmm
labom was found in 7 of 19 mines 37 and
P hesperus in 3 of 19 16
six mines contained more
moi e than 1I species of hibernating bat
mol
00.5
hibernating
hibel natmg as near as 05
055 m to one another
most mines 68
however contained only 1
species individuals of the 3 species were
always observed hibernating
hibel natmg singly we never
observed clusters of bats in any of the mines

surveyed
we found no difference in
m average temperature between mines that contained bats and
042
81 68 df P
0081
0.81
0042
those that did not t
0.42
42
and no difference in
m average relative humidity
ogi
0 11 68 df P
0 91 the average tem0.91
0.11
t
091
011
oli
oll
oii
perature
ture in mines containing bats banged
ranged from
pera
langed
pela
peia
18 ac C table 4 relative humidity in
004ac C to 186
m
these mines iranged from 22 to 58 in most
roosts
boosts
instances bats selected looses
loosts with cooler tem

6c

volume 59

total
captured

ciliolabmm
mayotis
myotis
mioti ciliolahrinn
bioti

4c

naturalist
naiuralist

1

number

number

lactating

post lactating

1

0

peratures and higher humidities than the
average for that mine table 4 C townsendii
townsendia
townsend
ii
was found hibernating at locations with air
oo
gi
61
0.0
temperatures of 00
4.9
6.1
00 170c Tx
49
61 49
and relative humidity of 210
21.0
41.8
66.0
210 660
418
660 xT 418
126
cilio labrum occurred at air temper12.6
126 M ciliolabrum
52
io
LO
1.0
atures of 10
5.2
4.3
10 170c Yx
52 43
43 and relalog
102
485
24.0
66.0
10.2
tive humidity of 240
240 660
660 af5xf 48.5
102
485
while P hesperus hibernacular
hibernacula had
bad air tempera73
tures from OOC to 140c Tx
7.3
5.7
73 57
57 and
373
520
relative humidity of 21.0
37.3
x
T
373
520
lio
llo
210 52.0
127
12.7
127

discussion
hall 1946 provided maps of the probable
distribution of bat species in nevada however specimens and other records of occurrence within these distributions were limited
to relatively few locations

our results contribute

some new locality records for bat species in
west central nevada
of special interest during our study was the
capture and audible detection of E macula
tumm
turm
turn this species is distributed throughout
tum
western north america watkins 1977 hall
1981 and occurs in vegetation zones ranging
from desert shrub to montane coniferous forest handley 1959 findley and jones 1965
although E maculaturn
maculaturn
maculatum
tum may be locally abundant woodsworth et al 1981 leonard and
fenton 1983 1984 it is considered rare over
its geographic range watkins 1977 in nevada
maculatum is known from only 5 localities
E maculatum
best 1988 the 2 sites in which we captured
E maculatum
macula tum represent the ist known records
of this species in esmeralda county in addimaculatum in
tion there are no records of E maculatum
mineral county where we detected its presence based on echolocation calls
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mean temperature and relative
rela tive humidity
standard deviation of mine tunnels in west central nevada that
lela
contained bats during winter 1995 and number of each species observed with mean temperature and mean relative
leia tive
iela
lela
then ro
boosting
humidity at their
costing sites within those mines
i roosting
osting
TABLE 4

temperature

relative

Loca
Location
tlona
loea tiona

CI

humidity

a
b
c
d

17
48
4817
lo
io
1.0
10
04
0410
09
0911
13
1.3
13
23
2313
145
77
14
007
14.55 00.7
145
1.1
li
il
23
11
2311
gi
61
6.1
19
61
6119
54
5.4
19
54
5419
70
21
7.0
2.1
70
21
7021
27
2.7
05
27
2705
21
2.1
50
21
5021
11.7
18 6 17
186
177
127
12.7
3 1
12 7 31
3.1
127
31
95
LO
9.5
95
9510
81
bl
2.1
96
21
9621
38
81
3.8
8.1
81
38
8138
18
20
2018
sg
56
5.6
47
56
5647
47
4.7
131
47
13147

42
4233
478
47.88
47
478
49 0
490
458
45
45.8
4588
34 3
343
433
43
43.33
433
354
35
35.4
3544
41
413
36 7
367
46 2
462
445
44.5
44
4455
281
28.1
28 1
281
223
22 3
22.3
223
425 5
42.5
42
425
393 3
39.3
39
393
463
46.3
46 3
463
578
57.8
57 8
578
47 9
479
347
34
34.77
347

1

19
19
19
19

20
21
21
21
21
22
22
23
24
24
25
26
26
26
26
see
sec
see

a

b
c

d
a
b
a

b
a
b
c

d

48
4.8

li

gilg

corynorhinus
corynorhtnus
townsendite
townsendit
townsendii
ii
townsend
townsen dit

mayotis
myotis
miotis
cilio
ctholabrum
ciliolabrum
labrum

pipistrellus
hesperus

no temperature tela
relative
teia
lela
huh
humidity
udity
edity
tive hun

3311
33.5
35 5
35
22.3
23 3
23
0055
449
9
22 77

661
g61
i 1
6.1

1I
331
3344
1

4433
72
72
7.2
72
5555
2255
78
78
7.8
78
132
13 2
13.2
132
63
6.3
63
63

5555
778
8
loo
10
10.0
1000

30 480
2 05465
00546.5
546 5
05465
1 00520
000520
0052.0
052 0
1 30470
0 47 0
330470
3047.0
1 30
48 0
33.0
0 480
48.0

0
4
0

41 5
100 415
1

470
380
38.0
38
3800
490
49.0
49
4900
450
45
45.0
4500
320
17 0 32.0
17.0
32 0
170
170
320
12 3 223
22.3
22
123
2233

90410
7 77377
7 37 7
77737.7
77377
1 4
4051.0
051 0
40510
2 9041.0
9 0 41 0

607
1 1 60.7
60 7
607
11

0
1

0
0
0

1

490
7 0 49.0
49 0
70
490

0000 460
46 0
46.0
460

0
0

17
0 24 0
170240

0
53 0
80 530
460
2 4544.5
46
4600
455 46.0
1 80
88.0
0

50
2 go
60
6600
6.0
1 30
30
3.0
30
1 40
40

7

0

1

1 50
47 0
55.00 470
47.0

2
8

0

0
0
0
0

2 6
042 5
60425
0

0
0
0
0

0

1

0
0

0
380
2 75
38 0
7 5 38.0
380

337501
3 37501
3750.1
750 1

0
0
0
0

0
0

2 0 610
61 0
glo
gio
2 20
1 losso
1 0 55 0
1055.0
10550
0

14
0 21 0
14021.0
140210

appendix

another species for which there

is no pre-

vious record of occurrence in mineral county
idus hall 1946 we captured repropallidus
is A pall
ductive females at 4 locations within this
county although locality records exist for
northern mineral county our captures of M
cilio
ciliolabrum
ciliolabmm
labrum M californicus
evotis P hescalifornicus M elotis
perus and L noctivagans
noctivagant are all new records
for the southern part of the county
we determined the presence of 11 species
ciliolabrum
of bats in west central nevada M ciliolabrum
townsendia
hesperu M californicus
P hesperus
townsendii
ii
californicus and C townsend
were the most common species captured these
species are apparently broadly distributed in
this portion of nevada occurring in a variety
of habitat types ports and bradley 1996 found
cilio labrum and C townsend
townsendia
M ciliolabrum
townsendii
ii to be widely
distributed in a variety of habitats throughout
eastern nevada P hesperus was rare in eastern nevada and M californicus
californicus did not occur
White Inyo mountains of eastern caliin the whiteinyo
fornia and western nevada both P hesperus
and M califomicus
californicus are relatively common and
californicus
occur in many different vegetation zones
szewczak et al 1998
L noctivagans
noctwagans
noctivagant was one of the rarest species
we found being captured at only 1I site hall
1946 reported only 2 locality records for this
species within our study region both from
esmeralda county ports and bradley 1996

found this species to occur only in high eleva
tion areas that had a combination of coniferous
andor deciduous trees male and nonreproductive female L noctivagant
noctivagans roost alone under
loose bark or in crevices in dead or dying trees
campbell et al 1996 mattson et al 1996
while reproductively active females form maternity colonies in tree cavities campbell et al
1996 betts 1998 it is possible that suitable
roost sites for this species are limited in west
central nevada however given the large
scale at which we conducted our surveys we
made no attempt to quantify the availability of
potential roost sites
E fuscus also was captured at only 1I location szewczak et al 1998 captured this
species only upstream from ranches with
established agricultural fields E fuscus is
commonly associated with buildings barbour
and davis 1869 which are rare in the areas
we surveyed this lack of man made structures
may be a factor in the limited distribution of
E fuscus within our study region however E
fuscus is also known to roost in trees and rock
crevices kurta and baker 1990
over half of all female bats we captured
were reproductively active although limited
our sample sizes do provide some indication
of dates of parturition based on our capture
pallidus M cilio
labrum M califomicus
cifiolabmm
ciliolabrum
data A pallidus
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C townsend
ii and F
P hesperus in west central
townsen dn

nevada likely give birth sometime in late june
or early july these dates are similar to those
reported by hall 1946
the number of individuals and species we
captured at individual sites was highly variable
our
oul mist netting surveys focused on water
oui
sources preference for foraging over open
water varies with bat species fenton et al
watel
1980 and interspecific foraging strategies
may have influenced the species captured
however during active periods most bat
species do drink nightly kunz 1982 and
many of the water
watel sources we visited were the
only ones available for many kilometers in any
direction it is likely that bat populations in
these areas are
aie dependent on these isolated
ale
water supplies other factors that possibly
influenced our capture results are the placement and configuration of mist nets kunz and
kurta 1988 and temporal variation in bat
activity hayes 1997
townsendia
dn
ciko
C townsend
townsendn
townsendii
ii M cilio
cikolabrum
ciliolabrum
townsen
labrum and P hesperus were found hibernating in 27 of the mines
we surveyed similar results have been obtained
by others in a winter survey of 85 mines in
central nevada alcorn 1944 found 14 C
townsendia
townsendii
townsendn
townsen dn
ii in 12 mines 19 M cilio
ciliolabrum
townsend
labrum in
14 mines and 6 P hesperus in
m 3 mines szewczak et al 1998 also found C townsen
townsenddn
ii and
ciliolabrum
M cilio
ciholabrum
labrum to be scattered sparsely throughout mines in the inyo and white mountains of
eastern
bastein california and western nevada
eastein
we found no difference in average temperature and relative humidity between used and
nonuser
nonused mines however evidence suggests
that bats select hibernacular
hibernacula that provide stable
temperature and humidity regimes humphrey
1978 genter
center 1986 since our temperature
and relative humidity data were collected on
only a single visit we have no information on
how these varied over the winter A lack of
mines providing stable environments would
help explain why the majority of mines we
surveyed did not contain bats
thorough knowledge of the current distribution of any species is necessary to maintain
existing populations results of this study contribute some important information on bat dis
tribution
trib
adias for hibernacular
ibution
ti
ution and use of mine adits
hibernacula
m west central nevada but much work remains
in
to be done data on roost and foraging site
selection are needed to develop a better understanding
standing ofbat
of bat species within this region
ozbat
der
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erom
blom west central nevada 1994 1995
hiom
from
locations of survey sites and species examined hrom

cave springs sa silver peak range esmeralda
co nevada e425700 n417410011 1860 m I1 june
1994 M ciliolabruni
ctholabrum 2 males

2
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P gold mountain esmeralda co
nevada e471200 n4123300 2085 m 16 june 1994
M califor
nicus 2 males 2 nonreproductive females
califomicus
californicus
cilio
ciliolabrum
labrum 1 male 2 nonreproductive females
M ltholabrum
C townsend
townsendia
townsendii
townsendn
townsen dnii 1 1I male
lower indian springs S bullfrog hills nye co
nevada e518100 n4088500 1220 m 19 june 1994
M califor
nicus 1 nonreproductive female P hespecaltforniciis
californicus
rus 1 1I male 2 pregnant
pre
pie gnant females
dago joe
oe springs P montezuma range esmeraida co nevada e471600 n4174600 2060 m 22
alda
ctholabrum
ciliolabrum
labrum 17 males 6 pregnant
june 1994 M cilio
pre
pie gnant
townsendiaii 2 males 2 pre
females C townsend
townsemln
townsendii
pregnant
piegnant females
maculatum
E maculatum
maculatuin
tuin 1 1I male
0 2 km east of blue dick mine P
unnamed spring 02

old camp

palmetto mountains esmeralda co nevada
e413500 n4145600 2185 m 24 june 1994 C
townsendn
townsen
dn
ii 2 nonreproductive females
townsend
unnamed spring 4 km south ofteel
afteel s marsh and 0055
km northeast of rock house springs S mineral
co nevada e380600 n4223200 1600 m 6 july
1994 M californicus
nicus 1 1I nonreproductive female M
califor
caltforniws
ciltolabrzim
cilio
ciliolabrum
labrum 1 1I male 11 nonreproductive females F
P

7

8

9

hesperus 7 males I1 pregnant female 6 lactating
lictatmg
females 8 nonreproductive females A pallidus
paliidus 1 I1
pail
pall
palhdus
egnant female
agnant
pi pregnant
company springs 4.25
425
4 25 km south of teel s marsh S
425
mineral co nevada e380200 n4223400 1540 m
7 july 1994 M califor
nicus 4 nonreproductive
cahfornicus
californicus
nonie productive
ciliolabrum
ciholabrum
labrum 3 males 3 pregnant
females M cilio
pie gnant
females 1I lactating female 12 nonreproductive
females P hesperus 2 males 24 pregnant females
2 nonreproductive females C townsendvi
ii 1 1I nonreproductive female 1 pregnant female A pallidus
puli idus 1
pall
palhdus
pregnant female
dunlap tunnel springs P pilot mountains mineral
co nevada e415700 n4244900 2330 m 9 july
ctliolabrum
ciliolabrum
labrum 1 1I male 2 lactating females 2
1994 M cilio
nonreproductive
elotis 3 males 1I lacnonie productive females M evotis
G
tating female 1I nonreproductive
nonie productive female C
townsendia
townsendn
townsendii
ii 3 males I1 lactating female E inacula
townsen dn
townsend
palhdus
lactatmg
tum audible detection A pallidus
paliidus 1 lactating
pail
pall
female
crow springs S monte cristo range esmeralda
co nevada e448300 n4233400 1575 m 11
il july
1994 M californicus
californicus 1 male 1I lactating female 3
cahfomicw
labrum 2 males 2
nonreproductive females M cilio
ciholabrum
ciliolabrum
pont
post lactating females 1I nonreproductive female P
hesperus 3 males 1I lactating female I1 unknown
escapee
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pun hot gleek
puu
pinchot
creek
cleek D white mountains esmeralda
co nevada e387600 n4198100 2360 in 13 july
1994 M califor
nicus I1 nonreproductive female M
califormcus
californicus
maie 2 nonreproductive
cilio
clito
nomepioductive females M
ciliolabrum
ciliolabruin
labrum 1I male

naturalist
18

1

1

evotis
evott
evoti

11

1

1I

19

male

sliver peak range esmersilver
cottonwood springs S silvei
alda co nevada e431500 n4174100 1920 m 19
maie P hesperus 2
niale
ctliolabrum 1 male
july 1994 M ciliolabrinn
males E maculatum
macula tum
maculatuin
tuin audible detection T brasili
eims 1I nonreproductive female 1I lactating female
etus
middle creek
cleek D white mountains esmeralda
co nevada e391400 n4188800 2155 in 20 july
1994 M californicus
nicus 1 lactating female 1I nonreprocalif ormcus
califor
fei
cilio
female
liale M clito
ductive fel
ciliolabrum
ciliolabruin
labrum 1 1I nonreproductive

townsenddn
hesperusts 1 1I hibernating C townsen
ii 2
ary 1995 P hespen
hibernating c e437200 n4183100 2161 in 2 jantownsendn
uary 1995 C townseiviii
nary
townsen dn 1 1I hibernating d e437500
townsenddn
ii 1 1I
n4183500 2100 in 2 january 1995 C townsen
20

fe
female
niale
13

S

21

nidus 1 1I lactating female
14

15

16

17

1 I1

hibernating
mine adit near lida esmeralda co nevada
e459300 n4143200 1812 in 26 february 1995 M
cilio
ciliolabrum
labrum 1I hibernating
adits near dry creek white mountains
mine adias
esmeralda co nevada a e390700 n4190300
townsendn
townsendii
2220 m 3 january 1995 C townsendia
townsendii 4 hibernating b e390300 n4190600 2270 m 3 january 1995
labrum 1 1I hibernating
M cilio
c e390100
ctliolabrum
ciliolabrum
ii 1
townsen dn
n4190600 2260 in 3 january 1995 C townsend
ciliolabrum
ciliolabrion
d
labrum 2 hibernating
hibernating M cilio
e390200 n4190800 2220 m 3 january 1995 C
hibel nating
townsend
bating
townsen dini 2 hibernating
adias near coyote springs silver peak range
mine adits
esmeralda co nevada a e436200 n4180400
ii 1 hibernattownsendia
townsendn
townsendii
1800 m
townsen dn
in 4 january 1995 C townsend
ing b e436200 n4180500 1800 in 4 january 1995
cilio labrum 2 hiber
biber
townsendia
townsendn
dn
C townsendii
townsen
ii 1 hibernating M ciliolabrum
townsend
dating
mine adit near
neal upper indian springs bullfrog hills
nye co nevada e515700 n4089400 1500 m 24
townsen dn
february
ii 2 hibernating
febr
febi uary 1995 C townsend
esmer
ner
esl
mine adlis near
neal old camp gold mountain esi
alda co nevada a e470200 n4124300 1980 in
26 february 1995 P hesperus 1 hibernating C
townsenddn
ii 8 hibernating b e472700 n4123100
townsen
townsendia
townsendu
townsendii
town senduii 2 hiber2170 m
in 26 february 1995 C townsend
nating
blue dick mine palmetto mountains esmeralda
co nevada e450600 n4145700 2460 in 26 febtownsendia
ii
townsendu
townsend
ruary 1995 P hesperus 2 hibernating C townsendii
town sendu
7 hibernating
hibel nating
bating
adias near marietta excelsior mountains minmine adits
1945 in 30
eral co nevada a e380800 n4237200
n42372001945
ciliolabrum
labrum 3 hibernating C
bel 1994 M cilio
december
Decem bei
townsenddn
ii 1I hibernating b e380500 n4237600
townsen
ciliolabrum
labrum 2 hiberbel 1994 M cilio
1950 in 30 december
Decem bei
townsendn
townsendii
townsen dn
ii 7 hibernating c e382300
townsend
nating C townsendia
n4234600 1625 in 31 december 1994 M cilio
d e381400 n4234200
labrum I1 hibernating
hiber
biber
townsendia
townsendn
townsendii
ii 1 hibel
townsen dn
1560 m 31 december 1994 C townsend
dating
1

dyer
dyel esmeralda co nevada
e404600 n4170500 1465 m 24 july 1994 A pal
nyer
reservoir
dyer Rese
dyel
ivon

fish lake valley hot springs S esmeralda co
nevada e413500 n4190400 1470 in 26 june 1994
E maculatum audible detection
sliver
silvei peak
adias near
mine adits
nedl
neal tarantula springs silver
range esmeralda co nevada a e436300
townsenddn
ii 1I
n4183400 2070 in 2 january 1995 C townsen
hibernating b e437200 n4183100 2160 m 2 janu1

1

12
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pigeon springs P sylvania mountains esmeralda
co nevada e441000 n4141000 2000 in 25 july
1994 M cahforniciif
micus 3 males 1I nonreproductive
calfomicus
calfo
female E fuscus 4 males 3 lactating females 2
fernales P hesperus 2 lactating
nonreproductive females
townsenddn
ii 1 1I
feni
aies 2 non
ales
nales C townsen
lactating fer
nonlactatmg
nonlactating
females
females
macula tum 1 1I nonrepromaculatum
nonreproductive female E inaculattim
oei
fer
naie A pall
nale
female
idus 5 males 2 lactating
pallidus
ductive oer
females 2 august 1994 M califor
nicus 1 1I male M
califormcus
californicus
ciliolahrum 2 males 1I fe
ciliolabruin
female
niale M volans 1 males 4
females E fuscus 4 males 2 females P hesperus
macula tum 1 1I male A pal
maies 6 fet
fer
females
nales E maculatum
fsr
4 males
didus
fidus 2 males 1 female
lidus
pepper
peppel springs P excelsior mountains mineral
co nevada e391000 n4242500 2010 m 3 august
1994 M californictv
caltformc us 2 males 1I post lactating
female M ciliolabruin
ciliolahrum 1 1I male 3 nonreproductive
her
bernales
fer nales 3 post lactating females M evotis
females
elotis 7 males
5 nonreproductive females 1I post lactating female
noctivagant
L noctivagans
noctivaans 2 males 1I post lactating female 3
nonreproductive females C townsendii 3 males 1I
lactating female 2 post lactating females 1 nonreidus 1 1I post lactating
productive female A pall
pallidus
female
cook springs S monte cristo
clisto range esmeralda
co nevada e448400 n4233400 1920 m 5 august
1994 M californium
californicus 6 males 1I lactating female 7
ter
tet
females
nales 1 nonreproductive female 1I
post lactating fer
unknown escapee P hesperus 1 male 1I nonreproductive female
willow springs S weepah hills esmeralda co
nevada e457900 n4210500 1880 in 7 august
nome productive
1994 M califor
nicus 2 males 1I nonreproductive
califormcus
californicus
lactat
lemale 1I post lactating female P hesperus 1 1I bactat
female
lactat
mg
ing female 2 nonreproductive females 1 post bactat
townsendiaii 1 male 2 post lactating
townsendii
townwndii
mg female C townsend
ing
benl
henl
feni
females
aies
ales
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HISTORY OF THE NAMING OF THE

ferruginous HAWK

neil D Woffinden 1

the

amer ica was named ealco
ferruginous hawk a breeding bird endemic to north america
ferrugineus
ferrugi neus in
Amei
falco ferruginous
stem curator of the beilin
1838 by H Lichten
lichtenstein
berlin zoological museum the type was collected by F
E deppe near present
plesent
gray of the british museum assigned the name
R grav
day monterey
regalis to a ferruginous
monteiey
Montei
butco
buteoregalis
montel ey california in 1844 G
GR
dame Buteo
hawk specimen of unknown origin but perhaps donated to the museum by john phillips a renowned
len owned british geologist
ferruginous
ferrugtneus
ferrugineus
falco buteo ferrugi
raico
neus until the 1920s when it was discovered that this epithet was occuthe species was known as ealco
pied the next name in priority was gray s buteo regalis which then became valid the species has been known by a
number of common names even though any reference to the rusty brown
blown markings on the otherwise white plumage is
no longer part
palt of the species scientific name the ferruginous hawk continues to be the most frequently used common
pait
name
ABSIRACT

key words ferruginous hawk buteo regalis scientific name history

the ferruginous hawk

buteo regalis gray
1844 is a large prairie buteo of western north
america it breeds from eastern washington
southern alberta and southern saskatchewan
south to eastern oregon nevada northern
and southeastern arizona new mexico north
central texas western oklahoma and western
kansas american ornithologists union 1983
wintering from montana through southern
california to northern mexico the species
annd
arnd
occasionally reaches the and
arid highlands of central mexico peterson and chalif 1973 root
1988 bechard and schmutz 1995 As a winter
resident it is mostly absent from the great
plains and the lower altitudes of the imperial
valley regions inland from monterey bay two
wintering concentrations occur one southwest
of the davis mountains and along the rio
grande valley in texas and another from
amarillo and dalhart texas through northeastern new mexico and the panhandle of
oklahoma along the new mexico texas border with the exception of the latter 2 areas
the species is uncommon throughout most of
its wintering range peterson and chalif 1973
root 1988 bechard and schmutz 1995
this large temperate zone species possesses
feathered tarsi as does its smaller and more
northerly distributed congener the rough
legged hawk buteo lagopus although not
closely related both species were called
roughlegs
rough legs for many years in an attempt to
1210

reduce confusion buteo regalis for a time was
called the ferruginous from the latin ferru
ginetis resembling iron rust in color rough
legged hawk and B lagopus from the greek
logos hare and pous foot or harefoot
lagos
hare foot the
american rough legged hawk the confusion
continued however and subsequently the reference to feathered tarsi was dropped for B
regalis it is simply known now in reference
to the rusty brown markings on this otherwise
light colored bird as the ferruginous hawk
A melanistic phase also occurs in the species
some dark birds are strongly washed with rufous
and are variously called the red rufous or
erythristic phase palmer 1988
endemic to a limited area of north america and mexico the species was first collected
and named by german and british workers
one specimen was collected apparently at
monterey california by ferdinand deppe in
1836 during his return to germany from one
stresemann
of his collecting trips to mexico Strese
marm
maim
1954 heinrich lichtenstein 1839 curator of
the berlin museum of zoology made this specfalco
imen the type of his raico
buteo ferru
gineus but the name was preoccupied stresecineus
mann 1922 another specimen given to the
british museum by a mr john phillips was
assigned the name buteo regalis by george
robert gray 1844 the museum s assistant
keeper of birds this specimen was from monte
del real hidalgo mexico and could have

engineeringand
and science building university of pittsburgh at johnstown johnstown
Engineering
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been collected by william bullock jr or F
deppe both bullock and deppe were collecting natural history specimens in tropical eastern mexico during this time stresemann 1954
bullock 1971
grayson
finally andrew jackson crayson
Gi ayson an amerglayson
ican painter and naturalist named the species
buteo califomica
cahfomica
califomica based on a specimen collected
and painted in 1857 near san jose california
grinnell
neli 1932
neil
Gim nell
remarkably
Remai
remal kably
labis both EF deppe and the bullocks who collected in mexico at the same
time met and bullock jr accompanied deppe
on a number of collecting excursions it is
interesting that deppe who collected almost
exclusively m
in mexico nonetheless obtained
the type of lichtensteins
Lichten steins
lichtenstem
stem s balco
ferruginous
ferrugzneus
ferrugineus
raico ferrugi
falco
neus at
monterey california where he deppe spent
little time presumably occupied in business
and preparing to ship out Is it possible that
he had obtained the hawk at monterrey mexieo and brought it to california with him as he
leo
ico
germany
gel
prepared
many
pie pared to return to Gei
mans As a winter
visitor the ferruginous hawk might occur in
either of these 2 areas
it is also of interest that all 3 collectors
involved with naming the ferruginous hawk
the bullocks deppe and grayson knew it
only on its winter range and in areas where
even in those days it must have been uncommon or perhaps a straggler
NAMING OF THE
IHE SPECIES

on 24 december 1836 ferdinand deppe

a
german with ties to heinrich lichtenstein
Lichten stem
curator
eulator of the zoological museum of the university
vei sity of berlin shot a hawk near monterey
california which was then part of mexico the
specimen was acquired by the berlin museum
and lichtenstein
Lichten stem 1839 made it the type of
balco
caico aed
ferruginous
ferrugineus
ferrugi
raico
falco
the species faico
ugineus
neus
nens
jed
fen
during this era the berlin zoological
museum was routinely receiving specimens
many of which were unique from collectors
working throughout the world As new speciLichten stem gave every species
mens arrived lichtenstein
or
01 what he judged to be a species a name
this was done primarily for his own convenience to give the specimens a distinguishing
mark for his personal need and without consulting the literature although the names
Lichten steins registers and reapm lichtensteins
were used in
lichtensteits
peared on labels of the mounted specimens

naturalist

volume 59

Lichten stem rarely
lichtenstein
ral ely published them m
rai
in connecSti
stresemann
esemann
str
tion with a scientific description stresemann
ferruginous
1954 even though ealco
ferrugmeus
ferrugineus
raico ferrugi
falco
neus was an
stem failed to
lichtenstem
lichtenstein
exception true to form Lichten
boi availability had he
hoi
for
check the name foi
be done
so he
be perhaps would have noted that it had
been used previously for another species
in 1835 alexander von nordman professor
of zoology and botany at odessa botanical
institute ukraine USSR currently part of the
mechmkov state university had
odessa 1I 1I mechnikov
described a raptor from brazil nordman
Noidman 1835
ferruginous
ferrugmeus
ferrugineus
falco ferrugi
raico
neus ironiassigning it the name ealco
cally the specimen nordman made the type of
his ealco
balco
ferruginous
ferrugmeus
ferrugineus
falco ferrugi
raico
neus was in fact a tiny hawk
superciiwsus which had been named
accipiter superciliosus
by linneaus himself nearly a century earlier
Nord mads
balco
stresemann 1922 As nordman
raico fer
falco
mafss ealco
rugineus
rugin eus was itself a synonym it also became
an invalid name it is interesting however
that even thoughferrugineus
though ferrugmeus was dropped from
the scientific name the common name has
remained the ferruginous hawk so when
Lichten stem named the ferruginous hawk
lichtenstein
rolco ferrugi
falco
raico
ferruginous
ferrugmeus
ferrugineus
neus in 1838 based on the specimen from monterey california the name was
preoccupied by 3 yr nevertheless lichtenm the combination
stein s name was long used in
buteo
ferruginous
neus as it was 1922 before the
bufe
bute ferrugi
pre
was noted stresemann 1922
preoccupation
occupation
pie
ferruginous
ferrugmeus
ferrugineus
ealco
raico buteo ferrugi
neus was a synsince Falco
falcobuteo
onym of an earlier name the valid name for
the ferruginous hawk had to be the next
available
phillips of duke street
in 1841 a mr john philips
london referred to by sharpe 1874 as john
phillips esq but otherwise unknown donated
11 bird skins to the british museum the only
information presented with the skins was that
6 of the group 1 of which was a raptor came
from real del monte hidalgo mexico three
years later GR
G R gray 1844 assistant keeper
in charge of birds named the single raptor
buteo regalis from the latin regalis relating
to or suitable for a king subsequently with
the invalidation of lichtenstem
Lichten stem s falcoferrug
lichtensteits
falco petrug
mais s earlier use buteo
aneus
nordman
meus
mars
ineus as a result of Nord
regalis became the valid name of the species
the species was also named buteo califor
m 1857 based on a specimen
mca
nica by grayson in
he probably collected in
m the fall of 1856 near
san jose california grinnell 1932 however
as this name followed gray s buteo regalis
1844 it could not be valid other synonyms
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friedmann 1950 include archbuteo
Archbuteo regalis
archibuteo
1844 lagopusferrugineus
ferrugineus
ferrugineus 1844 archibuteo
lagopus ferruginous
Archbuteo
archbuteo
ferruginous
ferrugineus
ferrugineus 1848 buteo ferrugi
ferruginous
neus 1919
and triorchis
ferruginous 1922
triorchisferrugineus
COMMON NAMES

buteo regalis has been widely known as the
ferruginous hawk for more than a century
mcatee unpublished microfilm lists a number of other common names used less frely california squirrel hawk ferrugi
quently
quent
neous
leous buzzard cacique eagle hawk rusty
hawk also banks 1988 western rough
legged buzzard and white breasted squirrel
hawk local names apparently in reference
to the dark phase include black hawk utah
black mexican eagle black spanish eagle
texas also chap hawk alberta apparently
in reference to the feathered condition of the
legs chicken hawk gopher hawk manitoba kansas prairie eagle kansas saskatchewan california and squirrel hawk colorado new mexico washington oregon and
california french names include buse pattue
battue
couleur de rouille rust colored feather legged
buzzard buse pattue
ferrugi neuse same as
battue ferrugineuse
rouge atre reddish buzprevious and buse rougeatre
zard all referring to the reddish or rusty coloration of the light phase german and spanish names refer to its size konigsbuzzard del
hoyo et al 1994 king buzzard aquililla
aguililla
aqui lilla small
eagle appearance busardo herrumbroso del
hoyo et al 1994 rust colored buzzard aquil
illa patas asperas bechard and schmutz 1995
rough legged buzzard or small eagle or distribution
trib
ution gavilan serrano mountain hawk

collectors AND taxonomists
the bullocks
mexico s independence from spain in 1821
made it possible for europeans to settle in
mexico and to send parcels home As early as
1823 william bullock sr went to mexico to
informational
in his words acquire scientific information
bullock 1971 bullock a london goldsmith
and owner of the london museum a private
collection of both art and natural history pieces
which prior to his travels he had been forced
to dispose of through an auction to satisfy creditors collected widely in addition to securing
some mining interests while in mexico returning to london at the end of 1823 he exhibited
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new world artifacts along with a

few mexican birds and mammals in a public
showing entitled new spain stresemann
1954

bullock and his son william bullock jr
dis
disembarked
embarked in the new world at the city of
veracruz bullock sr described his experiences im
n the book six months residence and
travels in mexico published in 1824 and reprinted in 1971 it is worth quoting at some
length since his adventures provide insight
into the difficulty of travel but the apparent
ease of obtaining scientific specimens in mid
19th century mexico
the bullocks soon found that glowing
accounts they had read regarding travel in
mexico were gross exaggerations following an
initial stroll around the veracruz city square
bullock states

we

returned to our hotel if such it deserved to be
called where we could not even be accommodated
with beds with some difficulty 1I procured a kind of
bedstead on the sacking of which a sheet was spread
and over that a small piece ot
of baiza this constituted
the whole furniture of the room
loom which had no win
window but only an opening that communicated with a
billiard room
tois were
visi tors
vlsi
loom whose noisy visitors
weie alone sufficient
to prevent repose
lepose on preparing to lie down I1 discovered that the solitary sheet was absolutely wet yet
upon making my complaint to the landlord
land loid
lold he
be replied
piled
plied
le
that he
be knew it but that he had no other
othel I1 told him
that wrapping myself in my great
gleat coat and sitting in a
chair
chah all night would be preferable to such a bed to
ehan
chan
which he
be rejoined with the utmost sangfroid
sang froid that he
thought it would and left me to pass a sleepless night
tormented with noise heat and mosquitos

bullock sr his son a servant and a frenchman soon departed veracruz for jalapa a distance of approximately 100 km the surroundings were inhospitable and travel was slow it
took them 4 days to make the journey toward
the end of the ist day they stopped
to take some refreshment at a place consisting of a few
huts called santa fe where 1I shot several birds
buds
among them the crested meadow
meadowlark
lark
lalk of america a
laik
large and fine bird
laige
bud for the table these were as tame as
fowls in the poultry yard through the rest
iest of the evelest
&c were
ning the birds hares ac
wele very numerous and
weie
tor
we might easily have killed sufficient for
toi a laige
large patty
party
patts
very
vety small considerably less than our
the hares are vely
rabbits
rab bits but in other respects like our own the counlab
try too began to be improved
beforee we
impi oved by vegetation beloi
rived at san rafael where we were
ai arrived
weie to pass the night
here we found nearly as good an inn as any on the
road and a description of it and oui
our
oul treatment may
serve as specimens of the whole no doubt to the surprise of those who have believed what some wnters
writers
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not trav
travellers
eilers have asserted respecting the ample
ellers
tiavelleis
accommodations to be found in these parts
paits the
posada is a laige
reeds
large shed thatched with leaves or
01 leeds
cid
ltd
freely
cidmitting
admitting
bird cage and heely
feely
partly enclosed like a birdcage
bud
mitting
parth
paith
feels lid
bar
whate vei
bai i leaded
barrica
barricaded
so little barricades
dle air
die
the
ded as to allow whatever
an
vel
ive
root
from without and the roof
lie seen flom
be
loot
passes within to iye
jcction very
pro
pioieetion
ovel the sides under
vely considerably over
tiavelleis
travellers
eilers
ellers
this projection
an several trav
pi election and in the open air
ror the night our
eel
foi
had laid themselves down for
oui baggage
oul
was placed in the in terion and when we inquired where
we weie
were
were
wele to lodge we weie
weic
wele conducted to the same
place kind
and told that unless we had beds of our
oul own we
oui
on
epose oly
must i repose
oil the floor indeed nothing was furnished
depose
fot the cattle
for
horn the rain
but shelter from
lain and indian corn
tain
coin foi
eoln
eoin
hor
bor
hoi
for
foi ourselves
oul selves we with difficulty procured some planks
oui
after
aftel making a
on which to place our
elges and ahter
math esses
oin mattresses
fot bad water
foi
bi ought for
scanty meal of what we had brought
watel
and a little bread were
weie all the house afforded we p re
ie
pared to go to lest
rest hoping that the fatigue we had
fic several persons
gone through would act as a soporific
sopon fie
of both sexes with some children
chii dlen
chil
dien were
weie in the same
wele
ejected over
m a sort
soll of gallery that pi projected
soit
soil
loom with us in
trav ellers
other travellers
the enclosure our
oui mules and those of othel
oul
nume rous
were
ious dogs
lous
weie fastened on the outside while numerous
wele
belonging to the house as well as those attached to
eilers were
ellers
tiavelleis
travellers
the different conveyances of the trav
wele minweie
tind
gled with their
and kept up such a barking as
then masters
ma steis kind
to lender
render sleep impossible we had horses close to our
oui
heads eating indian corn
coin the mules kicking and fightcoln
muleteeis cursing
cm ring
ing the inuleteers
sing intolerable and suffocating
heat braying of asses singing and stinging of mosquiot myriads
mynads
tile biting of
tiie
tos and the
monads of fleas completed the
comforts of what has been called an inn how did 1I
fol kai glass of water to moisten my patched
for
parched and
pray
pi ay foi
foi an english barn or
feverish lips how did I1 long for
01
pala
disc to such an infernal
elther had been a paradise
elthel
eithel
hay loft either
Paia dise
hayloft
howe ver
spot to leave it however
vei would have been to have
of being devoured by the surrounding dogs
run
lun the risk ofbeing
iun
inn
dealing our
dearing
ought us relief and clearing
daylight
day light at length bi brought
oui
bomm
from
sons borm
horn the deposits of the poultry that had
persons
pet
pei vons
our
boosted
ca inage and
roosted
loosted over
loaded
oui heads we reloaded
oul
oui carriage
ovel our
le
proceeded on a better road
toad than heretofore having in
load
carried at considerable labor and
sonne
some
paits been earned
sonie parts
mor asses which would otherwise have
expense over
ovet morasses
moi
been impassable bullock 1971

number of specimens including several
raptores
raptors were collected before the group
reached mexico city where numerous artifacts were
wele added to the growing collection
weie
bullock s travels resulted
resul ted in a book and a collesul
lesui
lection of materials that were the basis of the
london display both mentioned previously
A
4

ferdinand deppe
accounts of european travelers in mexico
upon reaching germany excited the curiosity
of a wealthy nobleman the count von sach
zweiter ober jagermeister and chamberlain
to the king of prussia following a successful
collecting trip to egypt and cyprus he desired
to visit mexico provided a collecting naturalist

naturalist

volume 59

of good reputation could accompany him
stresemann
Strese mama
mami 1954 heinrich lichtenstein
director of the zoological museum of berlin
university recommended ferdinand deppe
who was at the time a gardener with the royal
gardens but had a close association with the
zoological museum deppe gave up his job in
1821 and prepared for the voyage to mexico
by perfecting bird and mammal skinning techniques studying english and spanish and
reading extensively on the zoology botany
and geography of south america the count
apparently in no hurry to leave delayed their
voyage for 3 yr when finally at the insistence
of deppe they at last departed reaching london in august 1824 an extended delay allowed
deppe an opportunity to visit bullock s mexican show the british museum and private
shops dealing in mexican specimens
departing england in october the group
reached alvarado veracruz mexico in mid
december apparently not able to get along
the count and deppe separated in may 1825
with deppe completing the remainder of the
expedition at his own risk during the 2 yr of
his initial mexican collecting stint he traveled
to mexico city and back to veracruz where
on the return trip deppe made the acquainbad remained
tance of william bullock jr who had
in mexico when his father returned to england the pair collected extensively during their
several month association for instance in the
years 1825 and 1826 deppe alone made 958
bird skins representing about 315 species
and collected a number of mammals reptiles
amphibians fishes and snails thousands of
insects and a wealth of botanical material
supposedly all of deppe s zoological materials were bought by lichtenstein and the
zoological museum of berlin stresemann
1954 however in august 1826 william bullock sr who had returned to mexico as director of a british mining company that he had
founded following his ist visit joined deppe
and bullock jr in temascaltepec returning to
london in september of that year bullock sr
took with him many bird skins and perhaps
other materials which apparently had been
collected cooperatively by the pair strese2nd time materials
mann 1954 this was the and
collected by the bullocks were carried to
great britain and perhaps the ist
ast opportunity
1st
for deppe to send his materials somewhere
other than the berlin museum
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deppe departed from veracruz in april
1827 and although welcomed back to berlin
was not awarded a hoped for post with one of
the scientific institutions of the city disappointed he returned to mexico the following
year accompanied by a botanist friend wilhelm schiede the pair hoped to make a living
by selling zoological and botanical specimens
to european museums and dealers in the

meantime however the berlin museum had
fallen on hard times financially thus making it
impossible for lichtenstein to buy additional
mexican material
unable to dispose of their specimens deppe
and schiede were forced to give up collecting
in 1830 schiede died a short time later and
deppe to survive became a commission
agent for merchants located at acapulco mexico and monterey california his position took
him throughout the western and northern states
of mexico until 1836 when having been
cheated out of all his assets he decided to
return to germany on 24 december 1836
during his return journey he collected the
specimen that lichtenstein made the type of
falco ferrugineus
ferruginous
ferrugi neus near monterey california
arriving in berlin in 1838 he was again
denied an appointment and died in oblivion in
1860 stresemann 1954
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the zoological museum lichtenstein 1928
which under his care became one of the greatest in europe he also founded the zoological
garden in berlin which despite numerous
obstacles succeeded because of his leadership the garden boasted an exotic collection
of live animals that thrilled the viewing public
of that day stresemann 1960
in spite of his many positive attributes
lichtenstein failed to pay sufficient attention
to detail in his taxonomic activities he often
considered some specimens as new species
when they were not while frequently trading
or selling unique specimens as duplicates he
never properly studied the vast quantities of
avian study skins sent to the berlin museum
by deppe and others critical examination of
this material was left to learned visitors at the
museum and subsequent curators stresemann
1960 although as stated previously he
be
assigned scientific names to numerous specimens only a few were published also because he failed to check the literature for
availability his names were often preoccupied
as was the case with the ferruginous hawk
his shortcomings in this area which have
been widely criticized unfortunately have overshadowed his many accomplishments he conducted numerous excursions throughout europe
during his lengthy tenure at the university of
berlin and continued until his death at age 77
in 1857 as a lecturer of zoology stresemann
11

heinrich lichtenstein
martin karl heinrich lichtenstein was
born in hamburg in january 1780 he studied 1960
medicine and received the degree doctor of
considering Lichten
lichtensteins
steins unwise disposimedicine and philosophy in 1802 following tion of unique materials and the destruction of
which he traveled to south africa as the pri- many specimens during the second world
vate tutor of the newly appointed governor s war it is fortunate that the type specimen of
teenaged son and the family s medical atten- falco butco
ferrugineus
ferrugineus a female mount in
buteoferrugineus
buteo ferruginous
dant the governor anxious to view the colony good condition still exists in the zoological
firsthand explored the area extensively shortly museum of the present day humboldt uniafter arriving lichtenstein accompanied the versity in berlin G Maur
maurersberger
ersberger 1990 pergroup as the medical officer and since he was sonal communication
already an ardent naturalist collected numerWHERE WAS THE DEPPE SPECIMEN COLous specimens and made careful observations LECTED
for a time it was thought that the
throughout the journey the account of his 4 specimen lichtenstein made the B ferruyr in africa is recorded in his 2 volume work ginous type was collected at monterrey mextravels in southern asnica
ico palmer 1988 407 but stresemann apparafrica lichtenstein 1928
upon the cession of the cape to the eng- ently found that deppe had never been in
lish in 1806 lichtenstein returned to ger- monterrey mexico thus he concluded that
many where he occupied himself with the the type locality must have been monterey
arrangements of his collections and manu- california the site of deppe s last embarkscripts in 1811 he received an appointment as ment for europe
professor of zoology at the university of berlin
we know that deppe sailed from monterey
two years later he assumed the directorship of california instead of veracruz mexico as he
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had done on previous trips because he stopped
in oahu
bahu hawaii and joined the renowned
american ornithological collector JK townsend in january 1837 at least 2 of the species
represented in their 1837 collection subsequently became extinct and are known only
from their specimens olson and james 1994
stresemann 1954 intended to write a paper
dealing with the events of the hawaiian collections which may have provided additional
information concerning the collection of the
deppe specimen unfortunately it was not
completed before his death deppe can be
unquestionably placed at monterey california in december 1836 and so it appears that
this was the locality for the B ferrugi
ferruginous
neus
specimen

GR gray
meanwhile a mr john phillips of duke
street adelphi london presented 11 bird
skins to the british museum in 1841 no information is available as to how the skins came
into mr phillips s possession at present we
are not even certain of his identity six of the
specimens reportedly came from real del
monte hidalgo mexico but no collection date
was given one of the 6 was a ferruginous
hawk it was described as buteo regalis by
george robert gray an assistant keeper in
charge of birds and a brother to JE gray
keeper of the zoological department for 34 yr
energetic and dedicated to the building of the
zoological department JE gray was responsible for the immense growth of collections
during a time when british science otherwise
funded
underfunded
was under
GR gray of a much quieter temperament
was totally different from his brother working
assiduously he processed large amounts of
material in a precise manner he has been
characterized as a thoroughly conscientious
clerk sharpe 1906 however he had little
knowledge of birds in the field A story is told
of his succumbing to the pressures placed
upon him by others who continually reminded
him of this deficiency one day he rented a
gun and went into hertfordshire
Hertford shire to shoot birds
promptly arrested by a gamekeeper for tres
passing he quickly terminated the endeavor
despite his lack of knowledge concerning
birds in life he
be was immensely acquainted
with bird skins and proper systematic rules

naturalist
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result the british museum possessed a
well named collection sharpe 1906
GR gray was born in 1808 educated at
the merchant tailors school in london and
at an early age assisted mr JG
fg children a
keeper at the museum in the arrangement of
an extensive collection of insects he published various works on insects including an
account of species that are parasitic on other
insects his list of the genera of birds
which contained 1065 genera including the
type species on which each genus was founded
was published in 1840 the following year he
revised and expanded the list to 1232 genera
other works followed which were of great
importance to ornithologists of the day and
were carefully accurate as the author was indefatigable in his researches and spared no
pains in searching out all that had been done
in ornithology from every available source
babington e t al 1872 he appeared to have
been intolerant of criticism both in his professional and private life but was characterized
perhaps by his brother as a person of true
heart and a dedicated friend he died 6 may
1872 at the age of 64 while actively pursuing
his work babington et al 1872
litchenstein
due to the preoccupation of Litchen
steirss
falco ferruginous
ferrugineus
fermgineus
ferrugineus gray s buteo regalis next in
order became the valid name for the ferruginous hawk
As a

AJ grayson

the

species was also named buteo califor
Hell
heilmayr
hellmayr
mayr
nica by andrew jackson grayson hellmayer
and conover 1949 A colorful and eventually
rather tragic figure grayson 1818 1869 was
born and raised in northern louisiana but a
yearning for the west led him at age 28 to
help organize a wagon train to california he
reached the golden state in october 1846
accompanied by
bv his wife and 2 yr old son in
frances grayson took her husband to see
1853 prances
the recently acquired set of
ofaudubon
Audubon s birds
of america
cd at san francisco s mercantile
Ameri
amerl
library grayson was enthralled and although
he lacked training determined that he would
paint all the birds of the pacific slope unknown to audubon teaching himself to paint
he corresponded with and was encouraged on
his mission by ornithologists at the smithsonian institution
Gray sons settled in mexico
eventually the graysons
where he painted in earnest collected numerbe sent to the smithsonian
ous specimens that he
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and thoroughly described the avifauna of some
areas including at the time the undisturbed
soccoro islands while in mexico the gray
sons were involved in a variety of adventures
including shipwrecks and robberies following the unexplainable murder of their son
grayson pined inconsolably but continued his
work until he succumbed to yellow fever in
1869 after his death frances returned to california intent on publishing her husband s
plates unable to raise the necessary funds
however she eventually donated his works to
the bancroft library of the university of california at berkeley here they lay unnoticed
until discovered by lois
lols chambers stone in
lots
1949 graham 1987 howell 1987 her discovery prompted publication between 1949
and 1957 of 23 color reproductions of grayson
paintings in the condor more recently prints
of all 156 surviving paintings along with a
biography and other materials about grayson
have been published in an elegant multi vol
ume
nine set birds of the pacific slope stone 1986
since grayson undoubtedly knew the ferrug
ruginous
inous hawk in life and was a bona fide field
ornithologist it is unfortunate that his name is
not the name for the species however GR
gray s buteo regalis 1844 has priority because
of its earlier date
WHO
10 COLLECTED THE
wiio
PHILLIPS SPECIMEN

no collector was listed for the specimen
that J phillips donated to the british museum
and GR gray made the type of buteo regalis
it is tempting however to speculate as to its
origin the bullocks and deppe were the ist
collectors of birds in mexico stresemann 1954
it appears from bullock s writing bullock 1971
that they amassed a sizeable collection for
instance on one occasion bullock sr records
that he had collected nearly 200 specimens of
hummingbirds alone during the 6 months of
his ist visit bullock 1971273 while traveling to mexico city in march 1823 bullock
reported the birds throughout this day s
journey were very tame and we shot some
but as we had no means of preserving them
they were lost during the journey the group
saw many different species of eagles numerous and beautiful hawks various crows oriole
ail of which suffered us to approach
ali
cuckoos
cuckoo all
cuckoosall
within pistol shot bullock 197136 37
11

sail
sali
sall
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nearing perote veracruz they saw several
specimens of eagles hawks and other birds of
prey some of which came so near our carriage
as to be easily shot without our getting out
bullock 197175 on the return trip to veracruz in july also near perote 2 vultures and
several hawks were shot again from the coach
window bullock 1971450 in addition to his
extensive collection of skins and other specimens bullock had in his own words a
menagerie of living animals including several armadillos deers parrots currassow birds
quans
euans tiger cats and etc that he was taking
back to england with him at no expense on
the british ship phaeton bullock 1971483
although bullock s collection undoubtedly
contained numerous raptor specimens since
his visit was from march to july it is unlikely
that any of the birds he reportedly shot would
have been ferruginous hawks however the
younger bullock and deppe actively collected
in the same area for more than 2 yr they collected extensively around mexico city as well
as the area between jalapa and the capital
during various trips depending on the route
traveled they could have passed through
hidalgo on one of their journeys from jalapa
to and from mexico city as real del monte is
only approximately 100 km northeast of the
city center in addition deppe made several
excursions out of jalapa and could have reached
real del monte by traveling 200 km in a
northwest direction thus it is likely that they
11

encountered wintering ferruginous hawks
during their travels
although the phillips specimen cannot be
traced to deppe and bullock as mentioned
previously bullock sr upon his return from
his 2nd
and trip to mexico carried a number of
specimens with him to england which had
been collected by his son while in the company of E deppe it is also possible that he
took with him specimens that deppe had collected independently stresemann 1954 however states that the bullock new spain exhibit
contained only a few birds and mammals
arranged on native plants what became of the
rest of his sizeable collection had it been sold
or placed on consignment in private shops was
the collection still in bullock s possession but
not displayed did william swainson receive
some of it or had it at least passed through his
hands even though the answers to these
questions are not available it is likely that
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mexican specimens collected by the bullocks
were
wele held privately at the time J phillips
weie
made his donation to the british museum
also it is usually thought that the berlin
beihn
museum received all of the deppe mexican
materials but as pointed out previously the
museum was unable to buy all of the deppe
schiede
shiede specimens in an attempt to find other
markets at this time deppe s brother published lists of available specimens and distributed them throughout europe the number of
specimens disposed of in this effort was apparently modest as the earnings were insufficient
to support continued collection however some
of deppe s materials perhaps including the B
regalis type were
weie distributed to locations other
than berlin at this time
it is possible that J phillips collected the
specimen himself however as there is no record of anyone of that name in mexico it safely
may be assumed that he was a hobbyist who
acquired only a few mexican birds which he
later gave to the british museum
although we do not know who collected the
phillips specimen mexican specimens collected by the bullocks and deppe were likely
privately held at the time the buteo regalis
type was donated to the british museum
since the bullocks andor deppe did collect
hawks in mexico and the whereabouts of
much of their
theu vast collections cannot be
then
accounted for probably 1I of the 3 collected
the buteo regalis type

john phillips

the

only information available on john
phillips is his address and a reference to him
as J phillips esquire apparently he was a
professional person who donated a group of
vanous
bud skins to the british museum he
various bird
must have felt his specimens were
weie of value to
the museum but was probably not an ornithologist since there was no pattern to his collection it is also highly unlikely that he would
have collected such a limited number of diverse
specimens had he visited mexico and done the
collecting personally so it appears that john
phillips was familiar with scientific collections
felt that the british museum would be an
bad
appreciative recipient of his specimens but had
aily collected the mexican birds
person
not personally
peison ally
A check of the 1841 british census failed to
find a J phillips on duke street in london
john thackery currently an archivist at the
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natural history museum stated that there
was an active collector for the museum in the
1840s by the name of john phillips this
phillips was a geologist when thackery was

told that the phillips of interest resided on
duke street in the adelphi section of london
he suggested that this would be a likely location in which a professor at london university
might reside was john phillips geologist and
museum collector the john phillips who
donated the B regalis type to the museum it
seems likely for the reasons stated previously
john phillips geologist was born 25 december 1800 orphaned at the age of 8 phillips
was raised by his uncle william smith smith
a geologist of note was widely known as the
father of english geology soon after phillips
took up residence with his uncle he developed
a keen interest in geology the boy and his
uncle became inseparable for several years
and phillips s knowledge of geology and paleontology flourished under the tutelage of his
accomplished guardian because of his achievements while accompanying his uncle on a lecture series to york in 1825 he was offered the
position of keeper of fossils in the york museum
in 1834 phillips was elected a fellow of the
royal society and accepted the professorship
of geology in king s college london a post
he held for 10 yr his next position was professor of geology at trinity college dublin he
left ireland in 1853 to join the faculty at
oxford A professor of geology at oxford he
also served as keeper of the ashmolean museum from 1854 to 1870 he published widely
not only on geology but also astronomy and
meteorology john phillips died at the age of
74 as a result of an accidental fall down a stone
staircase
was john phillips the geologist the john
phillips who donated the B regalis type to the
british museum the evidence is inconcludoern t rule him out
doesn
sive but it certainly doesrt
although some questions remain concerning the deppe and phillips specimens events
surrounding the collection and naming of the
ferruginous hawk make an interesting addition to current literature on this splendid bird
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ecological REVIEW AND management recommendations
FOR RECOVERY OF THE endangered GILA TOPMINNOW
bleyl
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ecology of the endangered gila top
described and reconstructed natural condiminnow is reviewed
toptoinnow
topminnow
viewed
le
tions are
die placed in perspective with human altered habitats of today in the natural state of waxing and waning of habitat
dle
ale
size
sie as ait function of precipitation patterns and catastrophic events such as severe winter cold the species in the past
likely underwent dla
dia
rhoday
dramatic
doday
today population
contractions
matle expansions and conti
matic
matie
actions in population sie
size and geographic range rfoday
ints imposed by human activities the original patterns of dispersal from refuconstiaints
constraints
expansions are
aie unlikely because of constia
ale
tinnes and retreat in bad times if they are
through human translocation
gia in good tintes
recreated
ale to occur must be re
aie
le
created
rehm
liei most remm
mgla
desti oyed or
reff
Fuit
igia now are
01 inaccessible to recolonization so remnant
fult
further
ale destroyed
aie
iem nant natural populations along with
lem
established transplanted stocks of appropriate size and genetic quality need protection populations also must be established and maintained in artificial refugia last even if connectedness were to be reestablished and refugia provided
intervening
intel vening habitats harbor introduced pisci
vores such as western mosquitofish
piscivores
mosquit ofish that interdict and eat dispersing topmm
topmin
tolmin
nows and their
then progeny elimination exclusion or
01 management against such offending species is mandatory to prevent
minnow extinction and achieve recovery
topmmnow
top
topminnow
1

alis colorado river western north
occidentalist
key words gila topininnow
nof th america endangered species
bof
topimniww poeciliopsis occidentalis
occident
management recovery

at the

time of its discovery in the mid
1800s the small live
hvebearmg
livebearing
bearing gila top
topminnow
minnow
guard
poecihopsts occidentalist
poeciliopsis
alis baird
occidentalis
band and girard
occident
was widely distributed below 1600 m elevaanzona and
tion in the gila river basin of arizona
new mexico in the united states and in northwestern sonora mexico hubbs and miller
1941 it now is extirpated
extnpated from much of its
range
lange in the united states persisting natuiange
rally in only a few isolated springs and stream
segments fig 1 and is listed as endangered
by the U
USS fish and wildlife service USFWS
1994 although more secure in mexico hendrickson et al 1981 both this and the closely
dr
guard also are declinelated P sonoriensis
i related
sononensis girard
thele campoy E
F et al 1989 varela R et al
ing there
1992 and are listed collectively as P occzden
occident
occiden
tails
talis
tabs as threatened by the mexican secretana
see
Sec
secretarial
Secret
arla
aria
secretaria
retana
de desarrollo
Des arrollo social SEDESOL 1994 1I consider F
P sonoriensis
lather than a
sononensis a full species rather
subspecies of P occidental
ails based on data prealls
alis
occident
sented by quatro et al 1996
top minnow is
disappearance of the gila topminnow
attributable to changes stemming from human
activities before the 1800s livestock grazing
and timber harvest began to alter natural vegetation hastings 1963 hastings and turner

1965 bahre 1991 1995 that changed patterns
in runoff erosion and sedimentation intensive
water development for irrigation commenced
in the 1800s further altering flow patterns and
discharge volumes of individual streams even
with these negative impacts the species continued to enjoy wide distribution in the 1940s
and 1950s however introduction and establish ment of myriad nonnative species began to
lishment
faunas of whole watersheds by
change the faunal

restructuring aquatic communities minckley
mol
bor
hor
downward spiral toward extinction for
fol
foi
gila topmmnow
top
minnow coincided with the establishtopminnow
live bearer the
ment and spread of another livebearer
western mosquitofish
mosquit ofish gambusia anfims
affinis baird
affims
and girard
bergel 1989 elevated G anfims
bergei
enberger
rauchenbergei
rauchenberger
Rauch
Rauchen
affinis and
affims
hoi
brooki girard long treated as subspecies
G hol
holbrooks
holbrookt
holbrooki
of G finis and the nominal G spec
speciosa
specioso
iosa girard
of texas and northern mexico all to full species
common names of these fishes were changed
by mayden et al 1992 to reflect changed taxabb
sterr
onomy to central einis
western
stert
affinis
alfinis
aff formerly we
finis
holbrooke formerly ea
holbrookt
holbrooki
and
ea
eastern
boi
eastern
steri bol
sterl
sterl
steri
spec
western specioso
westen
speciosa
iosa 1I retain western bosqui
mosqui
tofish
tofiw
tofia for anfims
affinis on the basis of comments by
affims
onai communication who
personal
clark hubbs pels
peis onal

tempe
tempo
dcparhnciitofffiology
university
hempe AZ
department of biology arizona state univ
sity rempe
85287 1501
852871501
az85287
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clihuahua

gila
gili river
distribution of all known collection localities for natural populations of gila top
minnows in the glia
rivel
topmmnows
topminnows
moi
bor extirpated
hor
basin united states and mexico based on museum specimens and literature records open circles are
foi
ale for
aie
populations and dots indicate collection sites between 1987 and 1997 in some instances closely adjacent sites are
ale indiaie
cated by a single symbol existing populations in the united states table 1 with exception of bylas springs
spi ings indicated
by the numeral 11 are boxed and shown in detail in figure 3 open triangles surround areas where pupfishes
pup fishes also were
weie
fig

1

taken in times past

pointed out that the native range for C
G alfinis
affinis
includes populations west of any G speciosa
specioso
if a change is to be made the common names
holbrooks eastern G
should be G holbrooki
C alfinis
affinis
specioso
western and G spec
iosa southern mosquito
fish used here for all nonnative arizona populations
ulat
ions refers only to G
C af
finis based on the
morphology of 423 specimens arizona state
ASU collection 29 localities stateuniversity ASUI
wide confirmed as this species by taun hoc
thai ASU personal communication
western andor eastern mosquitofish
ofish have
mosquit
been planted worldwide in attempts to control
pestiferous insects a practice continuing today
courtenay and meffe 1989 the aggressive
gambusia alfinis
affinis myers 1965 comparable in
body size shape and ecology to topminnows
top minnows
and native to south central united states and

northeastern mexico was first recorded in
arizona in 1926 miller and lowe 1967 and
since has spread to occupy much of the region
fig 2 featuring strong jaw teeth and aggressive carnivorous feeding behavior it was soon
indicted miller 1961 and then convicted as
topmmnow
an effective top
minnow predator minckley
topminnow
and deacon 1968 schoenherr 1974 1977
meffe 1983a et seq the native live
livebearer
bearer
sometimes disappeared only a few short months
after mosquitofish
mosquit ofish were detected schoenherr
1974 meffe 1983a
As usual there were exceptions first some
top minnow populations coexisted for a long
topminnow
time with mosquitofish
mosquit ofish before disappearing
minckley et al 1977 and a few still do
USFWS 1984 abarca et al 1994 weedman
and young 1997 in fact other than in 2 springs
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of collection localities for normative
mosquitofish
mosquit ofish in the
nonnative inosquitofish

gild
gila
clid river
clia
rivel basin united states and mex-

ico based on ASU specimens and literature records

and a creek where mosquitofish
ofish have not yet
mosquit
appeared all 8 other natural sites where top
minnows now remain are either co inhabited
by or directly accessible to mosquitofish
mosquit ofish
second losses of only a small proportion of
translocated then extirpated top
topminnow
minnow rein
productions were attributable to mosquitofish
troductions
mosquit ofish
of 175 sites stocked weedman and young
top minnows that sur10.3
1997 18 103
103 had topminnows
89.7
vived 3 20 yr and 157 897
897 failed this rate
of success was disappointingly low to some
simons et al 1989 hendrickson and brooks
1991 but seemed reasonable to others minckley 1995 it meant that the number of localities
for wild populations had more than doubled
since the effort began at 96 sites a reason for
topminnow disappearance was apparent 61
succumbed to unknown factors 57 were des
iccated
icca ted 27 were lost to flooding 6 to winter
cold and only 1I or 2 each to mosquitofish
mosquit ofish
water quality dredging or livestock overuse

the surviving

exceptional populations merit
further consideration are there subtle factors
just as dangerous as drought flood or mosquito
fish responsible for topminnow
top minnow extirpation
should factors other than mosquitofish
mosquit ofish predation be considered in attempts to conserve
and recover the species 1I examined such possibili
sibilities
ties by reviewing data for sites where
top minnows occurred before and during early
topminnows
stages of mosquitofish
mosquit ofish establishment 1I then
compared these data with features at sites of
long
longterm
term topminnow mosquitofish coexistence
as well as sites where translocated
trans located stocks seem
to have established coincidence of tolmin
topmin
now localities with elevated winter water temperatures
tures was far greater than expected thus
pera
predation might not be the only factor involved
topminnow
in the gila top
minnow s demise the possibility
is examined that distribution abundance and
persistence are also influenced by temperatures in exceptionally cold winters
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life history features
and habitats
minnow is short lived with high
topminnow
the gila top

reproductive potential average natural life
span is 1 1I yr and a female bears 5 20 young
constantz
at 24 to 28 d intervals constantz
Con
stautz 1974 et
stantz
seq the reproductive season varies upward
to 8 9 months from spring through autumn
and may be year round although depressed in
winter in warm constant temperature springs
females sometimes superfetate simultaneously carrying 2 or more cohorts of young each at
different stages of embryogeny which reduces
brood intervals schoenherr 1974 1977 constantz 1980 A female also can produce multiple broods from a single insemination perhaps
throughout life constantz 1981 1989 young
achieve sexual maturity in warm water in 60
or fewer days constantz 1976 1979
topminnow
minnow occupies water a few
the gila top
centimeters deep in slow currents tending to
concentrate in protected inlets shoreward of
sandbars or debris or associated with aquatic
or streamside vegetation minckley 1973
meffe et al 1983 forest 1992 it lived originally in a variety of habitats from shorelines
slackwaters
and slack
waters of rivers to small streams
springs and marshes it endures both intertency and moderate floods meffe et al
mit
mittency
1983 meffe 1984b

although severe flooding
eliminated some translocated
trans located populations
collins et al 1981 weedman and young 1997
omnivorus
omni vorus eating mostly detritus
the fish is omnivorous
but also live plants and aquatic and terrestrial
invertebrates schoenherr 1974 1977 1981
gerking and plantz 1980
under natural conditions gila topminnows
were largely alone in their microhabitat
micro habitat
encountering only larvae or juveniles of 1I or 2
other native fishes none markedly competitive or piscivorous among these only desert
cyprinodont
pupfish
Cyprinodon macularius
pup fish cyprinodon
macu larius baird and
girard likely co occurred throughout the year
75 of known locales for pupfish in arizona
before it also declined to endangered status
also supported topminnows
top minnows pupfish were far
rarer than top
topminnows
minnows only 12 samples at 8
locales were known before 1930 fig 1 including the undescribed monkey spring pup
fish cyprinodon
cyprinodont
Cyprin odon sp compared with about 50
collections at approximately 20 sites for top
minnows although physical separation between
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the species is minimal in shallow water interactions are rarer in deeper habitats since pup
fish remain near the bottom while as implied
by its common name the top
minnow is near
topminnow
the surface

distribution and abundance
under natural conditions gila topminnows
top minnows
must have expanded in geographic range and
population size during wetter times of maximum habitat connectedness As habitats diminished and fragmented with drought most populations
ulat
ions could only have been progressively
reduced in size and then destroyed until the
species was ultimately isolated into a few
remaining oases fed by reliable subterranean
water sources the strategy worked because
dispersal barriers vanished topminnows then
could again repopulate as soon as dry channels
resumed their flow predisposition to exploit
such a transient system through life history
and habitat selection traits included rapid population expansion A biological incentive a
benefit to dispersing individuals despite danger of death from desiccation was more food
or some other factor reflected in greater reproductive output eg higher fitness as demonstrated by constantz 1976 1981 not all
individuals left the oases those that remained
traded high risk with high profit in temporary
waters for low risk low profit survival in small
permanent habitats thereby ensuring individual and thus species persistence
original top
topminnow
minnow environments were
vastly different from those of today historically precipitation ran more slowly off intact
watersheds and a larger proportion entered
the water table violent floods were less frequent groundwater percolated downslope to
fill floodplain
flood plain alluvium and promote reliable
baseflows
base flows in surface streams stream channels
geomorphically
were geo
morphically more complex substrates
more diverse and well sorted and pools were
common scoured near tree roots fallen logs
boulders and banks or behind beaver dams
stream courses were scarcely or only locally
incised riparian vegetation included gallery
forests dense shrublands
shrub lands and riverine marshlands water temperature was ameliorated both
in summer and winter by groundwater exchange
and shading from riparian plants in addition
no major predators other than fish eating birds
and invertebrates harassed or preyed on adult
top
topminnows
minnows and ate their young
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thermal ecology
gild
glia
the gila

top
topmmnow
minnow tolerates high water
topminnow
temperatures in summer heath 1962 and
withstands most winter cold expected at low
elevations in the gila river basin nonetheless its northern latitudinal and upper altitudinal distributional limits are apparent functions of winter water temperatures this is no
revelation
velation
since the gila river basin is the
le
northernmost penetration of this tropical genus
rosen and bailey 1963
low temperatures also influence the top
othel than at the periphery of its geominnow other
graphic range on 6 10 december 1978 nightan temperatures in much of the species
time air
gog
anonymous
range
6 ac
lange fell to or below goc
60c
1979 jones 1979 neaily
neally 10 lower than in
nearly
m a
normal year
yeai such a freeze if lasting more
than 12 20 consecutive hours proves cataophic to many warm adapted sonoran desert
strophic
sti ophie
plants including among others some life
stages of saguaro cactus cereus giganteus
gigan teus
shrubs bur
bursage
barsage
sage ambrosia spp
app trees palo
verde cercidium
cercidvum spp
app and other organisms
as well such events occur only sporadically
bowers 1980
on 11 december 1978 1I found a few huntopmmnows
dred dead top
m shallow ice covered
minnows in
topminnows
backwaters of cienega
ci6nega creek arizona A thermometer was not available A few ios
10s of individuals
were dead in
m flowing water and fewer
vi
moribund
ilund scarcely mobile fish could be forced
mol ibund
moi
flom shoreline beds of plants upstream near
from
a discrete spring inflow and groundwater
seepage ios
los of active individuals were concentrated
rated where iee
cent
lee was absent and water was
ice
30
5 ac
3 0 50c
3.0
30
0c warmer to touch in the same stream
in winter 1990 which was not exceptionally
cold simms and simms 1992 recorded substantial declines in top
minnow abundance at 8
topmmnow
topminnow
sites they reported no dead fish but not at
another site near a spring inflow additionally
seasonal fluctuations in population size in the
constant temperature monkey spring 260c
26c
constantz 1976 were small compared to those
constant
in more variable environments schoenherr
1974 constantz 1976 meffe 1983a
it is not known whether populations at
warmer sites were maintained by immigration
toward spnngs
springs if physically possible or rement through in situ reproduction or if
cruitment
cruit
declines elsewhere reflected mortality from
aiom
fiom
factors other than cold nonetheless of 15
mosquitofisb
pre
mosquit ofish were
pie 1930 locales before mosquitofish

0c
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prevalent where gila top
topmmnows
minnows were coltopminnows
lected 10 67 were
wele at or within a few kiloweie
meters of groundwater fed maish
marshlands
lands or
malsh
known spring inflows in part hendrickson
and minckley 1985 and all but 1I of the 6
northernmost sites were associated with thermal springs the exception was ash creek
jennings 1987 where I1 know of no springs
although that stream flows into san carlos
river which enjoys a number of thermal inputs
only 1I of 10 sampling sites where top
topmmnows
minnows
topminnows
were
weie absent in collections during the same
wele
time period was near a known major groundwater inflow
statistics on translocated
trans located stocks show similar trends although these data clearly are
biased since spring fed habitats due to permanency
nency lacking mosquitofish
ma
mosquit ofish or other introduced predators were selected for stocking
sixteen 89 of 18 populations that persisted
3 20 yr were in springs or spring fed habitats
of 157 places where transloonly 48 306
30.6
30 6
306
cation failed were at or near springs or in
sprmg
sprag
spring or marshland associated creeks while
109 695
69 5
69.5
were where thermal amelioration
695
either was not noted or seems unlikely personal observation and weedman and young
1997

human impacts
minnows
topmmnows
the tenuous existence of gila top
topminnows
has been worsened by other human interventions dams diversions other water control
structures and long dry reaches of stream
now comprise insurmountable barriers to fish

dispersal among isolated islands of suitable
habitat even where connectedness remains
stream channels are incised and shorelines are
unsuitable for survival groundwater tables
are lowered by channel incision and further
yet by groundwater pumping removal of subsurface water for agriculture or other purposes
results in dried springs as well moreover
springs and other artesian outflows are often
improved by capping impoundment diver01 other means mcnatt 1979
sion or
even where surface water persists stream
baseflows
base flows often are reduced to a mere trickle
flowing over barren sand and gravel distantly
bordered by vertical banks and suffering rapid
heating and cooling due to exposure low volume and reduced groundwater exchange
riparian vegetation is physically disrupted by
floods or dies as water tables are lowered too
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deeply for roots to reach during drought flash
floods are more common due to rapid runoff
from denuded watersheds and the power of
flooding is concentrated downward as water
rises vertically against cut banks both erosive
and sediment carrying capacity are greater
with increased velocity in constrained channels and transport of large sediment loads
homogenizes bottoms so pools are fewer and
more transient
furthermore mosquitofish
mosquit ofish and other nonnative species persist and flourish in altered or
artificial habitats such as livestock watering
ponds from whence they invade natural habitats including formerly dry reaches of streams
finally public health agencies stock both natural and artificial waters for mosquito control
as soon as surface waters reappear whatever
the circumstances piscivorous nomia
nonnative
tive species
appear to intercept dispersing top
topminnows
minnows
and reduce their odds of survival to recolonize A few instances where topminnows
top minnows disappeared and did not reappear although mos
quitofish
quit ofish were not recorded may be attributable to such interception but also may result
from interdiction by physical barriers

mosquitofish
coexistence

TOPMINNOW

both field and laboratory evidence confirms that mosquitofish
mosquit ofish predation decimates
gila topminnow
top minnow populations the exotic has

achieved an almost cosmopolitan distribution
throughout and beyond former topminnow
top minnow
range fig 2 of natural topminnow
top minnow stocks
topininnow
that persist table 1 figs 1 3 5 remained
isolated from mosquitofish
mosquitofisb
mosquit ofish as of 1995 96 2
seem to be disappearing under stress from the
exotic 3 have shared habitat for a number of
years and another discovered in 1994 table
1A also contaminated by mosquitofish
mosquit ofish has
appeared only since wastewater disposal recreated permanent habitat in the santa cruz
river what allows coexistence in these last 4
areas
physical influences

long term coexistence
longterm

has long been attributed to habitat features meffe et al 1983
implied disturbance as a factor in top
minnow
topminnow
disappearance eg they
persist in undisturbed habitats allopatric with mosquitofish
mosquit ofish
and decline or disappear where the exotic has
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invaded courtenay and meffe 1989 emphamosquitoflsh
sized that mosquitofish
mosquit ofish most readily establish in
disturbed habitats but they did not quantify
their contention yet gila topminnows
top minnows seem
topininnows
to have survived throughout their natural range
after the ma
major
or disturbance to the human eye
of regional arroyo cutting in the 1890s liast
hastillast
ngs 1959 1963 cooke and reeves 1976 until
mosquitofish
mosquit ofish appeared 30 yr later also periodic flooding often touted as a major negative
disturbance is tolerated by native topminnows
topminnows
but selects against mosquitofish
mosquit ofish meffe 1985
minckley and meffe 1987
in redrock canyon table 1 an area of
long term coexistence rinne et al 1980 steflongterm
ferud and stefferud 1995 weedman and young
1997 both species persist in rock pools and
other depressions often spring fed within
and adjacent to erosive high gradient channels gila topminnows
top minnows are consistently more
abundant for a few months after floods until
mosquitofish
ofish reinvade from livestock ponds
mosquit
upstream and rebound to dominance post
flood enhancement of gila topminnow
top minnow populations has been similarly documented in sharp
spring meffe 1983a 1985 and for related
yaqui topminnows
top minnows in black draw arizona
galat and robertson 1992 if floods are frequent enough they may thus provide a hedge
against extinction of the native
coexistence also may be favored if habitat
size and heterogeneity allow spatial segregation meffe 1985 this hypothesis is based
mostly in theory and on longterm
long term co occur
rences
bences in the upper santa cruz river sonoita
creek and redrock canyon it also is possible however that the first 2 are occupied only
sporadically re invaded after extirpation by
fish from elsewhere minckley et al 1977 and
do not represent actual longterm
long term syntomy
syn
syntopy
topy
those in the mainstream santa cruz may be
augmented or reestablished after extirpation
from sharp spring andor adjacent heron
spring where sharp spring fish were introduced and established sonoita creek also
could receive migrants from fresno canyon
and its tributary coalmine canyon the new
wastewater inhabiting stock in the santa cruz
river in a reach mostly dry in the past and
not then supporting any resident fishes unpublished data must have come from upstream
in the santa cruz or sonoita creek or both
it also is possible that unknown stocks are
involved
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nible 1 general description and status of natural populations of gila topminnow
kible
table
tabie
kille
top minnow in the united states based on
Weed
weedman
01 iginal data localities are indicated by numbers in figures 1I and 3 the year in parennian and young 1997 and original
theses is when monitoring was last accomplished statements of conservation status set in boldface type refer to that
visit
1

2

3

4

5

shalp spring
sharp
shaip
spi ing 1995 low volume flow through
thl ough
thi

heavily vegetated channel 05
0.55 km long isolated
os05
hhorn
fi
flom
orn santa cruz river
topminnow
rivel except in flood topminnow
greatly outnumbered by mosquit
ofish most
mosquitofish
common in extreme springhead
upper santa cruz
top minnow last
river 1996 topi
topminnow
ci uz rivel
taken 1993 heavily vegetated stream channel
commonly intermittent with cut banks alternating
with vegetated shorelines subject to flood scour
seoul
top minnow occurs sporadically consistently rare
topininnow
topminnow
lare
iare
fi om collections see also minckley
and often absent from
et al 1977 perhaps extirpated

monkey spring
spi ing 1995 warm constant volume discharge changed little in past 30 yr
howe vei
yi see however
vel
minckley et al 1991 topminnow
top minnow the only fish
toprainnow
present in headspring and outlet the former with
a livestock exclosure

cottonwood spring 1996 warm constant volume
dise
disc
discharge
halge inside livestock exclosure flows through
haige
greek topminnow
gleek
short
sholt run
cleek
top minnow the only
lun into sonoita creek
iun
inn
fish present in springhead and run sometimes
occurring with native longfin dace agosia chryso
gn
gaster
girard
oaster
cirard
astei agn
ai d in creek which is intermittent or
astel
sometimes dry
for
fol sampling into
ated foi
ock canyon separated
separ abed
redrock
redl
redi
Falls
fallsgate
fails
ailsgate
ails Gate spring 1995 and cott tank drainages
alis
alls
flfalis
1996 typically intermittent channels subject to
flooding with small pools and sti streamside
eamside
samside
top minnow rare along with longfin
seeps topminnow
springs
springsseeps
ingsseeps
spi ings
dace at former abundant with mosquitofish
mosquit ofish at latlivebearers
bearers and prester population sizes of both live
ence of piscivorous centrarchid fishes variable

biological factors in

habitat use
also related to water quality are springhead
occurrence and persistence of top
topminnows
minnows
along with apparent exclusion despite apparently ready access of mosquitofish
mosquit ofish western
mosquitofish
G speciosa
mosquit ofish and the related C
spec iosa penspecioso
etrate only into the lowermost spring runs
within their native ranges hubbs 1995 parts
of which surround a number of other endemic
gambusias
gam busias restricted to springheads
spring heads in texas
new mexico and northern mexico except
under human altered conditions hubbs 1957
mosquitofish
mosquit ofish do not move upstream to
replace these spring specialized gambusias
gam busias
hubbs and springer 1957 even hypothesized
a scenario of origin in which invading mosquito
fish stopped short of springheads
spring heads resulting in
isolation of progenitors of the endemics
ende mics based
1971

6

7

8

9

sonoitd creek 1996 permanent reach in intermitsonoita
tent stream subject to flooding bottoms sand
gravel with some backwaters and pool like habitats
neay
top minnow abundant occurring
near obstructions topminnow
with native longfin dace desert sucker pantosteus
Pantos teus
baird and girard introduced mosquito
clarki band
fish and 1 or more species of introduced cyprinid
centrarchid and ictalurid fishes
fresno canyon 1996 stream smaller but similar to
6 above topminnow
top minnow present along with introduced
centrarchids
coalmine canyon 1996 stream smaller but similar
to 6 above topminnow
top minnow abundant along with
longfin dace and rare introduced centrarchid
lower santa cruz river
rivel 1996 relatively swift
channel ovet
over sand bottom topminnow present and
common at 3 of 4 sites in a 50
5.0
50 to 60 km reach
occurring with longfin dace and desert sucker
mosquitofish
mosquit ofish taken in 1994

10

cienega creek 1995 permanent stream similar to
locale 6 above topminnow
topininnow
top
iop minnow present along with
longfin dace and gila chub gila intermedial
intermedia
intermedia
girard
guard
cuard

11

bylas springs 1997 3 small springs S 1 S 2 S 3
originally
maily flowing through narrow heavily shaded
ong mally
vegetated channels into marsh or
01 directly into gila
top minnows were extirriver S 3 from which all topminnows
pated recently renovated modified and topmin
tolmin
now stock from S 1 retained in an artificial
refu gium reintroduced in 1998 S 2 renovated in
refugium
1996 mosquitofish
mosquit ofish successfully removed
modified and original top
minnow successfully
topminnow
reestablished

on today s examples marsh and minckley
1990 topminnows
top minnows share with these endemic
topmmnows
gambusias
gambusias an ability to live in springheads
springheads and
the inability to cope with mosquitofish
mosquit ofish
As fish habitat springs have long presented
a dilemma despite a significant number of
western fishes depending for existence on
springs or spring fed environments meffe
1989 not many kinds consistently occupy the
immediate areas in
m which subterranean waters
rise to the surface we rarely know why one
succeeds m
in such places while another species
fails courtenay and meffe 1989 hubbs 1995
A few springheads
spring heads are simply too warm or
present some other insurmountable physiological challenge such as low dissolved oxygen
sumner and sargent 1940 hubbs and hettler
1964 hubbs et al 1967 yet most seem quite
hospitable at least to human senses it seems
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fig

likely that springheads
springheads present one or more
chronic extremes too severe over the long term
for some species to succeed eg constancy
may exclude animals requiring thermal change
for gonads
Spring heads most often
monads to mature springheads
are occupied by a single fish species sometimes endemic and often locked into the habitat by a specialization like stenothermy
stenot hermy

some spring inhabiting fishes may in contrast be equally capable of living elsewhere
often under apparently harsh conditions
pupfisbes
examples include pupfishes
pup fishes genus cyprin
odon some thriving equally as well in highly
fluctuating habitats as in springs most of these
taxa despite their tolerances avoid other fishes
allo
allotopic
and tend to remain allotropic
topic in particular
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habitats marked by constancy as in springs or
hyper salinity etc
severity high temperatures hypersalinity
excluding all but themselves gila topminnows
top minnows
in the gila river basin may be one of the last
group living for millennia as part of a depauperate aquatic biota essentially free of pisci
vores or even species in similar habitats which
may be reflected in their present susceptibility to predation meffe 1983a 1985 in rivers
of mexico gila and sonoran topminnows
top minnows have
dealt successfully over evolutionary time with
faunal thus their as yet unknown
larger fish faunas
responses to mosquitofish
mosquit ofish introduced in
1978 hendrickson et al 1981 are important to document
mosquitofish
Mosquitofish seem more suited to habitats
less constant than springs see papers in meffe
and S snelson
nelson 1989 and survive under condineison
tions of extreme variability though not so
severe as those tolerated by pupfishes
pup fishes unlike
many springhead inhabiting taxa however
mosquitofish
mosquit ofish evolved and commonly occur
where ubiquitous predatory fishes are diverse
and abundant they also can spread quickly
through artificial and natural habitats alike so
long as forces such as floods minckley and
meffe 1987 or environmental constancy do
not interfere
in light of all this another plausible explanation for occasional topminnow mosquitofish
coexistence is that the native can recognize
occupy and persist in springlike places within
streams springs in stream bottoms are not
exceptional and extremely local conditions
could give topminnows enhanced benefits eg
sufficiently deter mosquitofish
mosquitofish success for survival such refugia could exist where both fishes
co occur in the upper santa cruz river flowing in a broad valley with a high water table
and springs redrock canyon receiving groundwater in at least 6 places rinne et al 1980
stefferud and stefferud 1995 andor sonoita
creek below patagonia lake fig 3 in the
last area the 2 fishes occupy borrow pits and
channels downstream from an artificial reservoir permanency results from groundwater inflow partially reservoir seepage and enhanced
stability below the dam floods are bypassed
via a spillway in part and thermal variability
is reduced by seepage both simulating headspring conditions As noted before springs
and seeps from banks and marshlands also are
common along cienega creek which supports
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the largest existing topminnow population in
the united states and where mosquitofish
mosquit ofish
have not yet been detected

an unexplored option
another alternative perhaps pertinent to
coexistence was examined by hubbs 1991
1992 1996 who discovered that some westofish do not cannibalize their young
ern mosquitofish
mosquit
non
while others do noncannibalistic
cannibalistic individuals
if introduced and established in arizona might
top minnows as well mosquito
ignore young topminnows
fish in arizona almost certainly are of many
different origins and times of stocking and so
benign stocks might be present even though
the single population tested hubbs 1992 was
cannibalistic

an alternative hypotheses
it seems more than coincidence that a large
proportion of past and present topminnow
localities are positioned at or near some form
of groundwater inflow 1I hypothesize that prolonged or extreme winter cold historically contributed and presently contributes to population
tri
extirpations except in places where groundwater exchange or other factors ameliorate local
water temperatures gila topminnow like
many other taxa with tropical and subtropical
affinities may be unable to survive prolonged
winter cold coupled with other human induced
stresses lack of cold resistance potentially
leads to extirpation of northern higher alti
tude and other unprotected stocks As briefly
reviewed above for sonoran desert plants
numerous examples of cold limitation are
obvious in latitudinal and altitudinal distributional gradients and fishes are no exception

discussion

AND SYNTHESIS

most terrestrial organisms recognize few
barriers to dispersal and redistribute readily
after population reductions fishes absolutely
restricted to water in linear systems with varyarid
and
ing connectedness and especially so in arld
lands may require more time or special conditions to recolonize thus in other than the few
places with permanent relatively warm water
throughout their geographic range in the gila
river watershed gila topminnows in the past
lived from feast to famine with highly variable population size and geographic range
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historic conditions no longer exist and will
likely not be re attained the following interpretat
ions of past conditions are integrated with
pretations
today s realities of reduced water supplies
mosquitofish
barriers to dispersal mosquit
ofish and other
factors acting against longterm
long term topminnow
top minnow
survival in nature

an ecological scenario

the original

widespread distribution of the
gila topminnow
top minnow in the gila river basin fig 1
must have depended on dispersal from secure
refugia in times of abundant surface water
maximal habitat connectedness and moderate
winter temperatures the fish is small and
does not require high volume habitats deals
readily with variations in chemical and physical environment and has generalized food
habits few piscine predators were originally
present its high reproductive potential with
stored sperm and superfetation allowed 1I or a
few females each potentially inseminated by
more than 1 male to reliably establish more
stocks with more genetic variability than possible by most other fishes rapid maturation of
young assisted local stocks perhaps the progeny from a single female to expand rapidly
up and downstream fish dispersing to exploit
food space or other resources in temporary
habitats enjoyed greater reproductive success
and accelerated the dispersal process despite
greater individual risk incurred by leaving safer
refugia more sedentary fish provided insurance for individual and species survival by remaining in or near the most permanent oases
expanded populations then were destroyed
progressively due to extended drought or
abruptly by sudden winter cold again leaving
isolated remnants magnitude of extirpation
depended on severity of conditions but by
then the period of connectedness had allowed
stocks to mix among refugia ensuring maintenance of genetic diversity and reducing effects
of bottlenecks accrued from earlier events
new individuals or their distant progeny also
re attained some original refugia mixing with
progeny of individuals that stayed home and
alternatively and in addition other fish finding
new groundwater fed habitats survived there
under natural conditions one way or another
assurances existed that future offspring were
available to disperse when conditions again
were right
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possible substantiation

significant genetic divergences among
today s fragmented top
topminnow
minnow stocks monkey sharp and bylas springs cienega creek
fig 3 attributed mostly to differentiation in
isolation by parker et al 1998a 1998b alternatively may reflect genetic variation derived
from elsewhere and accumulated in refugia
through repeated cycles of immigration thus
maintenance of diversity may be relatively
high due to random immigration of different
genotypes into each subpopulation resulting
over repeated cycles in an accumulated genetic
variability birky et al 1989 if this is correct
top minnows spreading from various refugia
topminnows
under pristine conditions mixed their genomes
denomes
in good times differentiation among stocks
arose through alleles accumulating from elsewhere and bottlenecks chakraborty and nei
1977 in new and old refugia alike divergence could be relatively high or low depending on sources and numbers of founders A
few individuals could increase the level of
maruyama
yarna
apparent differentiation Maru
yaina and kimura
1980 and many or a few founders each from a
number of sources could cause it to decrease
slatkin 1977 A combination of these 2 processes driven repeatedly by weather resulted
in today s apparent conditions at a given
moment in time genetic or demographic equilibrium may seem minimal averaged over a
longer term both likely exist
in places like monkey spring isolated by a
substantial barrier minckley et al 1991 unidirectional gene flow allowed differentiation
allo topy monkey spring fish are genetically
allotropy
in allotopy
unique among 4 populations studied thus far
parker et al 1998a 1998b they average ogg
0.62
062
private alleles per locus gensu
sensu slatkin 1985
for 5 polymorphic microsatellite
micro satellite loci compared
14 015
with 0014
0.14
0.15
0.25
014
015 and 025
025 in 3 less isolated
stocks bylas and sharp springs cienega creek
genes from monkey spring nonetheless passed
downstream to be assimilated and transferred
among other stocks as indicated in part by the
reciprocals shared alleles in the above data
086
0.85
0.86
086 085
085 and 0.75
075 shared loci respectively
more variation is expected in the refugia least
isolated from up- or downstream habitats into
which dispersal occurs and from which fish
potentially return
this might be tested by examining existing
populations throughout sonoita creek and
gampoy E
santa cruz river campoy
F 1996 weedman
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predict
and young 1997 1I prediet
edlet they are genetically
pi edict
similar to existing stocks in known refugia
and if not 1I can always rationalize failure of
the prediction
pie diction by advocating extinction or
esence of unknown stocks such a situation
presence
pi egence
may be analogous to that of razorback
razo iback sucker
xyrauchen
texanus abbott in the colorado
xifrauchen tetanus
river basin where highest genetic variability
is concentrated downstream again concordant
conco idant
with greatest
glea test population stability and has
apparently not yet redistributed upstream following far colder conditions of the last period
of glaciation dowling et al 1996
in conclusion patterns of expansion and
lineal
contraction of geographic range through linear
rol aquatic organroi
foi
stream habitats are common for
iams during
isms
dm ing wet and dry seasons and in wet
dry
diy years these patterns may be exversus daiy
tended to far longer time scales for species
such as top
minnows and desert pupfish duntopmmnows
topminnows
ham and minckley 1998 under and land conditions
dit
01 native trouts rinne and minckley
ions or
1985 the last isolated as relics
relicts in headwaters
on cool regional highlands by the hot dry surroundings
roun dings of today if a refuge is sufficiently
reliable
to protect it from either a cold desert
i
night or
01 interglacial epochs a
01 from glacial or
lineage may survive
suivive to provide individuals
potentially available to disperse and breed with
individuals from other refugia
ler
ier
lei ugia re populating
whole drainages when conditions allow it must
have happened repeatedly through climatic
cycles at both geologic and ecologic time scales
if not the available alternatives were to evolve
in isolation into a new forms or disappear
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units genetically as diverged in allele frequency and significant for conservation in that
they represent populations connected by such
low levels of gene flow that they are functionally independent this may be true if today s
human created barriers to natural dispersal
are considered significant but it was certainly
not the case under historical conditions when
topminnows
topininnows and many other western ameritopminnows
can stream fishes evolved and lived further
perhaps excluding the differentiated monkey
spring population parker et al 1998a 1998b
the evolutionary significant unic
unit waples
1995 for topminnows
topininnows in the gila river system
is the whole population or metapopulation
metapopulation
not its component parts and it should be managed accordingly for further discussion alternative views and citations relevant to consertop minnow see cardtopininnow
vation genetics of gila topminnow
well et al 1998 hedrick and parker 1998
and parker et al 1998a 1998b
the following summarizes the 4 major disruptions that must be overcome to prevent
extinction of the gila topminnow
top minnow each foltopininnow
lowed by brief management recommendations
that when combined could result in recovery
of the species
1

present day and potential future connectedness are greatly reduced or nonexistent
not only during drought but also in wetter times due to diversion and drying of
whole rivers eg lower parts of the gila
santa cruz and salt rivers mainstems
main stems
and many lesser watercourses
water courses as well
Top
topminnow
minnow can no longer swim from
point A to point B individuals therefore must be translocated
trans located directly by
11

applications

TO

management

if this scenario of dispersal extirpation
redispersal etc approaches reality human
intervention
intel vention
inter
bention has already been so disruptive
that it may not be relevant to the modern day
howevel conin translocation site decisions however
sidering
thelmal relations might result in
thermal
m
si
greater success and other mteipretations
greatel
interpretations from
the anecdotal record may also be significant in
furthering
fur
theung
species maintenance
1I question a recommendation by simons et
al 1989 to create what has come to be called
management units to preserve at least one
representative lineage from each of the 4 geographic areas in Ari
zond monkey spring
zoni
arizona
arl
sharp spring bylas springs and ci6nega
cienega
clenega
moritz 1994 defined management
creek montz

managers
2

3

most refuge has been destroyed through
groundwater removal or rendered inaccessible
sible through disrupted connections
ces
and see below to recolonization by distopininnows existing natural
persing topminnows
refugia both natural and reestablished
must therefore be protected at all costs
and remaining stocks kept at appropriate
size and genetic quality artificial refugia
and trans
translocated
located populations also must be
established and maintained likely in perpetuity
ecological information indicates a pattern of dispersal from refuge in good
times and retreat into refuge in bad
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times this pattern must be recreated
re
created
periodically through direct trans
hers
fers
transfers
traus
which further involve acceptance of local
extirpation countered by active and continued movement of individuals from
less than
tha permanent places back to reliable refugia by managers to mimic the
species natural ecology monkey spring
fish should be maintained without influx
of genes from other populations but
allowed to contribute to other stocks
even if refugia remain present or are
established and connectedness can in
some way be reestablished intervening
habitats now harbor mosquitofish
mosquit ofish and
other predators that interdict and devour
dispersing mop
topminnows
topininnows and their progeny this requires elimination exclusion
or effective management against offending species they must be eliminated
from refugia and their nearby populations
controlled to minimize the probability
and frequency of invasion
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limitations ON CANADA GOOSE production

AT FISH SPRINGS NATIONAL

WILDLIFE REFUGE

stolley1
Stol
leyl1 john A Bissonette 2 and john A kad1ec3
stolleyl
Stolley
dorle
dorie
doric
done S stoi
kadlec3
kadleck

at fish springs national wildlife refuge

only 18 to 34 canada goose goslings
go slings were fledged per
gollings
pei year
pel
yeal
yeai
from 1989 to 1993 in addition to the number of breeding pans
pairs a wide variety of variables can influence goose production including clutch size and nest egg and fledging success we examined these va
variables
nabies at fish springs in 1996 and
nables
1997 by finding and monitoring nests and then following broods we found that despite a limited number of bleeding
breeding
pans
pairs on the refuge production was further limited by poor ground nest success and low fledging success only 512
512
51 2
51.2
n
22 of ground nests produced hatch
batchlings
hatchlings
lings vs 86
bateh
batch
8644 n 19 of platform nests of all eggs that hatched 36
3688 n 57
fledged successfully predation and human disturbance are discussed as major factors contributing to mortality
ABSTRACT

key words branta canadensis canada geese fish springs national wildlife refuge fledging success gosling mortality ground nest success salinity utah

reproductive success in canada geese
branta canadensis is determined by a number of variables population size and age structure determine the number of potential breed
ers most female geese breed and pair in their
ath year bellrose 1980 however not
3rd
ard or 4th
all laired
paired geese become territorial of those
laifed
that do defend a territory not all will initiate
nesting ball et al 1981 and hanson and
eberhardt 1971 estimated that about 20 of
territorial pairs do not nest the number of
potential territories can be a limiting factor
in nesting however higher geese densities may
result in increased abandonment of nests due to
harassment of the nesting female ewaschuk
and boag 1972
once nesting is underway important varl
varivari
vati
ables contributing to recruitment are clutch
size nest success egg success and survival of
young birds to fledging younger and less experienced
ced geese lay smaller clutches brakhage
perien
1965 finney and cooke 1978 lessens
lessells 1982
rockwell et al 1983 and raise fewer goslings
go slings
gollings
to wing brakhage 1965 finney and cooke
1978 raveling 1981 adult body size appears
to be loosely related to clutch size because
nutrient reserves influence clutch size ankney
and Ma
macinnes
eilmes 1978 raveling 1979 lessells
climes
ellmes
1982 but see davies et al 1988

nest success may depend upon location
elevated platforms experience less predation
than ground nests krohn and bizeau 1980
and island ground nests are predated
depredated
de
deprecated less
often than mainland ground nests when terrestrial predators are present klopman 1958
re
vermeer 1970 johnson and shaffer 1990 A
territory with poor forage may cause a female
to spend more time off the nest feeding leaving the nest vulnerable to predation consely ankney and macinnes
versely
ver
Ma ellmes
eilmes 1978 found
climes
incubating female snow geese dead on the
nest apparently from starvation flooding can
be a problem during the nesting season bellrose 1980 an estimated 85 of monitored
nests were flooded in a section of marsh in
northern utah in 1997 due to snow
snowmelt
melt and
snowbelt
extremely high water levels in the river feeding the marsh D stolley personal observation
nest success also is influenced by age and exence of the breeding pair raveling 1981
perience
peri
older more experienced females generally
have more body reserves aldrich and raveling 1983 due either to more efficient foraging or to the ability of the male to provide protection from conspecific harassment allowing
the female more feeding time raveling 1981
heavier females are more attentive to their
nests aldrich and raveling 1983 leading to
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less likelihood of predation experienced ganders are more successful at keeping other
geese away from the incubating female abandonment may be caused by harassment of the
nesting female by other geese ewaschuk and
boag 1972 bellrose 1980 raveling 1981 malnutrition harvey 1971 ankney and macinnes
1978 or human disturbance macinnes
macinnes and
misra 1972 bellrose 1980
egg success is important in determining
number of offspring often eggs in a nest do
not hatch and are either infertile or contain
dead embryos occasionally a female will lay
eggs after full incubation has begun thus in
the same nest normally developing eggs may
not hatch synchronously females may incubate these eggs longer and successfully hatch
them but often may abandon them as the eargoslings
slings are led to the brood rear
lier hatched go
gollings
ing area contaminants can lower egg viability
goslings
slings that do not
gollings
or produce deformed go
hatch or are incapable of surviving in the wild
similarly many variables can affect fledging success in geese fledging success is meagollings
go slings
sured as the percentage of hatched goslings
that survive to reach flight stage about 70 d
yocom and harris 1965 eberhardt 1987
most canada goose gosling mortality occurs
gets
geis 1956
gels
in the first 10 14 d after hatching geis
steel et al 1957 martin 1963 dey 1964
keison 1973 krohn and bizeau 1980 ball
mickelson
Miekelson
et al 1981 eberhardt et al 1989 sargeant
tind raveling 1992 predation is an important
lind
and
gets 1956
geis
goslings
slings geis
gollings
cause of mortality in go
ceis
cels
brakhage 1965 sherwood 1966 mickelson
Mie
mic kelson
1973 wang 1982 sedinger 1992 likewise
disease can have catastrophic effects on a popula
ulation
tion sherwood 1966 documented gosling
survival of only 16 after a 1964 outbreak of a
leucocytozoon blood parasite in michigan he
also noted that when go
slings were very
goslings
gollings
young human disturbance often resulted in
goslings
slings
gollings
abandonment of slower or separated go
because nutrition is an important factor in
growth and development of all young birds
inadequate nutrition can lead directly to mortality due to starvation or lack of essential minerals it also can result in weak or small birds
that more easily succumb to predation exposure or disease or birds that are unable to
keep up with their siblings the quality of
parental care affects fledging success in geese
inexperienced or inattentive parents may not
lead go
goslings
slings to good grazing areas guard well
gollings
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against possible predators or react protectively against danger raveling 1981
in the early 1960s canada geese were
established at fish springs national wildlife
refuge NWR in the west desert of utah
through release of captive birds and arrival of
wild birds from 1965 to 1969 canada goose
numbers gradually increased as did gosling
production the highest estimates of gosling
production were made in the mid 1970s but
differences in census methods make these
estimates suspect from 1983 to 1987 the number of nesting pairs present on the refuge during the breeding season declined from 1989
to 1993 nesting pair numbers ranged between
18 and 22 gosling production during this
same time was between 18 and 34 birds we
conducted field research march july 1996
and 1997 to determine factors limiting gosling
production at fish springs NWR to do this
we quantified the number of territorial and
breeding pairs and compared the numbers with
historical data we measured clutch size and
documented nest and egg success and we
quantified fledging success
STUDY AREA

fish springs NWR is located at the southwest edge of the great salt lake desert in
juab county utah As ancient lake bonneville lake bottom the refuge is very flat and
the soil is saline and alkaline five major and
several minor thermal springs arise from a
fault line running parallel to the east side of
the fish springs mountain range and feed the
refuge s 8900 acre marsh fish springs NWR
was established in 1959 impoundments and
other marshland development to provide habitat for waterfowl were completed in 1964 it is
not known definitely whether canada geese
nested in this area prior to establishment of
the refuge annual report fish springs NWR
1982 J banta fish springs NWR personal
communication however they were not nesting in the refuge area in the late 1950s
after the refuge was established 9 large
shallow pools impounded by dikes and fed
from the springs through canals were created
enlarging and modifying the natural marsh
much of the more southern impoundment
area viz avocet mallard curlew egret and
shoveler was original slough and contains
numerous islands and peninsulas as well as
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eg olney s

three square bulrush scirpus americanos
americ anus
americanus
cattail typha domingensis
domin gensis hardstem
hard stem bulrush
hardster
S acutus
tus alkali bulrush S maritimus
acu
mar itimus wire
acutis
salt grass distichlis
rush juncus arcticus
arcticus and saltgrass
submergent
mergent vegespi cata abundant mats of sub
spicate
spicata
tation primarily wigeongrass ruppia mar
muskgrass chara spp
idima muskgrass
itima
app spiny or pond
naiad najas marina and coontail cerato
phyullum
phy ullum demersum
demer sum grow in the springs
canals and pools additionally the native
phragmites australis has expanded into much
of the marsh northern impoundments viz
ibis pintail harrison and gadwall were conted on the northern edge of original wetstructed
struc
lands and contain little of the original marsh
structure most water feeding these pools comes
from more southern pools these impoundments become dry or reduced during summer
because spring input volume cannot match
evaporation rates vegetation bordering these
impoundments is characterized by salt
saltgrass
grass
distichlis spicate
spicata pickleweed allenrolfea
spicata
occidentalist
occidentalis
alis and annual samphire salicornia
occident
europaea
europaea the impoundments contain little
sub mergent vegetation
emergent or submergent
METHODS

determination of the number of
territorial and breeding pairs

to

quantify number of territorial pairs we
conducted daily to weekly pair counts and
daily to twice weekly observations of territorial and nesting behavior 22 march 5 may 1996
and 21 march 11 may 1997 we drove slowly
along the dikes surrounding every impoundment and made observations from our vehicles
using spotting scopes pairs singles assumed
to be males with a mate on a nest aggressive
behavior and nesting behavior were recorded
and location of geese marked on a map to
determine if territorial pairs were breeding
we located nests we observed artificial nesting platforms for signs of use and checked
them several times during the season we
located ground nests with a variety of techniques the vast majority were found from an
air boat every impoundment was completely
traversed by air boat at least once and many
twice during the early part of nesting seasons
during our daily observations we scanned for
signs of incubating females and small pieces of
down in the vegetation indicating a possible
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nest we also looked for single ganders that
might be guarding an incubating female pararly in areas that previously had a pair
ticularly
ticul
evident we found several nests and general
nesting areas this way we also traversed areas
of the marsh by foot and inflatable kayak we
examined historical data on number of pairs
by searching file archives at fish springs NWR
headquarters for relevant information we read
study reports for 1983 and 1989 1994 as well
as excerpts from all annual reports we also
examined archived pair count data unless noted
otherwise annual and goose study reports
cited in the text are from fish springs NWR
pre hatching

to quantify clutch

size nest success and
egg success we observed nests from a distance checking them by foot if we suspected
that incubation was underway or that the nest
had been abandoned in 1996 we avoided
checking either platforms or ground nests if
we suspected the female was still laying we
did not check ground nests in 1997 when the
female was laying all eggs were counted
numbered and candled to ascertain viability
and approximate stage of development we
monitored status ie incubating pipping
abandoned de predated of all nests until broods
had hatched and left the nest we then returned
to the nest to count and collect unhatched
eggs for analysis to determine number of
infertile eggs and those with dead or decomposed embryos we opened unhatched eggs
post hatching

to quantify

fledging success and determine
whether mortality was related to location we
monitored gosling numbers and location by
observing neck banded radio collared and
unmarked adults many researchers use survival to a certain age ie 4 6 wk 8 wk banding as a surrogate for survival to fledging we
used survival to banding 8 wk after batchhatching to estimate fledging success
in 1996 we trapped nesting females and
collared them with yellow plastic neck bands
inscribed with individual alphanumeric
alpha numeric codes
we collared additional adults and some gos
lings during the period when adults were
flightless in 1997 we took various measurements of each female including body mass
and wing culmen tail and total body lengths
alphanumeric
and installed alpha
numeric color coded collars
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equipped with radio transmitters our trapping
activities were concentrated on nests where
neither parent was collared because females
are less likely to abandon their nests when
eggs are pipping we trapped at this time
eberhardt et al 1986 we approached the
bognet
nest flushed the female and set up a bownet
trap modified from a design by shor 1990 to
include a remote control trigger we returned
after 2 4 h to spring the trap from a distance
of 50 150 in three of 5 trapped females abandoned their nests in 1996 in 1997 to prevent
nest abandonment we utilized an injectable
anesthesia Propof
Rapi novet mallinckrodt
ol rapinovet
veterinary inc only 1I of 8 females abandoned
her nest
after broods left the nest we returned to
ascertain the number hatched unhatched eggs
were collected and examined we attempted
to locate all broods every day for the first 15 d
following hatching and then every other day
broods were located by telemetry or observagollings noted
tion and location and number of goslings
some broods moved from one pool to another
some deaths occurred during an interval when
a brood was not located these were recorded
as unknown deaths we counted deaths occurring during an overland move of more than
200 in as deaths in transit overland moves of
200 ni were not considered in transit
RESULTS

numbers of pairs
prior to 1978 no pair counts were made at
mige
refuge
the rem
fige from 1978 to 1987 pair counts durref
ing the breeding season ranged from 58 to 77
no distinction between total pairs and territorial or nesting pairs was made during the 1988
breeding season 25 40 pairs were present
from 1989 to 1993 numbers of nesting pairs
ranged from 18 to 22 no pairs counts were
done in 1994 or 1995 in 1996 we made 24
refuge wide goose pair counts between 22
march and 5 may approximately 35 pairs beof them nested in
came territorial 26 74
1997 we made 19 counts from 21 march to 11
may our pair counts ranged from 31 to 52 and
averaged 41 observations and territory mapping yielded about 43 territorial pairs of these
approximately 34 79 nested producing 39
known nests thus 5 pairs 15
of 34 were
responsible for 2 nests apiece our observarenesta were the result
tions suggested that all renests
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of continued laying no ist or 2nd
and nests of the
same pair contained more than 3 eggs or eggshell fragments of more than 3 eggs

pre hatching
CLUTCH SIZE

we calculated clutch size

for all complete nests after full incubation had
for
foi artificial
started in 1996 mean clutch size mol
5.33
0.71
0 71 for ground
5 33 071
nesting platforms was 533
4 42 1151
4.42
1.51
51 range 2 6 when susnests it was 442
442
pected renests
renesta were
weie added to the first clutch
5530
5.30
mean clutch size for ground nests was 530
30
0 82 in 1997 mean clutch size for artificial
0.82
082
11.64
164
5 70
10 was 5.70
64
164
nesting platforms n
570
one nest contained 10 eggs 5 of which were
infertile disregarding these mean clutch size
5 20 063
0 63 mean clutch size for ground
5.20
0.63
was 520
590
1142
142
19 was 468
1.42
4 68
4.68
42 including re
nests n
nests mean clutch size for ground nests n
17 was 529
5529
5.29
29 0.77
0 77 range 1 10 in 1996 and
077
1997 overall mean clutch size for successful
1 eggs hatched was 53
5.3
55.3
5 3 and 53
nests ie
ie
53
533

isi
lsi

respectively
NEST SUCCESS

we located 28 nests in

1996 geese nested on 10 58 of 17 available
artificial nesting platforms we found 18
ground nests 2 of which were abandoned due
to human disturbance at the nest during layrenested
re
ing pairs in the disturbed nests renester
nested
these were not used in calculating nest success however for this calculation we considered as successful those nests that contained
pipping eggs but were subsequently abandoned due to our trapping efforts overall nest
1 eggs hatched was 69
success ie
18 of
ie
26 nests were successful nine 90
of 10
platform nests were successful nine 56 of
16 ground nests were successful in 1997 we
located 36 nests twelve 706
70.6
70 6 of 17 artificial
706
platforms were utilized 10 of which 833
83.3
83 3
833
41
41.66 of 24 ground nests
were successful ten 416
416

J

were successful thiee
three ground nests were
assumed to exist because of the appearance of
broods otherwise unaccounted for thus ground
481
nest success may have been as high as 481
48.1
48 1
13 of 27 successful and overall nest success
590
59.00 23 of 39 successful over 2 yr goslings
59
gollings
go slings
590
were produced in 64 nests even though ground
goslings
slings n
nests produced more go
gollings
22 than
platform nests n
19 ground nests were
less successful 512
51.22 n
43 than platform
51
nests 864
86 4 n 22
86.4
864
FATE OF unsuccessful NESTS
of 28 nests
found in 1996 5 were found de predated the
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year
1996
1997
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egg success from nests that hatched at least 1I canada goose egg at fish springs NWR juab county utah

number

total
number

average
clutch

nests

eggs

size

14

75

54

20

106

53

number

number

number

total

infertile
eggs

rotten
eggs

normal
eggs

hatched
eggg successb
success

1

2

133

27
27

3
28
28

11

2
27
27

1

7

6
66c

gge
6

1

10 ad
104d
4d

average
hatch per
pet
pei
nest

70
93 3
933
93.3
933

50

85
80.2
80 2
802
802

425

we use normal to designate unhatched
mai embt
embryos
embi
nn
eggs with normal
hatched
yoi that did not begin pipping
noi mal
nol
xoi

dup to flapping
erom nests that
itipping
from
tint were
pipping eggs hrom
trapping efforts and subsequently did not hatch are counted
weie abandoned due

as
is

for this calculation
hatched foi

five infertile eggs were from I1 nest that also contained 5 fertile eggs
rive
dour
bloods to leave earlier thun
maily
than
oui activities atit the nest
rest
thin they would have normally
nesi may have caused broods
oul
noi mally
nol
mails abandoning unhatched eggs

as many
miny asis 7 eggs may have

been affected by this

de
following year 13 of 36 nests were deprecated
depredated
predated
8 by avian predators including ravens corvus
corat at 2 nests we also found owl pellets
three nests appeared de predated by coyote
latrano
la
trans and 3 others were destroyed
canis latrans
by an unknown predator of 13 de predated
nests we do not know if abandonment came
before or after depredation however one
may have been abandoned due to harassment
at the nest first by a golden eagle aquila
chrysaetos and later by our checking the nest
another nest appeared to have been abandoned due to harassment by conspecifics
con specifics we
observed aggressive interactions between
geese in the nest vicinity both before and after
the egg loss in 1997 2 nests were abandoned
apparently due to our visiting the nest
EGG SUCCESS
eighteen nests were successful in 1996 we used 14 nests with complete histories to compute egg success table 1
seventy five eggs were used in the calculations overall 5 676.7
67 did not hatch for an egg
93.3
2 2727
success rate of 933
2.7
were infertile
933
1 131
.3
bad decomposed and 2 272.7
had
13
27 contained normal embryos that had not hatched we
calculated egg success for 20 of 23 successful
nests in 1997 table 1 of 106 eggs laid 21
198
66
19.8 did not hatch 7 gg
6.6
198
66 of the 106 were
infertile 3 88
bs
2.8
28 were decomposed and 11
10.4
104
104 contained developed embryos that had
14.4
not pipped over the 2 yr study 26 144
144
did not hatch in both years we examined all
eggs that did not hatch and found no evidence
of physical deformities one egg contained
twins they were normal but several days behind their nestmates
nest mates in development mean
egg success for the 2 yr was 856
155
85.6 n
856

fledging success
gollings
go slings
in 1996 70 eggs hatched and 14 goslings
20
survived to fledging in 1997 85 eggs

hatched from 20 nests 43 gollings
goslings
slings 506
go
50.6
506
survived to fledging three nests containing a
total of 13 eggs were counted as successful
for nesting success estimation however they
were abandoned as pipping eggs or hatchlings
hatch lings
due to trapping efforts and so cannot be used
in fledging success estimation another 3 gos
lings from successful nests died immediately
after hatching due to trapping efforts they
were not included in the count of 85 hatched
eggs in 1997 37 goslings
gollings
go slings hatched in platform
slings
gollings
go
48.6
nests 18 486
486 fledged forty six goslings
hatched in ground nests 25 544
54.4
544 fledged
platform and ground nest fledging success was
not significantly different xax22
0.20
020 P
0.66
066
EFFECT OF LOCATION

we examined num-

ber of gosling deaths per use day DPUD on
all brood rearing impoundments for 17 broods
table 2 seven broods were with radio col
lared females 5 were with 1I or both parents
that wore neck bands and in 5 broods neither
adult was collared we identified these broods
by age of gollings
go slings and location the 17 broods
goslings
go slings we counted hatching day
goslings
hatched 75 gollings
as day 0 by the end of day 1 all broods had
left the nest by day 15 following hatching 42
goslings
gollings
go slings 56
were still alive 33 44 had

died

the

mean number of DPUDs during
this period was 00435 four locations had
below average DPUDs harrison ibiss
ibias gadwall pintail and shoveler two locations mallard and green pond had DPUD numbers
that ranged from 0 to above average three
locations egret curlew and N gadwall and
birds in transit had above average DPUDs
BREEDING experience
we collared 5
females in 1996 all of which incubated their
clutches to pipping returned to the same general nesting vicinities with mates in 1997 and
became territorial at least 4 of them nested
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number of canada goose gosling deaths per use day through day
juab county utah 1997
TABLE
raille 2

location

ibias gadwall
ibiss
II
harrison
harrlson
arrison
pintail
shoveler
unknown
green pond

fish springs NWR

no of use daysi
dayse
days1

no of deaths

deaths per use day

143 144
184 187
162 163

2

6

1

12

3

17 19

8
0 3

0.014
0014
0.011
0011 0.016
0016
0.018
0018
ools
0.023
0023
0.032
0032 0.058
0058
0 0100
olgo
0.096
0096 0.160
0160
0.167
0167
0.250
0250
0053 0471
0 0500

727 791

33

na

na

na

0.045
0.042
0042 0045

43
69 95
10 12
75 104

egret
curlew
N gadwall

in transit
mallard

6

TOTALS

15 after hatching at

AVERAGE

2 3

3
1

3 4

0 1
10 12

1

ranges

ot use days resulted from
ofgoihngi
nuinher ofuse
flom days when we located a brood butwere
m numbci
but were
in
oluse
weie unable to make an exact count ofgoslings
111
ink
111anges
iak
ikangts
deaths at a specific location resulted
our pinpointing mortality to I1 ofa
munber
resul ted from oui
lesul
lesui
of 2 locations rather than to the exact location
anges in iiiimbei
dunber o0f ofdeaths
of2
c exact

of mortalities
mortali ties
number ot
mimbel
moitalities

and 1I successfully hatched a brood and raised
slings to fledging another 5 pairs may have
gollings
go
2 goslings
been returning pairs they nested early and
utilized artificial nesting platforms that were
used the previous year we suspect another
7 8 pairs had prior breeding experience at
fish springs due to a combination of clues
including nest placement and behavior one
collared male and a mate were present on the
refuge in 1996 but did not breed in 1997 they
slings
gollings
go
successfully fledged 3 goslings

discussion
nesting success

our results show that low recruitment rates
ot
of geese at fish springs national wildlife
refuge are in part a result of low nesting success particularly of ground nests although
slings nests on
gollings
ground nests fledged more
go
mole goslings
moie
platforms had greater nesting success there
are
ale several possible explanations for this first
aie
female geese leave the nest periodically and
are
aie usually accompanied by the gander bellrose 1980 leaving the nest vulnerable to predation avian and mammalian predators are
common on the refuge especially common
ravens and coyotes which are ubiquitous the
elevated platform nest is more visible at a distance to the gander than a ground nest and
predation attempts more easily detected second it appears that experienced pairs are using
platforms successful platform nests are initiated earlier than ground nests we noted that
m 1996 returned earlier to
birds we marked in

the refuge in 1997 than most unmarked birds
more experienced older breeders
bre eders often begin
bleeders
incubation with more body reserves and spend
less time off the nest feeding first time
breeders develop and strengthen their pair
bleeders
bond on wintering grounds thus often arriv
arria
arriving later on breeding grounds once on the
breeding ground naive birds often find the
best territories occupied additionally aldrich
aidrich
and raveling 1983 showed that ist time
bre eders lay smaller clutches than experienced
breeders
bleeders
bre eders however our analysis of clutch size
bleeders
breeders
if renesting is taken into account shows remarkably similar clutch sizes for platform and
ground nests in both 1996 and 1997 in addition to being vulnerable to avian predators
ground nests are at risk from mammalian predpred atoi
ators the most common mammalian predator
atol
at the refuge is the coyote however red foxes
vulpes julva and striped skunks mephistis
mephtstis
mephtstis are also present
mephistis
females on ground nests appear to react
more strongly to disturbance often leading to
nest abandonment in 1996 and 1997 we unin
unintentionally
tention ally flushed laying females from their
ground nests of 1 2 eggs while conducting nest
searches in all cases 2 each year females
abandoned the nests in 1996 we checked 4
platform nests before the clutch was completed in no case did we flush the female
from the nest although in at least 2 cases the
pair was in the vicinity in 1997 we checked 4
platform nests with incomplete clutches flushing females from 3 of these nests there were
3 eggs as well as down feathers in each nest
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indicating initiation of incubation cooper
1978 no females abandoned platform nests
during laying because of observer visitation
the general wariness of nesting females at
fish springs compared with other populations
may have significance in 1996 4 of 6 collared
females abandoned their nests because of
activities related to our capture attempts four
females did not return to the nest until the
trap was removed other researchers who
have trapped nesting female geese found this
unusual J sedinger university of alaska
personal communication T aldrich utah state
division of wildlife resources personal communi
munication
cation eberhardt 1987 trapped 41 nesting females for radio tagging of these only 7
17
abandoned abandonment late in incubation or while eggs are hatching suggests
that female geese on the nest may be responding to proximate conditions ie low body reserves fish springs NWR nesting females did
weigh less than cutler marsh nesting females

J

low fledging success
we found that fledging success at fish
springs was uncharacteristically low for th
this
is
mortali ties occurred in
species and that most mortalities
the first 15 d following hatching geis 1956
found significant mortality during the first few
days following hatch as broods trekked overland from nesting areas to brood rearing areas
she attributed most mortalities
mortali ties to predation
this appears to be what happened to the gos
lings disappearing in transit at fish springs
we surmised by the timid behavior of nesting
geese that defense against mammalian predators was either nonexistent or ineffectual we
observed that smaller goslings
slings often were
gollings
go
unable to keep up with the rest of the brood
during trips through dense saltgrass
salt grass or harsh
upland desert wary parents often appeared to
abandon slower young in favor of getting the
others to safety as quickly as possible suggesting that predation remains a significant selection pressure during both 1996 and 1997
when we approached slowly in the truck adults
and young often would run into the upland
desert away from the safety of water we
examined the area and found coyote tracks
interspersed with goose tracks as well as a
coyote path along a low 4 m high ridge that
paralleled the dike and grazing area in 1989
high gosling loss was reported in this area
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attributed to easy access by coyotes J engler
goose production fish springs NWR 1989
additionally in 1997 water levels were low
enough to allow easy access by mammals to
the islands and peninsulas within the pool in
1996 a juvenile coyote with a dead adult goose
in its mouth was observed on pintail impoundment K jenkins fish springs NWR personal
communication we also saw coyotes with pups
apparently stalking geese
even though ground nests produced a few
gollings
go slings 22 vs 19 than platform nests
more goslings
ground nests were only about half as successful
864
additionally broods reared
51.2
864
512 vs 86.4
on northern impoundments fared better than
those on more southern areas if localized
numbers are below carrying capacity it would
seem that increasing the number of platforms
available for nesting in northern impoundments may improve gosling production and
fledging success
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NON NATAL KIT FOX DENS
characteristics OF NATAL AND NONNATAL

IN THE NORTHERN

chihuahuan

DESERT

penny J Rod
rickl
mathews2
rodricks
rodrickl
rodnck1
rieli and nancy E mathewss
Mathews2
ABSTRACT

we studied kit fox den characteristics
mccregor range of
character
charactei
istics on the northern
thern mcgregor
tel ristics
tei
nor
charac
offoit
fort bliss military reservaoffeit
noi thein

radlo collared kit foxes used 132 different dens including 16 natal dens
radio
tion new mexico during 1994 and 1995 twenty ladio
kit fox dens were located primarily in creosote dominated habitat found in relatively flat well
weli drained terrain natal
weil
dens were virtually indistinguishable from
flom non natal dens however natal den entrances were taller
tailer than non natal den
entrances
enhances entrances found at all dens were oriented more frequently toward the northwest and southeast kit foxes
used more new dens during the breeding
bleeding january february and pup
dm ing gestation
rearing season may july than during
pupii earing
crotis
key words vulpes ma
mac
mae
kit pox
macrotin
macionis
macrotis
maciotis
iotis neomexicana kitfox
lotis
use chihuahuan desert soils GIS
fox dens habitat we
CIS

ecology of the desert kit fox vulpes macro
mado
tis neomexicanus in the northern chihuahuan
chibuahuan
desert has not been previously studied the
region includes southeastern new mexico and
southwestern texas and is recognized by some
biologists as a zone of sympatry between the
kit fox and swift fox V velox velox some
question remains as to which species inhabits
this area rohwer and kilgore 1973 thornton
and creel 1975 dragoo et al 1990 mercure
et al 1993 the US fish and wildlife service
FWS has concluded that the swift fox is
declining throughout its range and determined its listing warranted but precluded
due to other higher priority species US federal register 1995 it is now listed as a
species of concern because the kit fox is
closely related to the swift fox and appears to
have similar behaviors baseline ecological
data for kit fox may contribute to swift fox conservation efforts
previous studies on the effects of military
activities on san joaquin kit foxes V m muticd
matica
mutica
in california demonstrated few direct adverse
impacts berry et al 1992 reese et
ct al 1992
controlled public access including hunting
and trapping restricted vehicle traffic and
limited land development on several western
military reservations may preserve suitable
habitat necessary to sustain fox populations
although authorized military activities such as
missile firings vehicle traffic and field exercises
may negatively impact some areas suitable for

kit fox dens such disturbance may positively
alter vegetation important to prey populations
the primary concern on military lands however is destruction of suitable denning habitat
by vehicles or construction
kit and swift foxes use underground dens
for escape cover protection from environmental conditions and raising pups seton 1925
canids to use dens
these foxes are 2 of the only canias
year round and they typically use a subset as
natal dens in which to raise pups morrell 1972
egoscue 1975 suggested kit fox populations
may be limited by available denning habitat
while this has not been definitively confirmed
the kit fox s strong dependence on den sites
throughout the year is critical to its survival
we undertook our study to further understand
kit fox denning behavior and to describe characte
acteristics
ristics of natal dens non natal dens and
surrounding denning habitat on the northern
mcgregor range of fort bliss military reservation new mexico recognition of differences
in den traits and denning habitat may assist
the military in land use decisions
STUDY AREA AND METHODS

our study area encompasses

approximately
53 km2 in the northern portion of mcgregor
range on fort bliss military reservation in
south central new mexico fort bliss lies in
Tu larosa basin surrounded by the san
the tularosa
andres franklin and organ mountains to the

idepartment
deep ii tmcnt of ofwildlife
wildlife ecology university Wisconsin
ofwisconsin madison 226 russell labs 1630 linden dr
of
M idison WI 53706
di madison
2departinent
1I il
ament of wildlife ecology university of wisconsin madison
ep u tment
M idimiii 215 russell labs
M idison VVI
con spending author
1630 linden di
dr madison
wl 53706 corresponding
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west otero mesa and gueco
hueco mountains to
the east
cast and sacramento mountains to the
north mcgregor range includes 288 km2 of
tiansition zone from the northern chihuahuan
transition
desert to the sacramento mountains elevation ranges from 900 to 1800 in the area is
and to semiarid with variable precipitation of
8 25 cm per year gile and grossman 1979
vegetation consists of creosote larrea triden
Flour ensia cergua
cernua flats
tata and tarbush flourensia
grasslands predominantly characterized by
brevifolius inter
burrow grass
glass scleropogon brevifolius
spersen
spersed
spp and yucca
spel sed with cactus opuntia app
spei
yucca
YMCCO app
glandulosa
spp mesquite prosopis glandulose
dunes and saltbush atriplex canescence dunes
military activities on mcgregor range in
include the firing of762
of 762 mm coax machine guns
bladley fighting vehicles stinger and
25 mm bradley
avenger missiles and HAWK and patriot missiles these munitions are launched from stationary firing positions into designated impact
areas
aleas on north mcgregor range greatest military use occurs annually during 3 wk in may
and june primary activities during this period
include missile firings and field training vehicles which range from 4 person jeeps to 28
ton patriot launchers utilize only improved
designated roads approximately 3500 personnel are involved in off road field training exeraises primarily on otero mesa the range is
cises
also used september through december for
an
fn
firing
ing missiles into designated impact areas
kit foxes were live trapped using single
gate wire box traps and fitted with radio collars during late january through early june
1994 and late january through february 1995
zoellick and smith 1986 white et al 1991
traps were baited and opened for 4 nights
foxes were handled without using immobilization drugs when possible when immobilization became necessary a 5511 mixture of keta
4 0 mgkg and
Ket aset 40
4.0
mine hydrochloride ketaset
40
promace
0.25
0 25 mgkg
Promace 025
025
acepromazine maleate promack
was administered intramuscularly all foxes
were fitted with numbered ear tags adults
70 g radio collar equipped
were fitted with a 709
with an activity sensor and released at the trap
site
we identified known kit fox dens by tracking radio collared individuals to dens 3 6
times per week 31 january 14 july 1994 and
1995 the number of dens used by foxes was
determined for each of 3 seasons breeding 31
january 28 february gestation 1I march 30
1
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volume 59

may 14 july weekly
den use was standardized using length of time
2 9 wk ges2.9
in each breeding season breeding 29
29
107
10 7 wk seasonal
8 7 wk pup rearing 107
8.7
10.7
tation 87
87
descriptions of den use were based on observations of resident kit fox behavior
we used 2 methods to analyze den use first
we examined the rate of den site change by
comparing average number of dens used per
fox including previously inhabited dens revis
revisited by the same fox between years and
among the 3 seasons using 2 way ANOVA
second we examined the seasonal rate of new
den use by comparing only the number of new
way
dens occupied by each fox also using 2iway
ANOVA if the season X year interaction was
not statistically significant data were combined and a 1iway
way ANOVA was used to compare den use among seasons analyses were
oos
5s 005
0 05
P as
considered statistically significant if F
0.05
005
habitat condition at each den site was
m2 cen78 5 ma
assessed in a 5 m radius circle 785
78.5
785
tered over the central den entrance during
june and july of each year in a network of
dens with many openings the entrance that
appeared to have most use was classified as
gaved in
the central entrance caved
m entrances were
not tallied A den was classified as a natal den
based on presence of pup scat or observation
of pups at the den site mean and standard error
were determined for physical characteristics
including height and width of the central entrance and number of entrances at each den
we categorized surrounding habitat as creosote grass mesquite tarbush saltbush or a
combination of these types based on visual
assessment of predominant vegetation identifying and counting each stem within the circle
assessed density of surrounding vegetation
relative percent cover was estimated at 4
points randomly placed along a 5 m radius in
each cardinal direction at each point cover
m2
0 8 ma
m circular samwas estimated using a 08
pling point frame vegetation was classified as
shrub grass cactus or yucca percent cover of
litter lichen and bare sand was also estimated
the 4 cover measurements were averaged for
analysis mean and standard error of stem
counts within the sampling radius were determined to compare vegetation density surrounding dens mean percent of total vegetative cover was determined in addition to mean
percent of cover for shrub grass yucca cactus

april and pup rearing

1

1999
19991
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sand litter and lichen we compared all variables between natal and non natal dens using t
tests and considered analyses statistically sig10
nific
nificant
olo
P 0010
.10
ant if F
010
A global positioning system was used to

determine universal transverse mercator
UTM coordinates at 94 den sites UTM coordinates were input into a geographic information system GIS arclnfo and plotted on a
soil survey map land slope and aspect at each
den site were determined using digital topographic maps in GIS format the proportion
of dens present within each soil type slope
and aspect class was analyzed relative to availability of those classes in the 53 km2 study
area using chi square analysis den opening
orientation was classified as north northeast
east southeast south southwest west or northwest and tested using a chi square test dens
with missing data were censored from analyses for that variable but remained in the analysis for remaining variables
RESULTS

we captured 20 kit foxes

14 females

6

males during 1680 trap nights in 1994 and
1995 during the study period we observed 7
different mated pairs based on 480 radio
locations 116 non natal and 16 natal dens were
located mean number of den site changes did
not differ within seasons between years F
P
084
0.84
084 when each year was combined the rate
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of den site changes did not vary seasonally P
0 28 fig 1 the number of new dens used
0.28
028
within each season did not differ between
ogg
0.99
99 therefore years were com0099
years P
bined and we found that kit fox used more
new dens during breeding and pup rearing
seasons P

oos
005
0 05
0.05
005

fig 2

natal dens did not differ from non natal
dens with few exceptions table 1 natal den
entrances were taller than non natal den
0 01 overall den entrance
0.01
entrances
001
enhances P
ooi
heights were significantly larger than widths
P
0 01 vegetative characteristics did not
0.01
001
ooi
differ between natal and non natal dens although mean percent vegetative cover tended
to be greater around natal dens P
10
0010
olo
0.10
cactus species were more abundant around
non natal dens P 002
0 02
0.02
benned more
kit foxes on mcgregor range denned
mole
moie
frequently than expected in creosote habitat
01
00.01
associations relative to availability P
001
ooi
fig 3 small sample sizes precluded statistical analysis of habitat differences between natal
and non natal dens kit foxes denned
benned more
frequently than expected within the mimbres
membres
tome soil senes
serles association in relation to its
series
availability P
0.01
0001
01 ninety four percent N
ooi
88 of kit fox dens were located within this
serles which is well drained and occurs
series
throughout lowlands slope is less than 5 and
flooding may occur periodically predominant
serles is crevegetation associated within this series
osote bush most soil within this association is
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TABLE 1
TABLI

NATURAL
ISr
naturalist

volume 59

physical and vegetative characteristics of natal and non natal kit fox dens on fort bliss otero county new

mexico 1994 1995

non natal dens
characteristic
chal acael
chai
actel cistic
istic

mean

mean den entrance
en
tiance height cm
mean den en
entrance
trance
tranee
tiance width cm
mean number of
oaden
den entrances
ofden
enhances
mean percent
per
covel
pei cent shrub cover
mean percent
pel cent yucca cover
pei
mean percent
covel
pel cent cactus cover
pei
mean percent
grass cover
pel cent glass
pei
covel
mean percent
per
covel
pei cent sand cover
mean percent
littel cover
covel
pel cent litter
pei
mean pei
percent
cover
cent lichen covel
pel
mean percent
cover
pel cent total vegetative covel
pei
78 5m2
per
shrub density stems pei
pel 785rn2
grass
glass density stems per
5m2
785m2
class
pel 78
pei
yucca density stems per
78 5m2
pel 785m2
pei
5m2
cactus density stems per
785m2
pei 78
pel

sy

19 9 0 4
1990.4
19904
18 7 0 4
1870.4
18704

natal dens
N

mean

s
sy

229l5

116
116
116

22 9 1 5
22915
19
6 01
1960.1
19601
20 03
14
0 03
14003
1400.3
14003

1 0 1
00101
0.101
oioi
19
6 17
19617
196l7
52 9 1 8
52918
52998
529l8
11
5 13
11513
115l3
0 10
55010
5.010
31 4 1 4
31414
314l4

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

2 47
46
46247
4624.7
46247
9 47
49
49947
49.947
49947
3 02
00302
0302
030.2
1 7 0 4
1704
1.704
1704

106
106
106
106

1902
13
4 15
13415
134l5
0

silty loam or silty clay loam in higher elevations and sandy loam in lower elevations derr
1981 there were several soil associations
within the study area in which no dens of
radio collared kit foxes were located these
associations have steeper slopes ranging from
5 to 20
are more rocky and may have
been unsuitable for den excavation
eighty five percent of the study area had
minimal slope 0 to 1I degree kit fox dens
were located in expected proportions within
0.93
these slope classes P
093 kit fox dens
occurred more frequently than expected P
0.03 on slopes oriented to the northwest
003
both natal and non natal dens opened more
P
frequently to the southeast and northwest F
00.01
01
001
ooi

discussion
we found no seasonal variation in average
number of kit fox den site changes these
results are consistent with previous studies of
seasonal kit fox den use on a military installation in california reese et al 1992 however
kit foxes used more new dens during breeding
and pup rearing seasons egoscue 1956 suggested that during the breeding season kit
foxes may visit many occupied and unoccupied
dens sites possibly surveying for potential
dens or a prospective mate egoscue 1956
also noted that on several occasions natal dens
have been abandoned suddenly and the pups
moved to a new den movement between natal

2003

1303
11.303
3 03
1303

0

23740
23 7 4 0
2374.0
23740
45540
45 5 4 0
45.540
45540

21
1055 11
61 19
gilg
611.9
6119
105
10
10.5

38 6 5 1
38651
3865.1
38651
32 6 6 8
32668
3266.8
32668
32 9 10 3
329103
32.9103
329103
03 03
0303
030.3
0303
09 04
0904
090.4
0904

N

P values

16

15
15

001
018
039
044
017
002
019
005
037
034
010

15
15
15
15

028
020
085
042

16
16
15
15
15
15
15
15

dens has been attributed to predator avoidance local depletion of food or intolerable flea
levels egoscue 1956 such behaviors may
have contributed to the greater number of
new dens used per fox during these seasons
kit foxes often den with a mate or in a
social group therefore there may be a lack of
independence in den use among individual
foxes within this study no groups of3
of
ofa3 or more
radio collared foxes were located and paired
radio collared kit foxes were found in the same
den in only 20 of total locations although
we did not account for autocorrelation in our
analysis we recognize that we may have underestimated the average number of new dens due
to the presence of mated pairs in our sample
our results suggest that natal and non natal
dens are quite similar on mcgregor range
the only distinguishable feature is central den
entrance height furthermore a keyhole shape
eg greater height than width characterized
all den entrances we believe this shape may
allow quick entrance by kit foxes while impedcams
ing entrance of predators such as coyotes canis
latrano
latrans or badgers taxidea taxus egoscue
latrans
1962 berry et al 1987 reese et al 1992 dens
provide escape cover throughout the year but
are especially important during the pup rear
ing season when pups are most vulnerable
kit foxes selected sites most frequently in
creosote habitat associations denning habitat
in general was characterized by relatively short
patchy vegetation these results concur with
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fig

number of kit fox dens by habitat type in the
northern chihuahuan desert fort bliss military reservation new mexico 1994 and 1995
3

previous studies examining kit fox habitat utilization
liza
tion throughout their range egoscue 1956
1962 ofarrell 1987 zoellick et al 1989
egoscue 1962 stressed the importance of
creosote habitat for den sites in the great
basin and suggested that kit foxes utilize adjacent sandy dune habitat in utah for foraging
both kit and swift foxes have demonstrated an
ability to adapt to open habitats including creosote flats and grasslands with low and sparse
vegetation these adaptations may allow small
foxes to more efficiently detect predators such
as coyotes and bobcats felis rufus zoellick et
al 1989

we found characteristics of soil and terrain
used as denning habitat similar to those reported
in previous studies kit and swift foxes typically den in loose sandy and well drained soils
hall 1946 cutter 1958 egoscue 1962 oneal
et al 1987 zoellick et al 1989 reese et al
1992 past studies indicate dens are often
located on gentle to moderate slopes egoscue
1956 morrell 1972 berry et al 1987
kit fox dens were located on slopes with a
northwest aspect more than expected and den
openings were more frequently oriented toward
the northwest and southeast previous studies
suggest that direction of den opening may reflect the
dle prevailing orientation of slopes in the
die
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area berry et al 1987 while aspect may confer special advantages for dens direction of
den opening may be related to site specific
conditions such as vegetation drainage or climate den orientation for red fox V vulpes
Assa teague island maryland is often assoon assateague
ciated with local prevailing wind directions
Chee semore 1969 found
krim et al 1990 cheesemore
alopez lagopus innuitus
that most arctic fox alopex
den entrances had a southerly easterly or
westerly orientation possibly indicating a preference for a warmer exposure if orientation
is related to wind and microclimate it is possible that kit foxes orient their dens toward a
cooler northern exposure we did not however
assess any microclimatic variables
recognition of kit fox dens and denning
habitat may be useful to the military in making
land use decisions and assessing potential
impacts of activities on the environment previous studies of the effects of military activities
discovered that vehicles had damaged several
dens but kit foxes were not trapped inside the
dens berry et al 1992 on our study site we
did not observe direct impacts resulting from
military activity on any surveyed dens additionally
nally there was no evidence of damage to
tio
dens from live fire exercises however we had
limited access to designated impact zones to
fully document effects of such use in this area
berry et al 1992 suggest that numerous
dens sites provide adequate shelter and protection for kit foxes while allowing for the
destruction of several dens without adversely
impacting fox populations because kit foxes
change dens at a constant rate throughout
most of the year and we do not know why
they change their den sites we view dens as
important to population survival none should
be considered surplus further because few
traits distinguish natal from non natal dens
we recommend that all dens be considered
potential natal dens although military activities do not adversely impact den sites on our
study area off road activities hold the greatest
potential for inadvertent impacts to dens or
suitable denning habitat careful consideration should be given to intensity of off road
activities in potential kit or swift fox habitat
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ECOLOGY OF
SUCKER IN THE
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we investigated ecology of flannelmouth sucker catostomus latipinnis
iati pinnis from 1992 to 1997 in the 26 km
lati
latipmms
leach of the colorado rivel
electrofishing
electiofishmg
fishing
feny
river immediately below glen canyon dam anzona
arizona we captured by electro
rivet
lee s ferry
fent reach
sueker weie
52 previously tagged by others flannelmouth sucker
a total of 212 fish and recaptured
were
captured
wele captured throughout the
le
tailgater
tailwater
taii
tali
tail
water but tended to aggregate
tailwatei
aggie gate within about 5 km of the dam possibly reflecting blockage of historic migration routes
fishing did not differ among years but was greater
electrofishing
electrofishmg
bel to february than other pen
bei
november
catch per hour of electro
gi eater from Novem
peri
perl
tailgater
ods suggesting seasonal movements of flannelmouth sucker
tail
sueker into the tailwater
water mean lengths and weights of fish did not
differ among years or seasons length frequency analyses also indicate there
thele were no significant yearly trends in proporfebruaiy lowest
tion of catch within size classes of fish mean condition differed only among seasons and was greatest in february
sueker in a tributary
suckel
just downtnbutaryjust
in august coinciding respectively with pre and post spawning periods of flannelmouth sucker
11.4
from initial tagging locations 14
irom lee s
stream from lee s ferry recaptured fish migrated hiom
144 231 km downstream from
fish with known initial tagging locations increased
captured
ferry
feny
pel cent of recaptured
iniinci eased in length and fish tagged ini
le
fens fifty nine percent
tially as subadults or adults respectively grew an average of 45
5 5 mm per year
4599 mm and 5.5
55
yeai
yeal
ABSTRACT

55

disti ibution
bisti
ibutton
key words flannelmouth sucker movement distribution
nativefish
fish regulated fiver
ution life history native
fiven colorado river
river

native fishes in the colorado river below
glen canyon dam GCD arizona declined
in abundance following emplacement of the
hydroelectric facility in 1963 minckley 1991
latipinnis
flannelmouth sucker catostomus latipinnis
is one of the long lived native species scoppetone 1988 endemic to the colorado river
drainage and persists in glen and grand canyons and much of the upper colorado river
basin minckley 1991 flannelmouth sucker
aggregate in tributaries
tributa ries and associated inflow
areas of glen and grand canyons robinson et
al 1996 douglas and marsh 1998 weiss et al
1998 and historically were abundant within
the glen canyon tailgater
tail
tailwater
water and downstream
holden and stalnaker 1975 weiss et al 1998
suggested that an increase in mean lengths of
flannelmouth sucker spawning in the paria
river between 1981 and 1993 indicated an
aging population with relatively low recruitment to sexual maturity although categorized
as a species of concern by the US fish and
wildlife service 1994 little is known about
ecology of flannelmouth sucker mcada and
wydoski 1985 douglas and marsh 1998 weiss
hydoski
et al 1998 the species spawns in spring
douglas and marsh 1998 weiss et al 1998 and
migrates long distances chart and bergersen

but temporal distribution and movements are poorly understood in this study we
examined distribution movements structural
indices and trends of flannelmouth sucker in
tailgater
the glen canyon tail
tailwater
water lee s ferry reach
during long
longterm
term monitoring
1992

STUDY SITE

glen canyon dam impounds the colorado
river near the arizona utah border and forms
lake powell a 653 km2 meromictic
merom ictic reservoir
lee s ferry reach is confined within glen canyon between the dam river kilometer RK
hypolinmetic
26 and lee s ferry RK 0 hypolimnetic
Hypolimnetic
releases from the reservoir are clear and cold
stanford and ward 1991 shannon et al 1996
stevens et al 1997 more stable operating
regimes for GCD were initiated in 1991 following decades of widely variable releases
from the dam marzolf 1991 patten 1991
releases from GCD during the present study
1
generally ranged between about 142
and 708 m3s
ms 1 with daily variations not exceed1
ing ca 227
other fishes in the lee s
ferry reach are nonnative rainbow trout oncorhynchus mykiss and common carp cyprinus carpio

lAr izona game and fish department
tarizona
larizona
depaitment 2221 W greenway road phoenix AZ 85023
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electrofishing
electiofishmg
fishing EF and numbers
hour CPUE of electro
catch per
pei houi
pel
kin
26 km
do river
ferry reach colorado
lin lee s feny
rivel 1992 1997
Coloia
TABI

1

1

volume 59

of recaptures N for flannelmouth sucker in

the

recapture
year
yeai
yeal

no trips

hr
total EF hi

total catch

CPUE

N

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

4
2
3

333
167
250
167
333
150

72

22

2

11

07

0

33
53

13

4
9

26

32
08

5

17

1 1
11

5

2
4
3

MAFERIALS AND METHODS
MATERIALS

we electrofished
electro fished 9 15 fixed transects ca
2000 sec
transect randomly placed throughsectransect
leach between dusk and dawn
out lee s ferry reach
during 19 trips between february 1992 and
bel 1997 we electrofished
electro fished 2 4 times
Decem bei
december
per
yeal table 1 and collected samples in all
yeai
pei year
months except january june and october
table 2 we captured flannelmouth sucker
fishing EF from an
electrofishing
electrofishmg
using single pass electro
aluminum boat equipped with a coffelt CPS
mark
malk XX electro
maik
fishing unit coffelt manufacelectrofishing
electrofishmg
turing flagstaff AZ we employed a complex
pulsed system of direct current applying 215
volts and maintaining a 15 ampere output to a
30 cm diameter stainless steel anode system
mor
ror
for
Shai bei
foi
bel et al 1994 we examined fish moi
sharber
malks measured
marks
mea suied to the nearest mil
previous maiks
limetcr total body length TLI
limetei
TL weighed to
limetti
the nearest gram injected with a passive integrated transponder PIT tag if none present
and released all fish near
neal capture points
catch per unit effort CPUE computed as
fish caught per hour of EF with
offish
the number of
electrical current in the water was considered
an index of population abundance
we compared log
weight length
tiansformed weightlength
109 transformed
relationships between sexes using a 2 sided t
test mean condition factor K
w5l3 TL
and weight among months and years and seasonal groupings of catchtransecttnp
catchtransecttrip were
compared using the kruskal wallis test spear
mais
mans rank order correlation coefficients were
mars
calculated to quantify relationships between
among months and years and CPUE
recapture
capture
le
and size structure among years statistical sigoos
nific
005
nificance
0005
ance was determined at a
0.05
05 for all
tests we estimated growth rates of fish by
qubti
subti acting lengths at initial capture from
subtracting
those at capture
and dividing by elapsed
recapture
le
time yr
yi between capture and recapture we
defined distance moved as displacement of

wlk
wl3

recaptured fish from locations where they were
marked initially to last point of recapture we
assumed that adult and subadult flannelmouth
sucker respectively were 390 mm and 390
wydoski 1985
mm in length mcada and hydoski
RLSULTS
RESULTS

we captured

a total of 212 flannelmouth
sucker range 404 646 mm
min TL during 19 trips
between 1992 and 1997 no fish were captured
in september 1993 the highest percentage of
fish were
weie 451 500 mm TL fig 1 most fish
54
48
114212 also were captured within 484.8
48
km of glen canyon dam and 12
kni
25212
66
bal at RK gg
bai
6666
6.6
were captured near a gravel bar
01 may mean
most 11 24212 during april or

lengths and weights did not differ significantly
among years or months table 2 catch per
00.2
0.9
009
022 sy varied
099 02
unit effort N 6 mean og
widely among years table 1 and no significant year to year tiend
fiend was evident spearman
trend
1414 however
0014
0.14
rank order correlation R
catch per
eatch
dif
differed
feied significantly P
pel unit effort dig
pei
00011
0.011
oli among seasons and was greater from
oil
11.4
november to february N 6 mean 14
144
02
0 2 sy
8 mean
s than march to may N
0.2
02
06
02
0 2 sy or july to september N
4 mean
0.2
02
og
06
s
0 3 sy
00.6
0.3
proportion of catch for individual
03
066 03
length classes also did not differ among years
spearman rank order correlations for fish
400 450 mm 451 500 mm 501 550 mm
551 600 mm and 600 mm TL i respectively
espectively
ogo
0009
012
12 R
09 R
0012
0.09
0.12
60 R
were
00.60
060
wele R
weie
ogg
0 66 and R
0 07
007
0.66
0.07
066
007
sex ratio maie
3 3 based on 52
male female was 33
malefemale
3.3
33
fish for which gender was determined manual
metes range in length for
gametes
galetes
expression of ga
reproductively mature males and females
respectively was 421 518 mm
min and 464 646
mm both length and weight data were colfor
rol 30 of these fish and we found no
roi
lected foi
0.4412
0 04412
difference P
4412 in log transformed
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s monthly total lengths mm weights g and condition factors K foi
2 mean
for flannelmouth sucker
sy
sueker capelectiofishmg
electrofishing
fishing in the 26 km lee s ferry
tured by electro
do river 1992 1997 N number of observations
leach colorado
beny reach
feny
Coloia
TABLE
TABI

E

&

length
month

iv

feb

19
19
11

mar
mal
mai

apr
aar

may
jlii
jill
jui
jul

37

aug
sept
nov

26
2
30

dec
dee

61

all years

4

209

mean
495
494
508
496
496
518
468
501
503
502

weight
N

mean

s
sy

N

7
13
10
8

19

4
26

66
83
77
140
102
58

19
19

11

1345
1253
1371
1512
1274
1227
1144
1363
1389
1348

4
25

146

2

54
45
25

30
61
186

X

22
4
7
5
4

19
11

15

2
31

61
188

weight length relationships between sexes
weight length relationships indicated that
growth was approximately isometric loew
logw
4.350
4350
276651ogtl
27665ogfl mean K which also
did not differ significantly among years differed P 0.05
005 among months and was greatest in february except for september when
only 2 fish were caught and lowest in august

table 2

there were

K

no multiple recaptures and
cumulative recapture of fish previously tagged
was 12
25212 proportion of recaptured
fish did not vary significantly among years
table 1 spearman rank order correlation R
ogo
0.60
060 or months spearman rank order correlation R 0.36
036 total length of recaptured
fish was 420 582 mm seventeen fish were
recaptured for which original tagging information is known table 3 thirty five percent
617 were tagged initially in or near the little colorado river RK 98 and 53
917
were tagged in the paria river or its confluence with the main
stem colorado river RK
mainstem
mainster
14
1.4
14 one recaptured fish was tagged initially
canab creek RK 231 and another in the
near kanab
22.9 in 1992 the lat229
lee s ferry reach at RK 229
ter was recaptured at the same location in 1995
table 3 mean distance of capture from initial marking location for the 17 fish was 52
s km range 1.4
17 sy
14 231 km all fish tagged as
sub adults N
subadults
3 moved 98 km from tagging
location to recapture site and those tagged as
adults moved between 14
1.4
14 km and 231 km N
14 mean 49
20 sy
s table 3 nearly 23
2v
64.7
647
N 11 of recaptured fish were caught
647 av
in november december table 3
fifty nine percent 1017 of recaptured fish
for which location of initial tagging was known

11

15

mean
1 10
1.10
lio
ilo
110
103
104
108
104
097
1 12
112
1.12
112
109
107
106

s
0 03
003
004
003
002
005
002
olg
012
002
001
001

grew in length and 81
1316 increased in
weight after initial tagging table 3 thirty
five percent 617 of recaptured fish reflected
negative growth and 6
117 showed no
growth mean growth rate of fish that grew
and were marked initially as adults was 55
5.5
55
lg
19
128 mmyr
1.9
s mmyr
19 sy
amyr N 14 range iglg1.9
19 12.8
amyr
128
and mean growth rate for fish marked as
sub adults 189 365 mm TQ
subadults
TL was 459
45.9 16.8
168 sy
459
79.3
25.7 793
mmyr
amyr IV 3 range 257
793 mmyr
257
amyr

discussion

our results support the conclusion chart
and bergersen 1992 that adult flannelmouth
sucker are tolerant of cold tailrace habitats
we suggest that flannelmouth sucker in the
lee s ferry reach comprised a mobile aggregation of fish of presumed sexual maturity
wydoski 1985 weiss et al 1998
mcada and hydoski
in our study CPUE differed among seasons
and locations but not among years suggesting
generally stable densities of flannelmouth
sucker in lee s ferry reach between 1992 and
1997 douglas and marsh 1998 also concluded that the flannelmouth sucker population in the little colorado river and its confluence with the colorado river was stable
during 1991 1995
our results agree with previous observations
of long distance movements by flannelmouth
sucker chart and bergersen 1992 forty one
percent of our recaptures for which original
tagging information was known were originally
marked between 98 km and 231 km downriver
down river
from lee s ferry long distance seasonal migrations may be integral to life history of flannelmouth sucker chart and bergersen 1992 and
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distl ibution pel
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length hequency
dequency distribution
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peicent
pei cent of total catch by length
by electro
hy
fishing in the 26 km lee s feny
do river 1992
clectrofishmg
electrofishing
ferry reach colorado
Coloia

fig

1

other large bodied native fishes tyus and
karp 1990 minckley 1991 modde and irving
1998 however a portion of the population
likely is sedentary since 53 of recaptured fish
for which original tagging information was
known were marked initially in the paria river
or its confluence with the colorado river RK
14
1.4
14 the flannelmouth sucker population in
the white river also was generally mobile but
some fish were sedentary chart and bergersen 1992

flannelmouth sucker in our study were
captured throughout lee s ferry reach from
1992 to 1997 but CPUE indicates they tended
to aggregate near the dam and prior to or during the spring spawning season weiss et al
1998 near a mid channel gravel bar in lee s
ferry reach RK 7 flannelmouth sucker also
aggregate just below taylor draw dam on the
white river chart and bergersen 1992 and
aggregation below dams may reflect blockage
of historic migration routes used by native fishes
holden 1991 minckley 1991 chart and bergersen 1992 movements based on CPUE of
flannelmouth sucker into the glen canyon tail
water increased during late fall and winter and
declined in spring and summer timing of seasonal increase in CPUE in lee s ferry reach
corresponds with pre spawning migration to
the paria river and its confluence with the
colorado river weiss et al 1998 and is coincident with a seasonal decline in numbers in

classes N
1997

212 of flannelmouth sucker captured

the little colorado river and its confluence
area douglas and marsh 1998
we captured 83 of ripe females and 93
of ripe males during february may prior to or
during paria river spawning weiss et al 1998
we found a sex ratio malefemale
male female of 31 in
lee s ferry reach while weiss et al 1998
reported sex ratios of about 21 for spawning
flannelmouth sucker in the paria river and
bright angel creek and about 11 at paria river
confluence with the colorado river forty two
of fish we captured were 490 mm at
percent offish
which length mcada and wydoski
hydoski 1985 reported all flannelmouth sucker were reproductively
duct
ively mature flannelmouth sucker caught
in paria river spawning areas ranged from 385
mm to 580 mm weiss et al 1998 and we
found that reproductively mature fish ranged
from 421 mm to 646 mm mean length of fish
we captured equaled that of flannelmouth
sucker caught in the mouth of the paria river
and was greater than mean length of fish captured on upstream spawning areas in the tributary weiss et al 1998
average length of spawning flannelmouth
sucker in the paria river increased between
1981 and 1983 possibly indicating low recruitment to reproductive maturity and an aging
population weiss et al 1998 however we
found no evidence supporting the hypothesis
of an aging population mean lengths and
weights and size structure of fish did not differ

flannelmouth
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3 date location of initial tagging RK
river
ilver km total length TL mm weight W g and computed
liver
boi
roi flannelmouth sucker recaptured by electro
foi
growth rates CG
mmyr
electrofihhmg
electrofishing
perry
amyr for
fishing in the lee s ferry
leach colorado
do
feny reach
Coloia
recap tuie
river 1992 1997 YAL years between initial tagging and recaptuie
recapture
tule
TABLE

recap tine
recapture
tene

initial tagging
ig

date
12 861
2212861
86a
ma
10
14 m0
92
lo
101492
10
16 92
101692
11
11 92
111192

33693
6 93
329931
3 29 931
9311
4489311
8 931
48931
4 22 931
422931
44893
8 93b
93
510931
5 10 931
5 10 93b
5 16 931
516931
7 8 93b

8818931
18 931
93
81893
3 18 94
31894
7 7 94
7794
320961
20 9961
33209

gae
ai izona
iwona
loon i game

and
ind

TL

W

516
443
365
461
189
558
527
404
543
4854
508
464
467
588
422
361
529

1349

u

888
462
1093
54
2000
1400
677
870
1170
1120
976
1150
2000
700
376
1803

RK

14
98
98

229
98

14
14
231

IA
14

14
14
98

14
14
98
98

14

date

TL

W

882692
26 92

532
455
420
468
464
565
524
499
525
480
500
499
467
582
425
464
525

1263

332596
25 96
7 94
12
12794
12 4 95
12495
27 96
882796
12
6 95
12695
5 14 95
51495
6 97
12
12697
7 94
12
12794
12 6 94
12694
12
6 95
12695
6 97
12
12697
12 4 95
12495
4 95
12
12495
13 95
551395
1 97
99197

11 19 96
111996

RK

86
30
65

YAL

0

65
34
21
31
35
37

65

11

1325

175

1579
1145
1236
1686
1232
2077
761
998
1850

86
208

74
17
16
16
27
14
23
12
32
17

960
856
1136
1024
2062

237
208

0

175
237
237
208

50
208

CG

25
15
35
257
23
793
19
27
128
105
ios
los

31

50
128
0

26
26
327
24

fish department
dbptii tnient
trient

city
of arizona
University
knivel
univel lity
iity ot
ear
carijona
cAr
Univ
carizona
university
mon i state univetsity
ai izona
etsity
sity
knivel
univel
uon
Il

among years Electro
fishing may overestimate
electrofishing
abundance of larger fish and not accurately
represent the size distribution of a population
reynolds 1996 but the high proportion of
small adults
500 mm in our study and
sub adults
recapture of fish marked initially as subadults
in grand canyon suggest that recruitment to
sexual maturity is occurring we captured no
sub adults based on a minimum length at matusubadults
hydoski
rity of about 390 mm mcada and wydoski
1985 weiss et al 1998 movement offlannel
of flannelmouth sucker into the cold clearwater
clear water lee s
ferry reach may not occur until about reproductive maturity weiss et al 1998
our growth data are questionable due to
small samples size and inaccurate measurements however patterns of growth for fish
tagged originally as adults and subadults
sub adults were
comparable to those reported by meada
mcada and
wydoski
hydoski 1985 slow growth rates of adults in
lee s ferry reach might be explained by senescence or influences of cold water temperatures and inadequate food resources as suggested for other species vanicek and kramer
1969 weatherly 1972 kaeding and osmundson 1988 however size structure of fish we
recaptured does not indicate senescence since
it remained comparable over time and indicated
a high proportion of small adults inadequate

food resources also seem unlikely flannelmouth sucker feed on benthic macroinverte
macromverte
brates minckley 1991 and secondary producers are abundant in lee s ferry reach blinn et
al 1995 shannon et al 1996 stevens et al
1997 moreover condition offish was comparable among years the 1992 1997 period was
characterized by higher minimum and more
stable releases than previously from GCD
marzolf 1991 united states department of
interior 1995 possibly benefiting flannelmouth sucker blinn et al 1995 stevens et al
1997 however our results fail to support this
hypothesis since mean densities lengths
weights and condition of flannelmouth sucker
did not differ over the g6yryr study electrofish
ing also might contribute to slower growth of
shocked individuals dalbey et al 1996 thompson et al 1997 but only I1 fish we recaptured
likely was captured initially by electrofishing
electrofisbing
electro fishing
and its computed growth rate was near the
adult mean
between 1984 and 1997 nearly 1000 flannelmouth sucker were marked and released in
lee s ferry reach and 9000 or more likely
down river locawere marked and released at downriver
electro fishing we recaptions during 6 yr of electrofishing
tured 25 fish none of which was a multiple
recapture and only 1 was tagged originally in
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tailgater
tailwater
the lee s ferry tail
water our
oui cumulative recapoul
ture of 12 was comparable to that reported
by chait
Bergeisen 1992 for the white
chart and bergersen
river douglas and marsh 1998 using seines
and hoop and trammel nets in or near spawning areas in little colorado river reported
higher recapture
rates catch rates and size
capture
le
ucture of the mobile flannelmouth sucker
sti structure
acture
aggregation
gatlon in lee s ferry
feny reach showed no
aggie gation
differences annually between 1992 and 1997
hish
fish tagged initially as subadults
and capture offish
of bish
suggests that recruitment to reproductive maturity occurred we hypothesize that population
trend was stable between 1992 and 1997 and
more
that mor
moi e stable flow regimes during this period
had no influences on densities or
01 size structure of the aggiegation
aggregation
gatlon further studies of flanaggie gation
nel
nelmouth
mouth sucker in lee s ferry reach as well
rles weiss et al 1998 will enhance
ries
tributaries
tributa
as tnbutanes
assessment of population trends and allow
long term influresource managers
manai4ers to evaluate longterm
ences of dam operations on this native species
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HABITAT USE AND subspecific STATUS OF MERLINS
FALCO COLUMB
ARIUS WINTERING IN CENTRAL UTAH
columbarium
columbarius
haney12 and clayton
donald L haneyl2

M

white13
whitel3
whitell3
Whitel

most ornithological literature for utah reports the status of the merlin raico
columbarium
columb arius as rare or
ealco columbarius
taico
falco
talco
searce only the most recently
scarce
al 1985 record it as uncommon
lecent ly published checklists behle and perry
peiry 1975 behle et al1985
mted checklist utah oi ornithological
likewise a 1998 printed
nith ological society 1998 lists it as uncommon also misrepresented in the
nithological
lithological
pi eted
literature are
distnbution of the 3 rather distinct subspecies each of which occupies dissimilar habitats
ale the status and distribution
aie
during the bi breeding
ceding season we made random
landom observations of merlins
meihns in northern
nor thein utah beginning in the 1950s and
ferlins
tilen
then studied them continuously between 1992 and 1997 in utah county utah during the 1992 1997 period we were
able to clearly
elearly allocate 95 males and 76 females to subspecies including within our count 58 falcons trapped some fitted
with ladio
radlo telemetry the winter habitat in which they occurred was categorized as either urban mainly dense residenradio
tial area
balms or
farms
01 rural agricultural lands dairy haims
01 scattered homes there was a statistically significant xa
alea or
0 001
0001
ooi
x22
foi
difference in habitat use with the boreal bol
forest
columb
columbarius
est breeding F c columbarium
arius frequenting urban areas 68 of the time and
prairie
ceding iai1E c hardsomi
richardsonia
richardsonii
rural
nil fi frequenting
nii
urai habitats 78 of the time
ic
pi an ie parkland
pal kland bi breeding
pai
equen ting i ural
richardso
equenting
ABSTRACT
ABSIIW

I1

key words merlin subspecies winter habitat use falco columbarium
columbarius
columb
nchardsonii falco columbarium
columbarius
columb
columb
columbarius
arius ricbardsonii
arius columbarium
arius
columbarius
eol
col
columbae
columbai
suckle yi
umbai
falco columbarium
arlus
arius
columb
lus suckleyi
ins
ius

checklists of the birds of utah from half a
century ago behle 1944 woodbury et al 1949
indicated that the merlin
columbarium
columbarius
meilin falco columb
arius
was a rare
spaise migrant and winter visilare to sparse
tant in utah thele
there was also some uncertainty
as to the fie
fle
frequency
quency of each subspecies occurring in utah the behle op cit and woodbury et al op cit checklists summarized
records from numerous government expeditions to utah in the mid to late 1800s indicating that those early expeditions likewise did
lins however one would
not report
Mer
merlins
meilms
leport many berlins
not necessarily expect the early expeditions to
encounter merlins
berlins because much of their time
in utah was during the summer months see
behle 1990 twomey 1942 who worked in
the uinta basin of eastern utah indicated that
he saw merims only as migrants in may and
bel he allocated them to richardsonia
september
Septem bei
richardsonii
nchardsomi
nil
nii
richardso
bad no specimens to verify his determinabut had
tion our guess is that twomey did so based
on the proximity of the uinta basin to col
orado
01 ado where richardsonia
richardsonii
nchardsomi
nil was conventionally
nii
richardso
thought to be the most frequently recorded
subspecies eg of 30 specimens in the denver museum of natural history in 1965 21
richardsonii
were richardsonia
nchardsonn
nil bailey and niedrach 1965
nii
richardso
nonetheless berlins
merlins in fact were
weie not often
wele
I1

seen by ornithologists or bird watchers in the
ist half of this century even though an active
audubon society was established in utah and
several graduate students in ornithology were
pursuing degrees at utah state university
university of utah and brigham young unisity the former 2 especially had active prover
versity
grams in the 1940s 1960s one of us CMW
looked diligently for berlins
merlins in the late 1940s
and 1950s but saw few other than some shot in
tracy aviary in salt lake city
falconero
falconers
three or 4 of the several fal
coners in utah
in the 1940s 1960s caught a few berlins
merlins for
their sport but they spent considerable time
looking for the ones they captured one excellent ornithologist bird observer and falconer
boyde shafter
shaffer worked at tracy aviary in salt
shatter
lake city during approximately 15 yr late
1940s 1950s he saw perhaps 8 10 berlins
merlins
and had 3 in the hand all of the birds he
E c columbarium
called F
columb
columbarius
arius in the aviary where
merlins were attracted because of abundant
berlins
domesticus
house sparrow passer domes
ticus and other
small bird populations and perhaps because
public aviaries are raptor sinks B schaffer
personal communications it was not until
behle and perry 1975 and behle et al 1985
published their most recent checklists that the
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species was recognized to be uncommon but
widespread and regular in occurrence rather
than scarce in part because of work by many
fal
falconero
falconers
coners and graduate students see comments
in white 1994 likewise the 1998 printing of
the checklist utah ornithological society
1998 lists it as uncommon further following
the mid 1960s although lacking good empirical data it seemed to CMW that there was
some habitat partitioning by subspecies it is
this aspect of habitat use and subspecies frequency that we studied and discuss below
METHODS

between 1992 and 1997 we noted habitat
use in north central utah for all individuals n
171 seen whose wintering home range
habitats were identified by telemetry repeated
sightings of banded birds or other distinct
individuals occupying given locations over
some period these individuals were subjectively assigned to urban or rural categories
based on the areas most frequented urban
was defined as densely populated residential
areas with some distinct business district these
areas usually contain many large trees both
deciduous and coniferous rural was defined
as primarily agricultural areas with small townships dairy farms and occasional scattered
residences frequently rural areas have consid
siderable
erable open landscapes but they also may
contain scattered large cottonwood trees
fifty eight individuals were trapped and
examined in the hand those not examined in
the hand were for the most part able to be
allocated to richardsonii
richardsonia
columb arius
columbarius
nii pale or columbarium
richardso
dark although there were some intermediE c suckle
suckleyi
ates F
yi was generally most difficult
to allocate confidently to subspecies unless in
the hand to allocate birds to subspecies both
in the hand and the museum we used criteria
set forth by temple 1972a 1972b we surveyed an area of 910 km2 on a weekly to biweekly basis 1992 1997 starting in late september and ending in early april of each year
see haney 1997
RESULTS

merlins occupied all habitats eg conifer
berlins
forest oak hillsides riparian etc for night
ro osting in addition to those examined during
daylight within the area in 1992 1997 with
nearly equal numbers encountered in both
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winter habitat utilization indicating numbers
of identified merlins
berlins by subspecies and sexes in that habiTABLE 1

tat winters 1992 1997

subspecies
sex

location
urbana
urban

rural

30

11

13

TOTALS

21
51

E c richardso
F
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii
males

17

1

columbarium
E c columbarius
columb arius
F

males
females

females
TOTALS

0
17

24
30
32
62

E c suckleyi
suckle yi
F
males
females

5

2
5

TOTALS

10

7

78

93

TOTALS

5

smail
small
treed neighborhoods with densely populated residential areas
aleas and smill

business districts
distncb
primarily
bri
trimarily
smail townships dairy
fiiniaiily
marily agricultural areas with small
farnis and occasional
faims
Tri
dalry barnis
dany
i esi
scattered
evidences
evl dences and with considci
evi
scattei ed residences
skattei
consid
ci able open landscapes

trl

urban n 78 and rural n 93 areas table
1 although rural locations covered more area
all individuals identifiable with radio transmitters or by distinctive physical features predominantly used one habitat or the other with
little overlap into the other category all subspecies and sexes trapped or identified some
with bands occurred in urban and rural areas
except richardsonia
richardsonii
nii females which were found
richardso
E c columbarius
only in rural areas table 1 F
columb
baHus
columbanus
columbahus
banus
colum
arlus
arius
mostly used urban areas and richardsonia
richardsonii
nii
richardso
rural areas xax22 P
suckleyi
0.001
yi
0001 while suckle
perhaps in part because the sample size was
so small showed no specific area use male E
F
columb
columbarius
c columbarium
arius was found mostly in urban
88
8.8
areas xa
001
x22
88 P 0.01
ool while male richard
ooi
jonii
sonii showed a tendency to use rural areas xax22
36
06
3.6
0.6
36 P og
06 specific areas within cities and
feed lots in rural areas were
certain cattle feedlots
occupied by berlins
merlins every season overall
males occurred slightly more often in urban
than rural areas and females twice as often in
rural as in urban areas of particular note
richardsonii
were richardsonia
nii females 100 of which were
richardso
located in rural areas table 1
of 218 individuals including those identified in the field and museum specimens 128
59 were males and 90 females 41
there
was a statistically significant difference between
the numbers of each sex xax22 6.31
631 P 0.025
0025
suggesting a slight male bias DLH found that
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merlins
berlins wintering in northern california near
eureka 1984 1987 were nearly all females
males were seen only during autumn and
spring migrations in the greater los angeles
area however DLH found that about 75 of
merlins were females while inland in desert
berlins
regions the ratios were reversed n ca 100
these data taken together suggest some geographic habitat partitioning by sex perhaps
habitat partitioning within a given area

discussion
during the breeding season roughly april
suckle
suckleyi
swkleyi
yi mainly occuto early september E c suckie
pies the cool moist conifer forested coastal
parts of the pacific northwest north of vancouver island to perhaps prince william sound
alaska and a short distance inland in british
km but range poorly
columbia perhaps 250 kin
defined in interior british columbia campbell et al 1990 the prairie parkland EF c

richardsonia
richardsonii
nii occurs in south central canada
richardso
and northern prairie states formerly south to
at least southwestern wyoming and occasionally in northern colorado in juniperpon
derosa habitat T ray JH enderson personal
communications there is a summer record
of an adult pair breeding thought to be
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii because of the pale dorsum as
richardso
far south as southern utah in predominantly
1987 much of
ponderosa
pond erosa
crosa pine habitat sailer 1987.
richardsonia
the breeding habitat of richardsonii
nii is aspen
richardso
parkland riparian or open juniperpine
juniper pine stands
lastly the largest geographical range is occucolumbarium
columb arius and it occurs over
pied by FE c columbarius
the remainder of the boreal taiga and wooded
portions deciduous and coniferous of north
america from newfoundland to alaska north
from the northern tier of the united states
just where the southern edge of the merlin s
presumed breeding range occurs is poorly
defined and at least 1I set of purported merlin
eggs from the southern part of the range in the
collection at the western foundation of verteshinned hawks accibrate zoology was sharp chinned
stri atus L kiff personal communication
striatus
piter striatum
merlins in interior alaska are of interest in
berlins
that they appear more or less intermediate
columb
columbarius
arius espebetween richardsonia
richardsonii
nii and columbarium
richardso
cially noticeable in the dorsal color of adult
males specimens photographs and personal
observations

naturalist

volume 59

ornithological literature for most of the 20th
century has recorded the presence or absence
of species frequently at the subspecies level
by the prolific publishing of records and checklists that literature has been particularly
faithful in recording ist occurrences of species
or subspecies in new geographical areas there
has been some virtue in doing this because it
has helped in understanding distributional
changes of the species at smaller population or
geographic levels being able to discern geographic populations regardless of one s view
of the utility or reality of subspecies has helped
clarify the ebb and flow of species that in the
end could be of conservation value there are
inherent flaws in that system however for
such precision to function accurately we must
make several assumptions 1 the intensity of
observations has been constant through time
2 the interest or number of observers has
been constant and 3 one can assign a subspecies category to specific individual birds
two examples will illustrate the utility of
looking at the dynamics of distributional
changes in populations by examining subspecies california has a much longer and more
intense history of ornithological observations
than utah with an active specimen collecting
fichardsonii
richardsonii
nil was
nii
F c richardsonia
tradition for california E
richardso
considered to be rare friedmann 1950 perhaps because there were only 9 specimen
records from 1875 to 1944 grinnell and miller
richardsonia
1944 however DLH found richardsonii
nii conrichardso
berlins he has seen
sti
stituting about 5 of merlins
within the greater los angeles basin and
about 45 in nearby high desert regions commerlins are not uncom100
bined n glo
100
loo where berlins
loo
eio
mon during winter M orr J lagrone S
tucker D cherry personal communications
in support of the findings of DLH grinnell
and miller 1944 suggested in what seems to
richardsonia
nii may in
be an intuitive guess that richardsonii
richardso
fact be more common than the records indicate northward at eureka california DLH
merlins
richardsonii
counted only 5 richardsonia
nii of 77 berlins
richardso
recorded unexpectedly although only few mer
lins are seen each year nearly all in the low
desert areas around palm springs and palm
suckle yi S tucker personal
desert are female suckleyi
communications for utah until about 1945
there were only 2 3 specimens classified as
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii today some 40 50 of all winrichardso
falconers
falconero
coners in utah
merlins trapped by fal
tering berlins
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10 15 per yr are richardsonii
richardsonia
nii K tuttle A
richardso
ross EP shane R claude D kessimakis C

monson T roundy personal communications
personal observations the ist records of
suckleyi
suckle yi 2 specimens were from the early
1950s porter and knight 1952 when those
and a ard
3rd individual were obtained within a
decade over the years no one has kept records
on the possible percentage of suckleyi
suckle yi in the
utah population but 4 5 individuals were
identified each winter in utah county alone
between 1992 and 1997 haney 1997 these
2 examples from utah and california where a
fair number of qualified people have been looking for merlins
berlins in both states suggest 1 that
geographically different breeding populations
have variably changing winter ranges 2 that
few berlins
merlins were thoroughly examined earlier
or 3 that in the case of utah both richard
jonii
suckle yi were simply overlooked
sonii and suckleyi
during all the work done from the mid 1800s
to the 1960s we suggest the former is the
more accurate explanation for our results
johnson 1994 provided many examples of
western birds that have expanded their ranges
over the latter half of this century usually at
the species level concluding that changes
occur from many causes these 2 subspecies
of berlins
merlins may be other examples of that
process
some of the earlier literature should be
viewed with cautionary caveats however
knight s 1902 account of birds of wyoming
indicated that richardsonia
richardsonii
nii was locally
richardso
quite abundant and that during mild winters
it probably remains he suggested that the
columb arius
other ty
columbarius
typee of merlin eg FE c columbarium
was rare although it occurred on the green
river where specimens were taken where
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii breeds later mccreary s 1939
richardso
account of birds in wyoming indicated that FE
columbarius
columb
c columbarium
arius bred at fort bridger although
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii actually breeds along the green
richardso
river only 70 80 km to the east mccreary
richardsonia
richardsonii
then compared richardso
nii which he indicated is the common form of merlin in eastern
chinned hawk bewyoming with the sharp shinned
cause of its superficial similarity with the sharpshin he then discussed merlin specimens in
the university of wyoming collection JH
enderson and CMW examined the specimens
in that collection in 1962 two of the specirichardsonii
richtrdsonii
mens allocated to richardsonia
nii presumably by
richardso
mccreary because his name was written on
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the museum label were actually sharp shinned
chinned
hawks it is not clear what happened in this
case but it simply might have been a lapse in
writing tags or it may also suggest some confusion about statements on the status of richard
jonii
sonii in wyoming
the university of utah museum of natural
history until 1985 contained about 10 specisuckleyi
merlins
mens of berlins
Mer lins and other than the 3 suckle
yi
mentioned above all were FE c columbarium
columbarius
columb arius
until CMW donated a richardso
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii to that
museum in the mid 1980s the ist recent
record of a topotypical richardsonii
richardsonia
nii was of an
richardso
adult female seen by CMW captured on
about 15 november 1968 by dale kessimakis
and marvin meyer of salt lake city of the 57
berlins that have come
utah specimens of merlins
into the ML bean life science museum at
brigham young university or that are elsewhere in the BYU zoology department 27
columb
47
columbarius
richardsonia
richardsonii
are columbarium
nii
arius 21 37 richardso
suckleyi
and 9 16 suckle
yi most were acquired randomly after 1970 ie there was no selection
for specific subspecies with some donated by
fal
falconero
falconers
coners and perhaps half of them coming
hiom
from local rehabilitators after the birds died
of the 8 specimens listed by woodbury et al
unpublished manuscript of which hayward
et al 1976 is a modified and shortened version through 1945 for utah all except the
reported richardso
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii taken in the late 1800s
deposited in the smithsonian institution but
unable to be located there now were FE c
columbarium
columb arius thus the combined utah data
columbarius
suggest to us that there has been a major shift
suckle yi and a similar
eastward in wintering suckleyi
westward shift in the wintering range of
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii see american ornithologists
richardso
union 1957 that outlines subspecific ranges
and that in utah the apparent increase in
richardsonia
richardsonii
nii may be related in some manner to
richardso
its overall increase and expansion of range
sodhi et al 1993 especially in canada L
oliphant personal communication
two hypotheses might explain subspecific
habitat use on the nonbreeding ground in utah
table 1 habitat preferences may be linked
somewhat to structural habitat similarities
with the breeding grounds this may provide
a familiar prey search image and hunting stratcolumb arius breeds in boreal forest
E c columbarium
egy F
columbarius
regions which have a high vertical structural
component more similar to tree covered urban
E c richardsonii
richardsonia
areas in utah county F
nii breeds
richardso
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in prairie regions of central north america
that are dominated by vast open areas and are
arc
more similar to rural areas in utah county
also such a notion is suggested by the findings of DLH in california this concept of
habitat similarity preference was derived independently by sodhi and oliphant 1992 durlins
ing their studies of urban nesting merlins
Mer
berlins
they found that individuals of urban natal origins tended to hunt more in urban areas than
did immigrants from other habitats
another hypothesis is that individuals are
keying on preferred prey species that are similar to those on breeding grounds most prey
studies have been done on breeding grounds
and they indicate specialization on 1I or 2 species
of small birds sodhi et al 1993 horned
alpe stris the predominant
Erem ophila alpestris
larks eremophila
richardso nii
prey of prairie populations of
nil fox
ofrichardsonii
richardsonia
richardsonii
1964 hodson 1978 becker 1985 are numerous during winter in rural areas of central
domesticus
domesticw
domestico
ficus
ticus are
utah house sparrows passer domes
the predominant prey of urban breeders
bleeders
oliphant and mctaggert 1977 james and
smith 1987 sodhi and oliphant 1992 and are
abundant in utah urban areas
there was no significant year to year difference in the ratio of males to females which
indicated a consistent male bias but based on
the experience of DLH in california there
seemed to be regional habitat segregation perhaps related to prey base differences another
small falcon the american kestrel balco
falco
ealco
raico
spar
verius shows sexual habitat segregation
sparverius
that has been attributed to the larger female
forcing the smaller male into less suitable
habitat that ultimately results in reducing winwin
ter competition koplin 1973 mills 1976
there was no habitat component between sexes
of berlins
merlins
Mer lins we were unable to determine sex
ratios of the most migratory individuals going
south to central and south america which
would be instructive in helping to answer the
question of whether there is consistent deferential sex movement the only data we found
indicating sex ratios in the neotropics
Neo tropics were in
blake 1977 he gives data on specimens he
measured from the neotropics
Neotropics as 53 males
and 48 females not significant xa
0.25
x12
025
based on sample sizes in his other species
accounts it appears that blake did not simply
try to use equal sample sizes for his measurements thus we assume merlin numbers represent actual numbers collected of birds
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trapped in winter and this may simply reflect
trappability
trapp ability rather than different sex ratios in
saskatoon saskatchewan 32 58 of 55 were
males nearly the same as our percent difference
although not significantly different warkentin
et al 1990 in the netherlands however there
were 70 more migrant females from more
northern origins at winter communal boosts
roosts
than males van duin et al 1984 again suggesting regional habitat segregation or further
southward movement by males in that geographic location
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COPJ IN THE
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chrls
chris

A

walsei12
wO
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1

oljectives
gila
rhe objectives
ofleathei&ide
obectives of this study were
the
leatherside chub clia
leatberside
olio
olia
weie to 1 examine distribution and habitat use of
wele
brown
creek with high densities of predatory blown
creck
salmo trutta and 2 compare study results with pubbiown trout sahno
in a cleek
copei m
lished accounts of leatherside
leathe iside chub habitat use in streams with few or
01 no brown
blown trout A 14 km section of diamond fork
macrohabitat
dete imme maciohabitat
creek
macro
main channel and lateral habitat and microhabitat
miciohabitat
cleek utah was point shocked to determine
cicek
cu nent
macio habitat maln
maclo
miero habitat current
micio
micro
maciohabitat
depth substrate and cover
leathe iside chub at the macrohabitat
maero habitat level leatherside chub were most common in
macro
maelo
maclo
macio
covel use of leatherside
wheie
lower leaches
reaches of diamond foik
folk creek
fork
cleek where
sheie the channel was braided and lateral habitats cutoff pools and backwaters
leathe
leatherside
leatheiside
iside chub was found in the main channel of diamond fork investigations in other
were
wele abundant only a single leatberside
welc
weic
leathe iside chub occupy main
biown trout indicated that leatherside
blown
miciohabitat
habitat level we
systems lacking brown
maln channel habitats at the microbabitat
micio
found significant positive associations between presence
leathe iside chub and both habitat depth and silt in addition
senee of leatherside
plesence
pie sence
we found a significant negative association between presence
oui
pie sence of leatherside chub and number of brown trout our
plesence
iside chub to lateral habitats that could provide refugiaagainst
sulis suggest predation
results
biown trout may limit leathe
blown
leatherside
refugia against
K suits
piedation by brown
predation
biown trout to systems with little lateral habitat could have senous
blown
serious effects on persistence
pie dation the introduction of brown
of resident
leathel side chub populations
leatherside
i
ABSTRACT
ABSIRAC

I1

side chub habitat we
leathea
ride
leatherside
key
kit
use predation salmo trutta brown trout utah
ken
KII words gila copei leathei

leathel side chub gila copei
the leatherside

is a small

cyprinid native to eastern and southern parts
of the bonneville basin of utah wyoming
and idaho sigler and sigler 1987 As with
other native fishes of the and western
othel
westein united
states deacon 1979 populations of leatherside chub have been severely impacted by man
dewatering
dewatenng
eg
watering siltation in
e g impoundments de
the sevier river
rivel system of south central utah
leathel side chub now occupy only 58 of their
leatherside
original range
lange and have been extirpated from
iange
the beaver river system wikon
wilson
dikon and belk 1996
leatherside
leathel side chub are
ale reported to tolerate a
aie
wide range
iange of physicochemical factors and
lange
occupy a variety of habitats sigler and sigler
1987 wilson 1996 wilson and belk 1996
previous
Pi evious studies however have focused on
leathel side chub habitat use in streams with
leatherside
low densities of brown
blown trout wilson 1996
wilson and belk 1996 blown
more
brown
biown trout are moie
mole
salmonids
salmomds
ids sigler and
saimon
salmon
piscivorous than other salmonds
miller 1963 minckley 1973 and where introduced are
ale reported to cause a decrease in native
aie
fish populations mcdowall 1968 moyle 1976
garman
galman and nielsen 1982
gaiman
past studies have shown that in the presence
sence
senee
plesence
pie
of fish pieda
predators
pleda
tors small stream fishes select

shallower habitats with increased structural
complexity cerri and fraser 1983 power et
al 1985 schlosser 1987 mittelbach 1981
showed that in the presence of largemouth
bass micropterus salmoides small bluegill
sunfish lepomis macrochirus
macrochires balance their
net energetic intake against the cost of predation by foraging in less productive but safer
littoral habitats large bluegill sunfish which
are less vulnerable to predation feed in open
water and maximize their energetic return
power 1984 reported that armored catfish
loricariidae avoid shallow habitats in the
presence of predatory birds these studies suggest that patterns of habitat choice observed
among stream fishes are partially a result of
predation
the objectives of this study were to 1 examine the distribution and habitat use of
leatherside chub in a system with high densities of brown trout and 2 compare results
with published accounts of leatherside chub
habitat use in streams with few or no brown
trout because previous investigators cerri
and fraser 1983 schlosser 1987 have shown
that predation can influence habitat choice in
stream fishes we predicted that habitat use of
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leatherside chub in a system dominated by
brown trout would differ from habitat use in
streams with few or no brown trout wilson
and belk 1996 conclusions could have
important implications regarding conservation
of leatherside chub especially in areas managed for brown trout sport fisheries
MATERIALS AND METHODS

we obtained data on leatherside chub distrib
tribution
ution and habitat use from a 14 km section
1I
of diamond fork creek 4075n 1I11125w
a 4th
ath order tributary to the spanish fork
river in north central utah diamond fork
weil established brown trout
weli
creek supports a well
fishery with a 1997 population estimate of
324 brown trout per km charlie thompson

125w

fisheries biologist utah division of wildlife
resources central division personal communi
nication our study area extended from
os
0.5
approximately 05
05 km above diamond fork s
confluence with the spanish fork river elevation 1500 m to monks hollow fig 1
average daily discharges in the main
stem diamaln
mainstcm
mainstem
mainster
mond fork range from ogs
0.95
095 m3s
ms 1 during
october and november to 12.90
1290 m3s
ms 1 from
late june to early august USGS gaging station records high summer flows are the
result of irrigation water transfers from strawberry river drainage colorado river basin to
diamond fork creek drainage bonneville
river basin
we surveyed the 14 km study reach in
macrohabitat
early october 1996 to determine macrohabita
macro habitat
maero
Macro habitat refers
use by leatherside chub macrohabitat

ns
ns
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ror
mean standard deviation s and range
hbl
for
foi 393 lateral backwater and cutoff
ter bor
ofmiciohabitat
parame tei
micro habitat parameters
miero
parameter
microhabitat
iange of
lange
pool babl
habl
babi
habitats
bolk creek utah
boik
tats in diamond fork
foik
TABLE 1
TABLI

&

vanable
habitat variable

mean

s

length m
width m

87
21
252

94

m2
surface area
alea ma

depth cm

242
14
19
10
182

substrate
slie
silt
slit
gul
GUI
current
i ent
cul
cover
giu
surfac
surfacearea
sin faceearea
covel guu
ai ea
ofbrown
blown trout
number of biown
overhanging
ovel hanging vegetation
1

1

09
09
229
16
71

06
17

suifcice area
surface
alea

ti

rar

vn
i thies tr
i
vaiala
md methods
li ih
t goi
axi
i ils and
itel
M itei
niAs
txi
tui ccutorically
tul
vaial&
Mat
matnias
nios
901
u to mateias
aoi it illy aar
SH
silt 2
ssand
nd 3 gravel
gravelcobbh
substrate
ah I
gi ivt
gi ivcllolililc mix 5
idt I 4
ahat
si 0
ah
slight 2 inodci
slit
silt
he vy
nt I1
o&rate
it 33
obrate
ahnt
ilsnt
ivy
moderal
curr
ehm
modu
mo deratlic
fim
lie 3 eim
fist
dnnnlt 0 abs t I1 slow 2 moderat
dennl
1
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571
176
097

1

gravel
ind mix 6
gravelsand
gi ivcls sand

cobbie
cobble
sand mix 7
loliblesand
cobblesand
sahd

range

07
03
03
0.3
03
02
00.2
022
20
20
2.0
20

720
15 0
150
iso
goo
900 0
9000

07
00.77 720
72 0
72.0

100 0
100.0
1000

7
0 3
1

0 3
0 100
0 10

0 50

boulder

abst

to general features eg
e g riffle pool backwater
throughout a stream reach maero
thl oughout
found thi
macrobabitats
macrohabitats
Macro habitats
riffles
were
maln channel pool fiffles
riffles
wele classified as main
weie

and runs
01 lateral
luns within the main channel or
cutoff pools and backwaters at the time of
investigation cutoff pools were isolated from
the main
maln channel and typically contained moderate to high levels of sediment backwaters
also were
pi one to sediment accumulation but
wele prone
weie
were
wele connected to the main channel because
weie
of their
then overall slower current lateral habitats
aily contained gi
generally
eater amounts of cover
greater
genei ally
e g vegetation brush than main channel
eg
riffles and runs were
habitats main channel fiffles
dominated by gravel and cobble substrates
depositional pools well presented
represented
in the
le
maln channel often were associated with in
main
m
e g boulders logs
stream structures eg
moving upstream we systematically sampled all definitive macrohabitats
macro habitats sites within
the 14 km leach
reach we encountered approxios
05
mately 20 macrohabitats
0 5 km of stream
macro habitats per 0.5
05
and sampled with a backpack electrofisher 500
sites equally distributed between main chanelectrosbocking
Electroshockmg is
nel and lateral habitats electroshockmg
fol sampling fish near cover
foi
efficient for
covel such as
vegetation logs and undercut banks and over
rock substrates in fast currents vadas 1991
roek
lock
each site was shocked for 10 see
sec at 200 volts
to minimize harmful effects on fish via previous experimentation we determined that 10
see was sufficient to obtain a representative
sec
sample presence or absence of leatherside
chub at each site was irecorded
subsequent sampling in late october and
bel 1996 focused on microhabitat
early
eally november
eaily
Novem bei
micro habitat
use eegg substrate type current cover characte
m lateral
teristics etc of leatherside chub in

habitats microhabitat
Micro habitat refers to characteristics
miero
microbabitat
of habitat experienced by individual leatherside chub within the stream 1 1 to 3 m radius
around the focal area sampling upstream we
surveyed 393 lateral habitats throughout the
14 km study reach lateral habitats had an
952
252
average surface area and water depth of 25.2
252
ma and 242
m2
24.2 cm respectively table 1 dist242
os
ances between sites ranged from 05
0.5
05 in to 125
m each site was shocked for 10 sec
see at 200
volts and the number of leatherside chub and
brown trout was recorded using a meter stick
we measured maximum water depth habitat
length and maximum habitat width at each
site length and width were used to calculate
habitat surface area current depth substrate
silt cover and overhanging vegetation were
visually estimated at each site current was
categorized as absent slow moderate or fast
dominant substrate type was characterized as
silt 950250
624
950
2.50 mm sand 250
2.50
250 6.24
624 mm gravel
625
6.25
625 74 mm cobble 75 299 mm and boulders
300 mm cover was recorded as percent of surface area in root algae vegetation
brush leaf litter and log silt coverage percent of surface area was categorized as absent
0
slight 1 25
moderate 26 50
or
heavy
overhanging vegetation was
50
recorded as percent of surface area we used
logistic regression LOGIST procedure SAS
1988 to test 1 associations among microhabi
tat variables and presence of leatherside chub
2 the relationship between presence of
leatherside chub and number of brown trout
and 3 differences in microhabitat
micro habitat between
sites where leatherside chub and brown trout
co occurred and sites with only leatherside
chub

com
coa
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100
loo
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Macro
macrobabitat
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habitat

90

A single leatherside chub was found among

80

250 main channel sites sampled leatherside
chub were present in 49 of 250 196
19.6
196 lateral
sites leatherside chub were most common in
downstream reaches 8 km above the mouth
of diamond fork creek fig 2 overall the
downstream channel was more braided and
contained abundant lateral habitat leatherside chub were rare in the highly channelized
upstream 8 km above the mouth reaches
fig 2
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Micro habitat
microhabitat

we encountered 870 leatherside chub in 72
of 393 183
18.3
183 lateral habitats we found a sigant positive association between presence
nificant
nific
of leatherside chub and habitat depth xa
x22
18.21
1821 P 00001
0.0001 n
393 silt coverage was
also an important predictor of leatherside chub
12.51
393
presence xax22
1251 P 00004
0.0004 n
with most fish favoring depositional habitats
with heavy silt fig 3 leatherside chub also
tended to be less abundant in fast currents 422
345
3.45
0.06
345 P 006
006 n 393 fig 3 no other
physical habitat parameter was significantly
associated with presence of leatherside chub
we found presence of leatherside chub to
be significantly negatively associated with
number of brown trout xa
4.07 P 0.04
x22
407
004 n
393 the 2 species co occurred in 9 of 126
sites 7 where either species was found we
found no significant differences in microhabi
tat structure between sites where leatherside
chub and brown trout co occurred and sites
with only leatherside chub n 9 and n 63
P
0.30 respectively we did not measure
030
size of leatherside chub although lengths
appeared to be within the range reported by
johnson et al 1995 for thistle creek 5 km
south of diamond fork creek we observed
no obvious differences in size between leatherside chub found with brown trout and those
found alone

discussion
leatherside chub in diamond fork creek
were most abundant in deep low flow habitats with heavy silt fig 3 A significant positive relationship between leatherside chub
and silt suggests a preference for depositional
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3

6

9

12

15

distance km upstream from mouth

macrohabitat
maciohabitat
macro
fig 2 percentage of maero
folk
foik
maciohabitat sites in diamond fork
maelo
maclo
relation to distance
creek
cleek utah containing gila copei in i elation
km upstream from mouth on average
avel age 20 sites were
avei
weie
sampled pei
0 5 km
am
per
ofstieam
stream
irn of
ofstie
pet 05
pel

areas in salina creek a ard
3rd order tributary of
the sevier river wilson 1996 found leatherside chub to be more abundant in deeper
water with lower velocities however in contrast to our findings wilson 1996 reported
that leatherside chub in salina creek preferred habitats with less silt
the absence of leatherside chub from main
channel habitats in diamond fork creek is
inconsistent with their habitat use in other
systems throughout their range leatherside
chub are reported to occupy main channel riffle and pool habitats sigler and sigler 1987
wilson 1996 where they feed on small aquatic
insects in the drift sigler and sigler 1987
wilson 1996 found 111
III leatherside chub in a
loom
100 m reach of main channel in salina creek
which is similar to diamond fork creek in
size elevation and gradient but supports low
densities of brown trout wilson 1996 collected no brown trout in a loom
100 m reach of

lii
ili

salina creek
differences in chub habitat use between
systems with and without brown trout and a
negative association we observed between
leatherside chub and brown trout indicate that
brown trout predation may be an important
factor affecting chub habitat use two pieces of
evidence support the predation hypothesis
first while suitable microhabitats
micro habitats eg depositional habitats downstream of boulders and
logs were well represented in the main channel of diamond fork these habitats contained
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fig

3

no leatherside
leatheiside chub but often supported
brown trout second leatherside chub were
blown
biown
eaches of diamond
caches
uncommon in upstream i reaches
fork
folk cleek
foik
were
creek where lateral habitats weie
wele rare
fig 2 because the upstream reaches of diamond fork
m physiography to
foik
folk
fori were similar in
foli
salina creek where leatherside chub are abundant we would expect main
maln channel habitats
of diamond fork to be suitable for leatherside
chub
our
brown trout predabiown
oui data suggest that blown
oul
tion in diamond fork creek limits leatherside
chub to lateral habitats adeas
areas
aleas
aieas of low flow and
heavy silt brown and moyle 1991 found
pty
that intioducmg
introducing sacramento squawfish apty
choch eilus grandis a major
chocheilus
pred atoi into the
majol predator
eel river
rivel california resulted in changes in
habitats occupied by resident fishes schlosser
1987 reported
that habitat use by warm
ported
le
egence
water stream fishes was i related
elated to pr
presence
esence of
watel
predatory centiarchids
centrarchids
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brown trout have the potential to extirpate
other fish from entire stretches of stream
mcdowall 1968 moyle 1976 garman and
nielsen 1982 waters 1983 low diversity systems with few native predators like diamond
fork creek are reported to be especially sensitive to effects of introduced predators
johnness
johaness
Jo haness and larkin 1961 mcdowall 1968
christie et al 1972 ross 1991 even though
leatherside chub co evolved with predatory
cutthroat trout salmo clarki sigler and miller
1963
stream dwelling cutthroat trout are
reported to feed exclusively on aquatic invermay et al 1978 and probably do not
tebrates
te
pose the same predatory threat to leatherside chub as do brown trout thus leatherside
chub may be especially sensitive to brown trout
predation because the chub evolved in the
absence of a highly piscivorous predator
in light of our findings recent changes in
the management of summer flows and new
regulations concerning the brown trout fishery
long term surcould have serious effects on longterm
vival of leatherside chub populations in diamond fork high summer flows in diamond
fork creek are due to diversion of water from
the colorado river basin into the bonneville
river basin the diversion for summer irrigation demands delivers up to 14 na 1 of water
to sixth water creek in diamond fork creek
drainage fig 1 in 1996 construction began
on a pipeline to transfer water from sixth water
creek directly into the spanish fork river
bypassing lower diamond fork creek once
operational the pipeline will return flows in
diamond fork creek to near pre transfer levels currently high summer flows in diamond
fork form lateral habitats by flooding low
lying areas high flows allow many of these
habitats to persist during dry summer months
juvenile leatherside
and may aid in survival of ofjuvenile
chub sigler and sigler 1987 reported that
young leatherside chub often seek low flow
areas close to shore reduction of summer
flows to pre transfer levels potentially could
reduce abundance and persistence of these
habitats without adequate lateral habitats
leatherside chub could be forced into the main
channel where the risk of predation by brown
trout is greater
potential changes in brown trout fishery
management in diamond fork also may have
a negative impact on leatherside chub catch
and release regulations have been implemented

cila coa
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upstream of the study site and such regulations typically shift size structure toward larger
classes because large brown trout are reported
to be more piscivorous than small ones wiley
carman and nielsen 1982 we predict
1978 garman
that implementation of a eatch
catch an
and release
fishery in diamond fork could have a serious
negative impact on persistence of leatherside
chub
our data suggest that lateral habitats may
serve as refugia for leatherside chub against
brown trout predation while predation seems
to be an important factor affecting habitat use
by leatherside chub more detailed experimental investigations are required to adequately
examine the interactions between brown trout
and leatherside chub restoration efforts aimed
at preserving leatherside chub in an established brown trout fishery should concentrate
on maintaining lateral habitats careful consideration should be given to introduction of
brown trout to streams with leatherside chub
especially if these systems contain little lateral
habitat
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CHEEK POUCH capacities AND LOADING RATES
OF DEER MICE peromyscus maniculatus
stephen

B

vander wall
waii I1 and william
wali

S

longland2
longlands2
Longland

maniculatus were
eight deer
deel mice peromyscus mamculatus
attl acted to bait stations in the field and filled their
atti
wele attracted
weie
check pouches with seeds pouch capacity of the deer mice which have small internal cheek pouches was 045
cheek
0 45 0.11
0 11
011
oli
oii
heteiomyid rodents cheek pouches of deer mlee
callied by similar sized heteromyid
mice although small
ml about 12 27 of that carried
birnes more
tirnes
give them the capacity to carry
moie food than unspecialized mice
eairy 3 5 times
cairy
mlee this presumably increases efficiency of
smail particulate
deer
deel rnice
anice
tle ulate food items that are
tic
tie
ai e patchily distributed
pal ticulate
pai
mlee in exploiting small
mice
ABSIHAC

1

df food transport granivore
gramvory
gram
words
vory seed harvesting heteromyidae indian ncegrass
key woi
granivory
egrass muridae
nc
mot
granivory
moi
ric
ricegrass

in 1942 WJ hamilton described deer
mouse peromyscus maniculatus internal cheek
check
pouches since that time little has been written about these structures to understand the
role of cheek pouches in the foraging economics of deer mice it is first necessary to know
pouch size for instance knowledge of load
sizes of food items that can be carried during
foraging may help us understand how deer
mice exploit resources within their home range
during a study of cheek pouch size of the
heteromyidae vander wall et al 1998 we
had the opportunity to gather data on load
sizes of 8 deer mice here we describe the loads
carried by these rodents and compare them to
loads carried by pocket mice and kangaroo
rats species known for their well developed
external cheek pouches
STUDY AREA

we collected most field data on deer mice
along red rock road 20 26 km north of reno
wasboe county nevada habitat in this area
washoe
consists of burned and unburned shrubs mostly
sagebrush artemisia tridentata
tridentate
tri
dentata with grasses
and scattered juniperus
junipers junipents
junipenis
osteospenna
Junipenis osteosperma
tuni
data on I1 subject were collected in open rocky
grassland habitat in the lake range 24 km
south of empire washoe county nevada we
conducted laboratory procedures at the depart-

ment of biology university of nevada and
the united states department of agriculture
agricultural research service in reno nevada

METHODS

our field methods are described in detail
in vander wall et al 1998 we established
10 20 bait stations just before dark using 20
g of mixed millet and sunflower seeds and
inspected each station at 15 min intervals
when a bait station showed evidence of
depletion by a rodent we placed a cafeteria
tray containing a thin layer of sand on top of
the bait station and poured a preweighed
pre
weighed
quantity of unhusked indian ricegrass
ric egrass oryhyme noides seeds onto the sand then
zopsis hymenoides
we retreated to a distance 10 m away and
watched with night vision goggles when a
rodent returned we timed seed loading time
in contact with the seed pile with a stopwatch after the subject departed we replaced
the cafeteria tray with an identical one
poured a new batch of preweighed
seeds onto
pre
weighed
the sand and retreated while we waited for
the subject to return we placed the ist sample
in a plastic bag for later analysis by repeating
this sequence 2 6 times we obtained a series
of separate estimates of load size after the final
load we trapped the subject using a single
trap placed at the bait station the subject s
sex and mass were recorded and its species
confirmed identity of the subject was based
on its consistent goal oriented behavior as it
approached the bait station or trap if we suspected that more than 1I individual was visiting a bait station we terminated that trial and
moved to a new site we gathered field data

univei&ityofnevadd
co ervation
ament of biology university
evolution and
of nevada reno NV 89557
andconsenation
piogiam and department
servation biology progntin
depal tment
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losy evolution
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body mass cheek
check pouch capacities loading rates
mice that loaded their
lates and mean loading times for 8 deer mlee
then
cheek pouches with indian rie
egrass seeds two subjects were not captured to determine sex and body mass N refers to
ric
ricegrass
ncegiass
number of times each subject filled its cheek pouches
TABLE 1

pouch capacity

body
mass

sex

g
W

N

max

M

16
14
13
19
13
16

6
3
3

053
039
044
056
061
036
049
069

F
F
M

F
M

3

4
3
2
3

ml
mean
48
048
0048
0.48
31
0.31
0031
41
0041
0.41
0 52
0.52
052
0 51
0.51
051
027
0 27
0.27
027
046
0 46
0.46
046
ogo
0 60
0.60
060

seed sec
tate
loading rate
seedsee
see
sec
late seedsec
s
0 06
0.06
006
012
0 12
0.12
012
0 03
0.03
003
0004
0.04
04
009
0009
0.09
09
0 10
olo
0.10
010
oos
00.05
005
05
005
12
012
0012
0.12

on deer mice between 16 may and 25 july
1994 and on 7 july 1996
in the laboratory we recovered seeds from
the bagged sample by sifting them from the
sand load was operationally defined to mean
the quantity of seeds held in the cheek pouches
and capacity the volume of cheek pouches
when filled with seeds we calculated load
mass by subtracting mass of recovered seeds
from mass of those originally offered and then
converted mass to pouch capacity by dividing
by bulk density which includes air spaces
between seeds of indian ricegrass seeds 070
0.70
070
gml we calculated seed loading rates by
counting the number of seeds in a gram mean
of 245 for unhusked indian ricegrass multiplying by the number of grams per load and
dividing by the number of seconds taken to fill
the cheek pouches

gal

RESULTS

eight deer mice took seeds from bait stations and we were able to capture 6 of these
to determine their body mass and sex and to
confirm species three were males and 3
females table 1 mean cheek pouch capacity
045
of the 8 subjects was 045
0.45 011
0.11 ml mean
oli011
load size was equivalent to 76
19 indian
ric egrass seeds we compared pouch capaciricegrass
ties of 6 captured subjects to theoretical het
eromyids of the same body mass fig 1 using
the allometric relationship
capacity

ml

0148bodymassg0992
0148bodymassg992

which relates pouch capacity to body mass of
heteromyid rodents vander wall et al 1998
deer mice pouch capacities ranged from 12
to 27 mean
19 of that carried by equal
sized heteromyids

N

max

mean

3

30
10
22
34
45
22
29
56

07
0.7
29
07
2907
01
21
oi
0.1
2.1
01
21
2101
32
03
3.2
0.3
32
03
3203
og
06
36
3.6
0.6
36
06
3606
03
1.8
0.3
18
03
1803
oo
00
0.0
29
00
9900
2900
og
09
46
0.9
4.6
09
46
4609

2
3

4
3

2
3

29
2.9

s

mean
loading
sec
time see
21

35
28
25
25
27
22

loading time of deer mice averaged 26 5
20 loads and mean loading rate was
sec n
og
30
0.9
3.0
seedssec
09 seeds
sec n 7 subjects these rates
30 09
were 17 40 of the loading rates for similar
sized heteromyids vander wall et al 1998

discussion
check
deer mice apparently use their cheek
pouches to accumulate seeds and perhaps
other food items as they forage these mice
routinely forage 50 100 m from their burrows
and often travel much farther to rich sources
of food eg griddle
criddle 1950 they then either
criddie
scatter hoard seeds in the soil vander wall
1997 unpublished data or transport them back
to their burrows where they eat them or add
them to their larders criddle 1950 howard
and evans 1961 barry 1976 tadlock and
klein 1979 but compared to heteromyids
deer mice carry small seed loads fig 1
hamilton 1942 when he first described cheek
pouches of deer mouse reported 13 jewel
weed impatiens capensis seeds being carried
by 1 individual cogshall 1928 found that
deer mice could carry about 10 wheat kernels
abbott and quink 1970 found that typical
caches of eastern white pine pinus strobus
IQ mg
seeds z15
seed made by white footed
mgsccd
mgseed
mcseed
leucopus contained 20 30
mice peromyscus leucopus
seeds the largest caches probably representing capacity loads but despite the relatively
small size of their cheek pouches deer mice
are able to accumulate a liter or more of seeds
in their nest burrows criddle 1950 howard
and evans 1961 JC chambers personal communication larders of this size must represent thousands of trips made by individuals
by comparing load sizes of deer mice to
those of unspecialized rodents it is possible to
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mouse although deer mlee
mice are not nearly as
efficient at transporting foods as are hetero
myids
myies they are considerably more efficient
than rodents that lack cheek pouches the
ability of deer mice to transport sma
smail11 loads of
small
food presumably increases their efficiency in
m
exploiting small particulate food items that
are patchily distributed
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gain some insight into benefits that cheek
pouches confer upon deer
deel mice we were
unable to find any i reports
eports of load sizes transdeports
ported by rodents that lack cheek pouches
36 g northern
but a 369
thein grasshopper mouse ony
noi thern
chomys leucogaster
leuco gaster that made 2 visits to 1I of
0026
our
0.26
0.11
26 and 011
oul seed trays carried away only 026
oui
oli
oii
oil
oli
oii
mlee are generally insectivml grasshopper mice
orous and carnivorous and apparently lack
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gathel seeds and other items and store them
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ecological IMPACTS OF pogonomyrmex ON WOODY
vegetation OF A LARREA AMBROSIA SHRUBLAND
simon A

leli
lell
leil

plant species richness
tidiness density and frequency
fie quency were quantitatively examined within pogonomyrinex
pogonomyimex
rugosus
fi om nest discs in a laffea
ritgosus seed harvester ant nest discs and at various
distances from
tridentata
brosia dumosa
lous distancesfrom
ions
tndentata
ambrosia
duniosa
val lons
vai
dubosa
tn
trl
tri
lan ea tridentate
dentata Arn
bursagc
creosote
buisagc
gc shrubland in southern nevada woody vegetation at and near
meter
deo sote bush white bursa
perlmeter
perimeter
metel of
neal the edge pen
nest discs showed decreased species richness density and frequency
he quency compared with vegetation in
m adjacent reference
nonnest 4 in beyond discs four
areas fonnest
foul of 17 species were
lowel density and frequency
fre
fiequency on nest
wele found with significantly lower
weie
discs than at greater distances from
hiom the nest thirteen of 17 species were
nch ness
weie not found on nest discs at all species richness
density and frequency weie
were
con elated with distance from nests woody vegetation was
eon
wele significantly and negatively correlated
sparse
vanable in composition when occurring at discs and
arld edges of discs local disturbances caused by P
arid
spaise and less variable
rugosus nests may largely alter
aitel immediate surrounding vegetation in the L tn
altel
dubosa shrubland of southern
trldentata A dumosa
tri
nevada
ABSTRACT

key words pogonomyrmex rugosus
rugo sus woody vegetation nest colony disc edge larrea tri
Amb iosia
dun losa
dumosa
tu
trl dentata ambrosia
dubosa
losla duniosa
losia
iosa
southern nevada

pogonomyrmex rugosus seed harvester ant
pogonomynnex
arid
occurs in arld
and and semiarid plant communities
throughout much of southwestern united
states carlson and whitford 1991 previous
studies have shown that ant activities can
change vegetation patterns and composition
beattie and culver 1977 culver and beattie
1983 hobbs 1985 rissing
kissing 1986 1988 carlpogono
son and whitford 1991 nests of mogono
myrmex species are generally clear of plants at
myrmel
least in the central area surrounding the single
nest entrance where ant activities are most
intense beattie and culver 1977 because
ant colonies are usually overdispersed
overdispersed associated vegetation appears to be patchy and variable in composition beattie and culver 1977
most mounds in the mojave desert of southern
nevada and in the sonoran desert of central
arizona often have been cleared completely or
almost completely of vegetation by the ants
kissing 1986 1988 similarly other studies
rissing
have found changes in plant diversity and composition beattie and culver 1977 culver and
beattie 1983 population densities hobbs
1985 and vegetation production rogers and
lavigne 1974 associated with ant nests A
study in new mexico carlson and whitford

pogonomyrrnex species
1991 has shown that pogonomynex
also may alter vegetation by soil modification

destruction of plants seed dispersal andor
seed predation
dubosa crelarrea tridentata ambrosia dumosa
barsage
osote bush white bursage
bur sage is a dominant vegetation type in southern nevada and yet ecological impacts of P rugosus on this vegetation
type are not fully understood this article
explores ecological impacts of P rugosus nests
on plant species richness density and frequency by analyzing woody vegetation at
varying distances from colonies in the L tri
dentata A dumosa
dubosa shrubland in southern
nevada
METHODS

study site

field studies were conducted in L triden
dubosa shrubland in henderson
tata A dumosa
Hc
near
nderson

las vegas nevada roughly 3600n
11500w
36wn 115ww

elevation 750 m during spring 1997 vegetation is composed predominantly of
tridentate
kofl
tri
dentata
oflL tridentata
and A dubosa
dumosa with scattered distribution of
other woody taxa including krameria parvi
ra tany ephedra nevadensis nevada
fatany
folia ratany

idepditinent
deparhmnt of biology WIB community college of
son thein nevada 6375 westcbarleston
megas NV 89146
Sou
0 southern
wet chdileston boulevaid
Boul evaid
boulevard
evald las vegas
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ephedra eurotia
eudotia lanata winterfat
winter fat and yucca
schidigera
schi
digera mojave yucca soils derived from
limestone dolomite mountains and hills are
sandy in texture with loose rocks on the surface
climate and vegetation in southern nevada
are typical of the eastern mojave desert
summer air temperatures often surpass 35c
and winter temperatures rarely fall below
freezing annual precipitation ranges from trace
amounts to approximately 110 mm increasing
with altitude in the higher mountains bradley
and deacon 1967 most annual precipitation
occurs in winter storms and in summer monsoonal thunderstorms relative humidity of
20 is common in summer months lei and
walker 1997

ruRALIST
Ns
naturalist
8

statistical analyses

one way analysis of variance ANOVA
AN OVA followed by tukey s multiple comparison test
was used 1 to detect differences in plant
species richness density and frequency at various distances from P rugosus nests and 2 to
compare site means when a significant distance

d
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2
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DISTANCE FROM NEST

field surveys
potential impacts of P rugosus on vegetadurnosa
tion of the L tri dentata A dumosa
dubosa shrubland
were investigated by identifying and counting
all plants growing within 4 in from the perimeter of the cleared areas of P rugosus nests
three hundred forty nine 349 P rugosus nests
located on a 15
ishaha site were sampled for the
ma 50 x 100 cm
vegetation study five 05 m2
quadrans
quad rats were established per colony quadrat
quadrats
placement was in a random compass direction
from each colony within each quadrat plant
species composition and density were determined for each nest disc immediately adjacent
io
1.0
to the disc edge lo
2.0
4.0
10 20
20 and 40
40 in from the
outermost disc edges with the latter 4 in
serving as a nonnest
fonnest reference area disc qua
brats were located approximately midway bedrats
tween the center nest entrance and outermost
edge perimeter of a nest plant species richness number of species per quadrat density
ma and frenumber of individuals per 05
0.5
05 m2
quency number of plots in which a plant
species was found were computed and compared with varying distances from P rugosus
nests density of nests per hectare was determined by counting nests and dividing by the
total site area
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4
m

mean species richness of woody vegetation sam
m2 quadrans
pled in 05
0 5 ma
ats within P rugosus nest discs and at
quadi rats
quadrats
quad
dentata A
vallous distances from discs in the L tri
valious
various
tn
trl dentato
dumosa shrubland n
349 narrow vertical
dubosa
verticil bars depre
repre
sent standard errors and different letters at column tops
oos
indicate significant differences at P 0.05
0 05
005

fig

1

effect was detected analytical software 1994
mean values of species richness are expressed
with standard errors and statistical significance was determined at P 005
00.05
05
RESULTS
RESULIS

pogonomyrmex rugosus had local effects on
immediate surrounding vegetation in the L
dumosa shrubland density of P
tn
trl dentata A dubosa
tri
233
rugosus reached 23.3
23 3 colonies per hectare
233
seventeen woody plant species were found in
this study species richness declined significantly P 0001
0.001
0 001
ooi fig 1 when approaching P
rugosus
rugo&us colonies bare ground was observed at
the center and disc perimeter of most P rugo
sus nests four of 17 woody species were found
ws

at significantly lower density and frequency
on nest discs than at greater distances from
ant nests tables 1 2 larrea tn dentata showed
highest density and frequency among all woody
taxa on nest discs tables 1 2 however 13 of
17 species did not exist at all on nest discs
tables 1 2 opuntia acanthocarpa buckhorn
cholla 0 bast
basi
laris
beaver tail 0 echino
bastians
latis beavertail
lans
ians
echinocarpa
carpa
silver cholla and 0 ramosissima
ramostssima pencil
cholla occurred J in from P rugosus nests

table 1
significant negative correlations were detected between species richness and distance
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HUCOSUS
RUGOSUS

mean density of woody species sampled in 05
quadrans
m2 quadrats
0 5 ma
quad
P rugosiif nest discs and at vanous
rats within prugosus
various distances from discs in the L tri
dumosa shrubland n
tn
trl dentata A dubosa
349 mean values in rows followed by different letters
oos
are
0 05
0.05
005
aie significantly different at P 005
TABLE 1

D stance from disc
distance

im
in

species

disc

edge

1

2

4

acaraptopappus
shockie
acamptopapptis shockle
shocldeyi
shockleyi
yi
dumosa
ambrosia dubosa
encelia vfrginensis
virgmensis
ephedra nevadensis
eriogontanfasciculatum
ertogonumfasciculatum
eudotia lanata
eurotia
nymen
ociea salsola
hymenoclea
Hymen
hynen oclea
rtanenoclea
parvifoha
krameria parvifolia
parvifolia
parul
tri dentata
larrea tn
opuntia acanthocarpa
bastions
opuntia basi
bastians
laris
echino carpa
opuntia echinocarpa
opuntia ramosissima
psorothamaus fre
psorothamnus
montu
tn
montH
friemonth
fremonth
fremontn
bremon
fremon
Salaza
Sa
lazaria
rw mexicans
mexi cana
mexicana
Stephan omena
stephon
stephanomefia
stephanomena
nha
Stephanome
hia
fia pauciflora
yucca schidigera

oa

002ab
12ab
0012ab
003b
004b
003b
004b
005a

004b
0014b
14b
002b
13c
0 13c
004b
004b
011b
ollb
ellb
020b
030b
001b
oolb
colb
002b
001b
oolb
colb
002b
003b
002b
002b
001b
oolb
colb

oloe

023d
044d
15d
0 15d
032d
013c
0 13c
0014c
14c
017c
028c
064d
008c

008a
oa
oa
oa
0

004a
008a
0012a
iba
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa

olia
olla

022b
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa

002b
001b
oolb
colb

025c
009c
0 19cd
019cd
0 008bc
08bc

006b
017c
020b
054c
001b
oolb
colb
003b
001b
oolb
colb
001b
oolb
colb
002b
0.011
0011
0 0041c
04bc

005c
o05c

0.031
0031
0031
0.021
0021

005c
003b
006c
14d
0014d

2 mean frequency of woody species sampled in 0055 ma
m2 quadrats
rats within P rugosus nest discs and at vanous
quadrans
quadi ats
quadiats
quad
various distances from discs in the L tn
dubosa shrubland n 349 mean values in rows
trl dentata A dumosa
tri
ttl
lows followed by different letters
are significantly different at P oos
0 05
0.05
005
TABLE
TABI
tani E

elom disc in
D istance from
distance
r

species

disc

edge

acamptopappus shockleyi
shockle yi
ambrosia dubosa
dumosa
encelia virginensis
ephedra nevadensis
enogonumfasiculatum
eriogonuinfasiculatum
eudotia lanata
eurotia
hymenoclea
Hymen oclea salsola
krameria parvifolia
parvifolia
tridentate
tridentata
tn
trl
tri
larrea dentata
opuntia acanthocarpa
basl laris
basi
rasi
opuntia bastions
echino carpa
opuntia echinocarpa
opuntiaramosissima
opuntia
ramosissima
psorothamnus
psorothamnusfremontii
fremon tn
lazaria meucana
Sa lazana
mexi
cana
mexicans
mexicana
meulana
Stephano
Stephan
stephanomena
stephanometia
omena
mella pauciflora
meila
metia
yucca schidigera

oa
aa
12
3a
123a
oa
oa
oa
oa

46b
5b
25 ab
255b
18b
29b

54a
69a
16
aa
3a
163a
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa
oa

from P rugosus nests r
049
0.49
049 P 0.001
0001
between species density and distance from
058
nests r
0.58 F
0.001 and between
P
058
0001
species frequency and distance from nests r
0.68 P 0001
0.001 flora within and around
068
disc perimeters
peri meters was relatively homogeneous
table 1 on the contrary flora in adjacent
reference areas was significantly more diverse
P 0001
0.001 table 1

isb

1

95be
95bc
41 ac
2c
412c
23b
49b
29b

29b
69a

37b
83d
83a

11 2b
ab
112b
aa
19
2a
192a

ac
18 9c
189c
28.61
2861
6b
28
ab
17b

oa
oa
oa
oa
oa

oa

28b
09b

26b
34b
3ab
aab
23b
bob
4 ob
4ob
49b
49b
09b

2
14 oc
140c
54 id
541d
46c
ac
25 5c
255c
44bc
44be

63bc
631c
11
2ab
112ab
aab
283d
31 ab
5b
315b
43be
43bc
45bc

37b
26b
46b
63b
46b
92c

4

ac
17
2c
172c

573d
77c
ac
31
8c
318c
59c
83c
15.71
1571
15 ab
7b
31 ad
5d
315d
63 ac
6c
636c

72c
72c
57c
54c
83c
11 lc
ILIC
llie
89c
7d
28 ad
287d

discussion
pogonomyrmex rugosus locally influences
plants beyond denuded areas as evidenced by
decreased species richness density and frequency as well as altered vegetation composition adjacent to discs nest discs were generally
clear of plants and local disturbances caused
by P rugosus appear to increase vegetation
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homogeneity especially within discs and
around disc perimeters
A
tridentate
tridentata
peri meters in the L dentata
tri
dumosa shrubland clark and comanor 1975
dubosa
state that the majority of harvester ant species
in the genus pogonomyrmex may actively
defoliate leaves and destroy plants growing on
and near their nests to reduce shade because
high nest temperatures are required for brood
development
species diversity as well as density and
frequency of some species between disc and
edge quadrans
quad rats and between edge quadrans
quadrats
quad rats and
quadrats
1lem
iemcm from edge quadrats
quadrans
quad rats were not significantly different the disc is a visually obvious
nest structure but not the limits of the nest
itself which may extend below the soil surface
at a distance beyond the disc furthermore
the P rugosus colony influences soil surface
beyond the limits or physical structure of the
nest disc as well perhaps the edge is an interface between the distinct zones of the nest
disc and beyond it
the presence of P rugosus has potential to
alter soil properties and to determine germination and reproductive success of woody
species which may ultimately change the
successional progression of L tri dentata A
clumosu
dumosa shrublands
shrub lands further investigations are
dubosa
bow patterns of colony
required to examine how
abandonment and re
reestablishmcnt
reestablishment
establishment affect a
large percentage of the area and influence patterns of soil development and plant community succession through time in southern

nevada
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NEW RECORDS AND HABITAT information
FOR SOREX MERRIAMI IN NEBRASKA
13
benedicti
russell A Benedict
Benedictl1 jay D druecker2
drtiecker2
Druecker2 and hugh H genowaysl3
genoways13
Genoways
ABSTRACT

we report
repent the collection of 8 additional specimens of
sorex memnmi
ofsoiex
merri ami from northwestern nebraska premerriami

viously only 2 specimens had been collected in the state the new specimens were
pitlall traps and sherweie captured in pitfall
sheiman live traps from
flom 1979 through 1996 in dawes sheridan
Shen dan and sioux counties these individuals were
moge
thel
toge thei
weie caught together
wele
with sorex ct
cinereus
nerhus and several rodent species in a variety of grassland habitats including disturbed roadsides
load sides dominated by native and introduced grasses
glasses and forbs grassland openings in forests of ponderosa pine and an open dry
grassland seven of the new specimens captured in late may eaily
eally june and december
early
bel were
Decem bei
wele young of the yeai and 4
weie
of these were not in productive
reproductive
condition reproductive
repioductive status of the other 3 was not assessed one individual captured
le
in late may was an old male in reproductive condition

key
merriami
soi ex merri
sol
merrl
keif words sorex
keti
met
mei i lami
ami nebraska habitat use ireproduction
ept
epi oductton

distribution of sorex merriami
merriami is centered
on the great basin and extends over a large
portion of west central united states from
south central arizona to northern montana and
from western nebraska to central california
hofemeister 1977 hall 1981
hoffmeister
diersing and hofmeister

this species is poorly understood on the great
plains and was believed to be rare in nebraska
previously known from only 2 specimens from
the northwestern corner of the state mcdaniel
1967 freeman et al 1993 the ist individual
was captured in 1965 on the edge of a wet
meadow 48
4.8
48 km S rushville sheridan county
in the niobrara
Nio brara river drainage mcdaniel
1967 the and
2nd specimen was captured in 1989
igi
in the white river drainage igl
129
16.1
km N 12.9
161 kin
129
kin W harrison sioux county freeman et al
km
1993 habitat at this site was dominated by 2
arte mis ia chrysothamnus sp and
species of artemisia
several grass species nearby habitats included
short grass prairie and an open forest dominated by pinus
binns ponderosa freeman et al 1993
finns
NEW SPECIMENS

on the night of 31 may 1979 students

from
chadron state college captured a single sorex
merri ami 30 km S chadron dawes county
merriami
t30n r48w sec 28 NE 14 of NW 14
housed at university of nebraska state museum UNSM 20921 this animal was caught in
luniversity of nebraska state Mus
museum
iunncisityoincbiiski
curn lincoln NE 68588
eurn

a sherman live trap in the Nio
brara river
niobrara
drainage notes on vegetation were not taken
at capture but today this dry grassland is
dominated by andropogon scoparius bouteloua
gracilis B curtipendula Calamo
longifo
calamovilfa
vifa longiro
calamovifa
lia carex sp and scattered forbs artemisia
Arter nisia
nisla
ludo
ludoviciana
frigidcici are present but neibrigida
viciana and A frigida
frigid
ther is dominant in the community inasmuch
as land use at this site has not changed dramatically
mati cally since 1979 present vegetative conditions are probably similar to those at the
time of collection this female was caught together with microtus och
ochrogcister
ochrogaster
rogaster peromyscus
maniffilatus and perognathus fasciatus
maniculatus
fasci atus and
was not in reproductive condition
three S merriami
merri ami UNSM 19972 19974
were collected by a field party from chadron
state college at metcalf wildlife management
area 15 lin
km N hay springs sheridan county
kin
sec 24 SW 14 these animals
t33n r46w see
were caught in the white river drainage in
pitfall traps during the week of 7 13 june
1993 one individual was a male 1I a female
and the other undetermined reproductive
condition was not recorded probably because
these specimens were too decomposed these
individuals were caught on a hillside in a
grassland opening surrounded by open stands
of pinus ponderosa vegetation at this site
was dominated by native grasses including

0514

2ciadron
hadi oil
hadioii
NE 69337
hadl
orl state college chadron NF
oii
school of
natuiul resource sciences univtisity
Nel
uniersityd ofnebid&kd
ofnituul
nei waska lincoln lincoln NC
nelwaska
NE 68830728
68583
685830728
6883 0728
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andropogon scoparius bouteloua hirs
hirsute
hirsufa
hirsuta
uta B
ufa
hir suta
longifolia stipa sp
curtipendula
cwtipendula Calam
calamoviffia
calamwilfa
wilfa longifolia
and A gerardia
gerardii
gerardii other dominant plant species
glauca carex sp ambrosia
included yucca glanca
aromatica
artemisifolia and rhus aromatica
artemisifolia
another sorex merriami
merri ami UNSM 20927
was captured in a pitfall trap on 24 may 1994
by students from chadron state college at
sg
gilbert baker wildlife management area 89
8.9
89
km N 4 km W harrison sioux county t32n
see 8 NW 14 of
NW 14 this animal
ofnw
r56w sec
was captured in the white river drainage in a
grassland shrub opening surrounded by open
grasslandshrub
pinus poncer
ponderosa
ponder
osa forests vegetation on this
slope is dominated by poa pra
tensis bromus
pratensis
tec
tector
tectorum
torum
totum
tectorwn
wn rosa arkansana ambrosia psilosta
tectorium
chya lupinus sp and yucca glanca
glauca scattered
brigida are present and
clumps of artemisia frigida
the shrew was captured within a large cluster
of this shrub this male was in reproductive
x3
condition based on its enlarged testes 44x3
mm and was captured together with peromyscus maniculatus
finally 3 sorex merriami
merriami were collected by
one of us RAB at 3 different sites in dawes
county on the night of 3 4 december 1996
40 41 km S chadron UNSM 20914 20917
20919 the animals were caught in sherman
live traps in the drainage of the niobrara
Nio brara river
the ist site where UNSM 20914 was cap6.8 km W
tured S shoulder dunlop road 68
68
highway 385 t29n r49w sec 34 NE 14
is a moderately steep embankment covered
with a mix of andropogon scoparius bouteloua
cwrtipendula
hirsuta
hir suta bromus inermis agrocwtipendula B hirsute
smithia
pyron cristatum
smithii panicum
cri statum agropyron smithii
turn helianthus petiolaris
tum
virgaturn
virga
dirga
virgatum
petio laris ambrosia arte
tec torum three of these
misi
tectorium
misifolia
folia and bromus tectorum
species bromus inermis B tectorum
tectorium and agro-

pyron cristatum are introduced immediately
adjacent to this site is a dry open grassland
gradually sloping down to the niobrara
Niobrara river
1I km to the south this individual was a
is
male with testes measuring ls
1.5
15 X 1I mm
and site where UNSM 20917 was capthe 2nd
tured S shoulder dunlop road 6 km W
highway 385 t29n r49w sec 35 NW 144
is 08
0.8 km E of the previous site has similar
08
vegetation is located adjacent to the same
open grassland and also is a moderately steep
embankment both sites are disturbed roadside shoulder habitat and grasses appear to
have been planted following road construction this female contained no embryos

ard site
the 3rd
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where UNSM 20919 was captured E shoulder highway 385 2 km S lembke road t29n r48w sec 28 NW 14 of
NW 14 is a less disturbed site dominated in
browns in ermis B
part by introduced grasses bromus
tec torum and agropyron cristatum
tectorum
tectorium
cristatum other
dominant plants include andropogon scoparlongifolia bouteloua hir
ius calamovilfa
hirsuta
hirsute
suta
calamomlfa longifolia
B curtipendula yucca glauco helianthus
Helwnthus peti
olaris and opuntia sp adjacent to this site are
alaris
bills covered with native prairie this individhills
ual was a female with no embryos
the following small mammals were captured with these last 3 sorex merri
ami 22
merriami
ochrogaster 16 reithrodontomys
microtus ochrogaster
megalotis
meg alotis 1 R montanus 14 peromyscus man
menalotis
iculatus and 4 sorex cinereous
cinereus 120 traps were
cinereus
those 3 sites
set at these
cranial measurements were recorded from
the new specimens following diersing and
Hoffine
hoffmeister
ister 1977 these values mean standard error range all in mm except where
noted together with the standard external
measurements are as follows total length
1.78
92.62
9262 178
178 87 100 length of tail vertebrae
36.12
1186
3612 1361.36
136 30 42 length of hind foot 11.86
log
029
10.6
0.29 106
0.40 5 8
106 13 height of ear 6.71
671 040
029
040
2.7
3.56 024
0.24 27
mass in grams 356
024
356
27 5 breadth of
005
maxilla sog
4.8
5.09
0.05 48
005
509 oos
48 5.36
536 length of skull
15.28
ofbraincase
bra incase
0.11
inease
1528 011
1568 breadth of
011 14.64
1464 15.68
braincase
810
8.10
0.08
7.6
810 008
008 76
848 breadth of upper tooth
76 8.48
52
oot
0.07
4.80
row 480
007 4.56
456 5.2
480 007
52 length of upper tooth
0.05
row 5.96
596 005
632 length of complex
005 5.84
584 6.32
ofunicuspid
0.04
of
4.18
4.4
toothrow 418
004 4 44
418 004
44 length unicuspid
0.03
to othrow 1.95
2.08 and breadth of
184 208
195 003
003 1.84
1.04
1.26
1.36
zygomatic plate 126
0.04
104 136
126 004
136 six of 8
004 104
now specimens fall within the range of meanew
surements of 102 sorex merriami
merri ami collected
throughout the western united states reported
by diersing and Hoffine
hoffmeister
lster 1977 the reister
maining
hla ining 2 animals however have measurehia
nia
ments that fall below these ranges one individual UNSM 20921 falls outside the range
on 4 characters those characters and their
values as well as the range presented in
hoffmeister
lster 1977 all in mm
ister
diersing and Hoffine
4.91
4.80 491
491
are as follows breadth of maxilla 480
14.99
1464 1499
5.62 length of skull 14.64
1657
1499 16.57
562
7.83
breadth of braincase
bra incase 760
8.92 and
7.60 783
783 892
toothrows
throws 456
breadth of upper too
4.56 465
4.65 5.21
521
465
despite its small size this individual is identified as sorex merriami
merriami using keys presented in
Hoffine ister
jones et al 1983 hoffmeister
lster 1986 and
carraway 1995 one other individual reported
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herein UNSM 19973 has a hind foot measu
10.6
surement
rement log
106 mm less than the range presented by diersing and Hoffine
hofemeister
hoffmeister
lster 1977
ister

if we compare data from the new
specimens only to those shrews reported by
diersing and hoffmeister 1977 collected on
the great plains the shrews presented herein
extend the known size range for every measured
character except length of upper to othrow
age of the new specimens of sorex mem
merti
ami was estimated by the amount of tooth
wear churchfield 1990 especially the degree
of wear on unicuspids and cusps of the molariform teeth four specimens captured in late
Ma yearly june have very little to no tooth
mayearly
wear UNSM 19972 19974 20921 indicating
they are young of the year three specimens
captured in december 1996 also have light
tooth wear UNSM 20914 20917 20919 and
were likely born in the spring of that same
year the individual captured in late may 1994
UNSM 20927 has substantial tooth wear and
was probably born in the spring of 1993 this
animal is also the only new specimen reported
herein that was in reproductive condition the
specimen of sorex merriami
merri ami collected by freeman et al 1993 is very similar to this new
specimen in age and sex characteristics it was
captured in june has enlarged testes and also
has substantial tooth wear
none of the specimens of sorex merriami
merri ami
mol
reported here was bolting
molting
ting molt in this species
apparently occurs in april and then again in
october and november jones et al 1983
the collection of these specimens of sorex
merriami
merriami broadens the view of the biology of
this species in the great plains portion of its
geographic range their capture extends the
known range of the species in the state to the
north and south suggesting that it may be distributed
tri
continuously across the northwestern
corner of nebraska the habitat in which these
shrews was captured also is different from that
previously described for this species on the
great plains mcdaniel
McDani
medanicl 1967 freeman et al
1993 mullican 1994 three of the shrews were
captured in disturbed roadside vegetation
dominated in part by introduced grasses four
other specimens were captured in small grassland openings surrounded by open forests of
ponderosa pine the 3 previously reported
specimens from the great plains were captured
11 14 mm
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sage grassland habitats freeman et al 1993
in sagegrassland
mullican 1994 or along the edge of a wet
meadow mcdaniel 1967 elsewhere merI
riam s shrews have been captured in association with ponderosa pine and other conifers in
1

arizona and southern colorado hoffmeister
1956 1986 in addition this is the ist time in
nebraska that several merriam
merrian s shrews have
been captured in a short period of time 3 in 1I
night in 1I instance suggesting the species
may be more common in the state than previously thought finally this is one of the ist
reports of surface activity of this species in
winter conditions temperatures reached a
low of goc during the night that sorex merri
ami was caught in december 1996
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HABITAT
OF REPTILES
IN PINYON JUNIPER WOODLAND
michael L moin&on1
and linnea
morrisonland
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S

halll

key words reptiles habitat use pinyon jumper
keif
keti
inno mountains white mountains california
juniper woodland inyo

ts

the

inyo mountains and white mountains r35e sec 29 and cedar t7s r35e see
sec
m elevation from 1515 to 4245 m and are 32 were about 1.5
15 km apart and westgard
rise in
east of and run parallel to the sierra nevada
sec 9 was about 7 km from the
t8s r35e see
on the western
westein border of the great basin other 2 grids were 300 m from a road and
monophylla
monophilla
ophilla
pinyon juniper pinus mono
mon phylia
phylla juniperus
perus each grid was 4 ha in size forty one
Jumpetus
me pitfalls
osteosperma
osteospermd woodland predominates between were placed at 25 m intervals on each grid we
ca 1800 and 2900 m elevation and is charac- constructed pitfalls of 2 number 10 cans as
terized by an increasing concentration of described by corn 1994 small holes were
pinyon and a decreasing amount of juniper punched in the bottom of each can to allow
with increased elevation the shrub layer is water to drain A raised wooden lid covered
sparse
spaise and composed primarily of sagebrush each pitfall we used no drift fences pitfalls
Artemtsia tri dentata and bitter
bitterbiush
bitterbrush
brush purshia
artemisia
za were run as live traps and were checked at
Pursh
glandulose and P tndentatd
glandulosa
tridentatal
tridentatal intermixed
mtei
itei mixed with least every 2 d from late may to early septemmormon tea ephedra andis
rabbitbrush
rabbitbiush
brush ber 1989 1991 for a total of about 5100 trap
viridis
mndis
vir
dif idis rabbit
chrysothamnus nauseosus and C viscidi
days per grid per year table 1 each capture
viscidiflorus
florus
cactus opuntia and echinocereus app
spp and was identified the sex and age determined
other less common grasses and herbaceous and 1I toe clipped to identify recaptures
othel
plants A thorough description of the environ
we measured habitat characteristics at each
environflora of these ranges was given by trap location on each grid A 5 m radius plot
ment and floia
powell and klieforth
Khe morth
forth 1991 and spira 1991
kliefortb
kheforth
was centered on each trap location and the
only a few studies have documented distri- number of live trees counted by height class
bution and habitat affinities of amphibians and ls
ls
1.5
15 is
15 3 3 6 and 6 m A line tranis 1.5
reptiles
lep tiles in the pinyon juniper
jumper zone of these sect was randomly placed across each plot
ranges macey and papenfuss 1991a 1991b
and the type of ground eg rocks litter shrub
mornson
morrison and hall in press pinyon juniper ls
beight class
15 m tall and canopy by height
is 1.5
woodlands are impacted by numerous activi- is
1.5
ls
15 3 3 m cover was visually determined at
ties that alter habitat including grazing and 1 m intervals along the transect
fu elwood harvesting better quantification of
spearman
Spe
armaiss correlation was used to compare
fauna in these areas is necessary
nec essaiy before re- rank abundance of species ie similarity benee
source professionals can develop management tween grids habitat characteristics were comdel herpetofauna in pared among species and between species and
plans that adequately consider
consi dei
this paper we describe a 3 yr study of abun- grid habitat abundance using analysis of varidance and habitat characteristics
chaiactenstics of
ofhzaids
m a ance followed by tukey s multiple comparison
lizards in
pmyon
pryon
pinyon juniper
jumper woodland our objectives in
in- tests relationships among species abundance
cluded determining interspecific relationships on each grid were examined using product
con elation between abun- moment correlation multiple regression analyin abundance and correlation
dance and habitat conditions
sis with stepwise inclusion of variables was used
we established 3 trapping grids to intensively to relate animal abundance and habitat charpmyon
sample the pinyon juniper
oi
0.1
acte ristics variables were entered at P 01
01
pinyoit7s
t7s acteristics
jumper
lumper zone pryon

ts

ts
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for
of abundance hbl
foi reptiles on 3 trapping
index ot
flapping
grids inyo mountains and white mountains california
gilds
1989 1991 values are number of animals per 1000 trap
TABLE 1

days

grid
gild
species

pinyon

cedar

gard
gaid
westgard
Wast
West

overall

trap days

goo
15
900
15900

15 500
15500

14 700
14700

46100

000
031
069

000
071
097

361
075
020

115

1226
1233

1090

1925
748

cnemidophorus
tigris
eumeces gilberti
eumenes
E skilton
skiltonwnus
skiltonianus
lanus
ianus
sceloporus
graciosus
gracio sus
S occidentalist
ails
alls
alis
occidentahs
occidentalis
occident
uta
stansbunana
stansburiana
stansb unana
via
uia stansbur
lana
iana
TO
TOTAL
TOIAL
IAL
lal

302
2861

600
084
1942

347
3476

059
063
1403

866
243
2749

six lizard species were captured during the
study although cnemidophorus tigris was captured only on the westgard grid table 1
sceloporus graciosus
gracio sus 51 of total captures
and S occidentalist
occidentalis
alis 32 were the most abunoccident
dant species and at least 1 individual of each
species was captured at 93 and 88 respectively of traps see sample sizes in table 2
uta stansbur
stansb
stansbunana
stansburiana
unana
lana totaled only about 9 of all
iana
captures but occurred at 41 of all traps the
eumeces species were relatively scarce
2 eumenes
occurring in only 16 18 of traps rank abundance of species was significantly correlated
between pinyon and cedar grids r 089
0.89
0 89 P
00.03
03 and was positively but not signifi003
cantly correlated between pinyon and westgard r 0.54
0 54 P 030
0.30
0 30 and cedar and west054
gard r 0.49
0 49 P 036
0036
36
0.36
049
the only consistent patterns across all grids
oos
00.33
23 033
were weak r
00.23
1515
33 P s
0005
023
0.05
05 00.15
005
015
positive correlations between abundance of
eumeces gilberti
cnemidophorus tiggris
tigns and eumenes
tigas
on westgard C tigris was also significantly
stansb
correlated with uta
00.4
stansburiana
stansbunana
lana r 04
iana
ufa stansbur
unana
044 P
0.01
0 01 and had a tendency to be con
001
correlated
eon
elated with
ooi
03
o01
sceloporus graciosus
03 P
0i 1 E gil0.1
03
gracio sus r 0.3
01
berti on westgard was correlated with E skil
ad
tomanus
00.62
62 P
domanus
lanus r
0.001
0 001
tonianus
062
0001
ooi and U stans
buriana r
auriana
bunana
0.33
0 33 P
0 05 the only other
0.05
033
005
significant relationship was between S gracio
sus and E gilberti on cedar r
38 P
0038
0.38
05 no negative abundance relationships
00.05
005
were found
habitat characteristics showed few differences among species table 2 cnemidophorus tigris occupied traps that were near slope

289

bottoms and had more bare ground fewer
pinyon trees and more juniper trees relative
to all other species uta stansburiana
stansbur iana also
tended to occupy traps with greater bare
ground fewer pinyon trees and more juniper
oi
0.1
trees P 01
bad little associa01 down wood had
tion with reptile
re otile occurrence multiple regression analyses accounted for 10 of variation
between animal abundance and habitat characteristics only in cnemidophorus tigris
where species abundance increased with
054
increasing cover of bare ground r 0.54
and
054
stones r 016
0.16 adjusted ra
016
r2 27 simple
correlation between animal abundance and
habitat characteristics found increases in abuneumeces gilberti r
dance of eumenes
0.23
023 and uta
ufa
stansbur
0.31
stansburiana
031 with increasing bare
iana r
ground P s
0.01
001
ooi positive association beool
tween slope position and abundance was also
shown for E gilberti r 0.20
skiltoniamis
skiltonianus
020 E skilton
lanus
ianus
0.23
occident alis r
r 023
023 and sceloporus occidentalist
occidentalis
005
17 P s
.17
0017
017
0.05
005 lastly a positive relationship
was found between cover of pinyon trees and
S occidentalist
alis r 028
occidentalis
0.28
0001
028 P 0.001
occident
we found the herpetofauna of the pinyon
juniper woodland to be predominated by widespread occurrence and relatively high abundance of sceloporus graciosus
occiden
gracio sus and S occident
talis widespread occurrence but low abundance of uta stansburiana
iana and relatively sparse
stansbur
occurrence and abundance of 4 additional
species sceloporus appeared to separate slightly based on tree density with S occidentalist
alis
occidentalis
occident
found at higher abundance in denser patches
of pinyon trees marcellini and mackey 1970
found that S graciosus
graciosus preferred more shrubby
and open areas relative to S occidentalist
alis and
occidentalis
occident
that S occidentalist
alis was partially arboreal
occidentalis
occident
adolph 1990 showed that these 2 sceloporus
used similar microhabitats in sympatry because
they responded similarly to thermal conditions lastly rose 1976 concluded that the 2
species segregated in sympatry based on differences
feren
ces in microhabitat
micro habitat use and were able to
coexist despite extensive overlap in prey use
thus our findings of only slight habitat sepaoccidentalis
alis using areas with
ration with S occidentalist
occident
relatively more trees are consistent with previous work the lack of negative correlation
between abundance of any species indicates
that no overt interspecific interference is evident in the pinyon juniper community
cnemidophorus tigris showed the highest
degree of habitat specificity it occurred only
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habitat characteristics for reptiles captured in pitfall traps inyo mountains and white mountains california
ual was captured numbers presented are means s rounded for ease of
ofpresentation
presentation
TABLE 2

cnemidophorus
tigeris
tigiris

n

18

eumenes
eumeces
eutneces
gilberti
n 20

eumeces
eumenes
sktltonianus
skiltonianus
skilton
lanus
ianus
n 23

slope position
0

1

percent cover
bal e ground
bai
bare
stone
shrub
down wood
pinyon trees
juniper trees

18
ols
ois
00.18
018

029a

30 28a
55 29
5529
8 7

87
3

5

12 24a
14 18
1418

ogi
0.61
061

033b

067
0.67
067

17ab
52 20
5220
10
10
1010
loio
lolo

17b
44 16
4416

14

13

910
5 6

3 5

39
2

029b

0298

32b

39

5

3

31b
8

associate cl with
vassociated
J

ifor
foi
for

of vanance
analysis ofvariance
variance ANOVA
0005
significantit ANOVA F
P
0
signify
signifi
means
meansie within rows with unlike capital letters eg
e g A B were
meansi
weie significantly different by
wele

on the grid westgard with most open ground
lowest density of pinyon trees and highest
density of juniper trees uta
stansb
stansburiana
stansbunana
lana and
iana
unana
ufa stansbur

eumenes gilberti showed similar although
eumeces
weaker relationships with habitat variables we
mea suied both species attained highest abunmeasured
dance on westgard
gald our results complement
West gaid
those found in
m other studies where these
species were shown to occupy relatively
e g banta 1962 pianka
war men
mer open sites eg
warmer
wai
1970 habitat used by the 2 skink species was
similar except that E gilberti occupied more
open sites previous research has indicated
that E gilberti occurred in warmer lower ele
skiltonianus rodgers and
vation sites than E skiltonianus
fitch 1947 tanner 1957 our results indicate
that within an area of sympatry these skinis
overlap broadly but show slight microhabitat
micro habitat
separation based on openness of vegetation
our results indicate that the predominant
feature of the pryon
pmyon
pinyon juniper
jumper environment separating species is a gradient
gi adient reflecting subtle
differences in pinyon and juniper tree cover
within the pinyon juniper woodland differences in shrub litter and rock cover had no
obvious influence on animal abundance A
possible exception was the desert night lizard
Xantusia vigilis a species we visually obxantusia
served adjacent to the pinyon grid under thin
rock slabs but did not capture in pitfalls see
mornson
morrison and hall in press
01 human induced changes in tree
natural or
density appear to be the factor most likely to
cause substantial changes in the lizard comfor example the use of pinyon and to
fol
munity foi
a lesser extent juniper as fu elwood could be

tukey s multiple companion
comparison test

regulated to avoid substantially changing tree
density although not practiced in our study
region large scale removal of pinyon and
juniper trees to promote grasslands eg via
chaining for use by livestock and big game
could have a detrimental impact on herpeto
fauna incorporation of herpetofauna into management plans could help alleviate negative
impacts on the distribution and abundance of
species on a local and regional scale

we thank personnel of the white mountain
research station university of california
especially E phillips and D trydahl for logistical support some of this project was performed while the authors were affiliated with
the department of environmental science
policy and management university of california berkeley we thank our field assistants
E
P aigner L baker J block L ellison A
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MONO PHYLLA IN THE
distribution OF PINUS monophylla

NORTHERN WASATCH RANGE OF UTAH
weissm
weissl
robert weiss1

single
key words singleleaf
fiinglelecifpinyon
monophylla
phylia wasatch mountains utah range extension
phylla
monophylli
leak
leaf pinyon pinus mono

pinus monophylla
singie
smgleleaf
singleleaf
leaf pinyon is a
mono phylla single
coniferous tree species that forms extensive
woodlands with juniperus
jumperus osteosperma utah
tum
gleat basin legion
juniper
region its distrijun ipei in the great
bution includes nevada parts
paits of eastern california western arizona southern idaho and
western utah fig 1 averaging 45 9 m tall
and reaching
leaching heights of over 12 m it grows on
pediments
pedi
ments slopes and ridges while rarely
sediments
being found on valley floors pinus monophylla
mono phylla
woodlands aie
short in stature and
are relatively sholt
ale
usually form a band above sagebrush shrub
lands and below lower montane forests pinus
monophylla
inonophylla
monophylla grows
xeric condiglows under more xene
other pine in the united states
any othel
tions than my
edulis
meeuwig et al 1990 it is replaced by P adulis
do pinyon fig 1 in
m the eastern part of
colorado
Coloia
its range
precipitation exceeds
lange where summer piecipitation
iange
Tu ellei et al 1979 pinus mono
about 8 cm tueller
phylla is limited in the northern part of nevada
and utah and southern idaho by temperature
minima and duration of low temperature
events west ct
et al 1975
mono phylla in
disjunct populations of P monophylla
therm wasatch mountains of utah are
the northern
thern
nol themm
noi
110 km from
flom the nearest station of P mono
phylla which aie
are in the black pine mountains
of southern idaho lanner and hutchison
1972 these stands in northeastern utah were
proposed
pioposed
plo posed by lanner and hutchison 1972 to
pio
be i remnants
emnants of a climate with environmental
conditions more
monophylla
moie favorable for P monophylla
mole
establishment and are
babiy persisting beaie probably
ale
plo bably
pio
vivai and extinction this note detween survival
sul vival
sui
scribes newly found populations of P mono
phylla discovered in 1995 96 representing a
themm
therm
northern
thern extension of this species in the wasatch
noi
nol
range in utah fig 1 vouchers are at the
herbarium
heib anum at utah state university USU
resoure
of forest resource
Re soure
dcputiiicnlof
rcsouin
djartment

s

the area studied is in the wasatch national

forest logan ranger district both sites are
in lower logan canyon characterized by steep
slopes cliffs and rocky terrain fig 1 one
14.5
145 km east of logan
site is card canyon 145
and utah state university the other is right
fork logan canyon approximately 3 km northeast of card canyon these sites are approximately 8 11 km northeast of those described
by lanner and hutchison 1972 pinus mono
phylla stands at card canyon are found at elevations of 1770 1920 m those at right fork
logan canyon at 1830 1980 m
he stands occur on southerly aspects where
the
overstory vegetation is composed primarily of
juniper woodland with P flexilis
flex ilis limber pine
and pseudotsuga menziesia
menziesii
sii douglas fir at
menzie
higher elevations juniperus osteospenna
osteosperma is the
dominant conifer at the card canyon site and
J scopulorum rocky mountain juniper at
right fork logan canyon the north aspect of
right fork logan canyon at 2010 m elevation has a stand of more than 20 abies concolor white fir also a rare species in this part
of the northern wasatch of utah soils are
stony colluvium while parent materials are
mainly calcareous or quartziferous annual pre46.5
cipitation averages 465
465 cm at USU elevation
1457 m to 101.9
1019 cm at the school forest elevation 2591 m snowfall averages 188 cm at
USU annually
after initial discovery of the new stands of
P monophylla
mono phylla in the northern wasatch east of
logan I1 conducted several surveys to locate
more trees most individual pinyons
pinions are located
on very steep rocky terrain which makes
travel arduous on several dates between 1995
and 1997 1I conducted a walk through to locate
more pinions
pinyons
pin yons with this method the entire

piosentacldicss
flay
rett liay
utah stitc
ntaddro 19326 bothell Eeevelett
84322 5215 pic
veiett
ur 843225215
uinvci sity logan UT
stiec uniwrsity
stite
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siat
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f0omete rs

legend
A

abies concolor

mono phylla
0 pinus monophylla

roads
aroads
broads
f
A
rivers
75
775
.55
17

quadrangles

upper map is of pinus monophylla
monophilfa
mono phylla and abies concolor stand locations in the northern
thel n wasatch range 15 km
nol thei
noi
pinus monophylla
ofpinus
east of logan utah distribution maps are
exults lower right distribution
edulis
mono phylla lower left and pinus edults
aie of
brom flora of
maps taken from
north america editorial committee 1993
ofnoith
fig

1

mono phylla was visuarea surrounding the P monophylla
ally inspected
seven P monophylla
monophylla were recorded at the
card canyon site and 5 at the right fork
canyon site pinions
pinyons at card canyon are 8 km
northeast of those described by lanner and
hutchison 1972 in lower logan canyon
several individuals 2 m tall indicate these

stands are regenerating every visit and
inspection of the stands revealed pinyon trees
with only 1I needled fascicles P edulis
adulis has fascicles of 2 needles suggesting no hybridizaedulis
tion with P adulis
aspects range from southeast to west with
no individuals on northerly aspects the individuals vary in size from seedlings to specimens
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over 12 in tall several of the trees are located
roek
ock outcrops indicating very little soil and
on i rock
fi om other plant species
minimal competition from
fuel loads are light in these locations possibly
giving them added protection from wildfires
four of the individuals are
aie producing cones
ale
additional research could analyze P mono
gard
gald
eel hybrids at the gaid
foi
phylla for
card canyon and
caid
right fork sites in the future lanner and
monophylla
hutchison 1972 found some P monophylla
and P eduis
eduhs hybrids in some of their pinyon
edulis
locations in the northern wasatch but their
lowel logan canyon is pure P
pinyon site in lower
mono
mon ophilla
monophylla
monophilla
phylla
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distribution OF THE SPECIES

phrynosoma platyrhinos
PLATY RHINOS IN UTAH
wilmer W tannell
ney
keywords
key words phrynosoma utah species distribution

A study of the genus phrynosoma by reeve
1952 places phrynosoma platyrhinos
platy rhinos platyrhi

nos in the uinta basin in northeastern utah
his accompanying range map reeve 1952
fig 3 extends the range of this species from
the great basin of utah east across the central
highlands into the upper colorado river basin
of northeastern utah phrynosoma platyrhinos
platy rhinos
is a desert species ranging primarily in the
great basin and does not occur in the mountains and high plateaus of central utah reeve
lists 5 specimens from the upper colorado
river basin these specimens are in the
brigham young university BYU herpetologial collection 2 are from uintah county 25
ccal
mi SE of jensen BYU 2637 and 3 mi E of
ouray BYU 345 and 3 are from carbon
county price BYU 10291030
1029 1030 8033
3rd specithe 2 from uintah county and a ard
platy rhinos but are best
men BYU 647 are P platyrhinos
placed in the subspecies P p calidiarum figure 1I indicates my present concept of the distrib
platy rhinos in utah based on
tribution
ution of P platyrhinos
examination of the now available specimens in
the BYU herpetological collection 1I have examined the 3 specimens listed by reeve 1952 for
carbon county BYU 8033 1029 1030 collected by S flowers they are typical examples of phrynosoma hernan
hernandezsi
desi zamudio et al
hernandesi
1997 six BYU specimens from carbon county
at or near price are also P hernandezsi
desi as are
hernandesi
hernan
18 specimens from eastern emery county this
platy rhinos has not succeeded
suggests that P platyrhinos
in crossing the high plateaus north of the
wahweep depression north from crossing of
the fathers nor the colorado river in eastern
kane county apparently reeve assumed based
on his distribution map that those phrynosoma

occurring in the eastern foothills of the central
highlands would be P platyrhinos
pianka 1991 map 517.1
5171 provides a near
duplication of the range map of reeve 1952
and thus includes the incorrect distribution
and misidentified specimens listed by reeve
for carbon county utah
those previously mentioned specimens collected near jensen were taken at willow creek
SE of ouray BYU 345 and at De
mais
Dead
deadmans
deadmars
mars
admans
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distribution of
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flat

25 mi SE of jensen BYU 2637 since
the yampa and white rivers enter the green
river not far from the areas where the specimens were collected 1I asked rosanne
humphrey and hobart smith both at the uniplaty rhinos
versity of colorado for any P platyrhinos
locality records for western colorado they
replied that no records are presently available
in the university of colorado museum thus
the occurrence of P p calidiarum in uintah
county with no locality records for grand
county and none for san juan county north of
the san juan river leaves the population in
uintah county as an isolated and disjunct
population stebbins 1985 map 98 extends P

p calidiarum into southern san juan county
but gives no indication of its presence north of
the san juan river hardy 1938 lists only1I P
hernandezsi
hernandesi
hernan desi for carbon county utah
A series Phrynosoma
of
ofphrynosoma
p calidiarum extendcanab
ing in southwestern utah east from kanab
kane county to the colorado river provides
tile deserts
tiie
a continuous range extension into the
of southern utah these locality records BYU
14975 7 mi E of kanab
canab BYU 11216 11220
11383 14196 approx 39 mi E of canab
kanab BYU
12906 Ad
airville BYU 11299 11300 east
adairville
adairville
clark bench 8 mi E of Ad
airville and BYU

naturalist

volume 59

14888 14893 16663 16665 18922 crossing
of the fathers indicate a substantial population in the valleys between the vermilion

cliffs and the grand canyon plateau however there are no locality records for P
platy rhinos east of the colorado river in either
platyrhinos
san juan or grand counties
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observations ON THE myrmecophilous BEETLE
araeoschizus AIRMETI TANNER coleoptera tenebrionidae
AT HARVESTER ANT hymenoptera formicidae MOUNDS
FIELD

paul Hendricks
Hendricksl1 and

lisa M Hendrick sl

key words araeoschizus airmetimyrmecophily
pogonomyimex salinus symbiosis idaho beetles ants
ahmeti myrmecophily pogonomyrinex
anmeti

araeo
beetles in the tenebrionid genus arabo
schizus frequently are found with colonies of
schizas
several ant species tanner 1945 lavigne 1969
papp 1981 wheeler and wheeler 1986 clark
etal
et al 1986 on occasion however araeoschizus
has been captured in pitfall traps papp 1981
stafford et al 1986 indicating that these beetles are sometimes active on the ground surface
apparently away from ant colonies because
of this observation some biologists question
whether araeoschizus spp
app are true myrme
byrme
co philes see papp 1981 additionally the
genus is not listed by holldobler and wilson
1990 in their table of invertebrates symbiotic
with ants
little information is available on behavior
and ecology of araeoschizus in the presence of
their ant hosts and the frequency of ant
colonies occupied by these beetles has not
been reported previously in colonies of the
pogonomynnex occidentalist
harvester ant pogonomyrmex
alis cresoccidentalis
occident
son at a site in wyoming lavigne 1969
found as many as 188 A areatus
armatus horn in seed
and trash chambers to depths of about 160 cm
beetles tended to be gregarious with as many
as 64 occupying a single chamber beetles were
first found near the ground surface in the
mound proper in april lavigne 1969 noted
that at a and
2nd site araeoschizus was not found
associated with ants in idaho A airmeti
tanner was collected in june from seed chambers 9 10 cm below ground surface in a
galinus olsen clark and blom
colony of P salinus
1988 in idaho and oregon hendricks 1991
collected several individuals 1 1I per colony of
A airmeti in march at 3 widely separated
colonies beetles were found in the presence of

ants on undersides of stones partly buried in
mound tops of P galinus
salinus
linus
sa
on 13 april 1998 we walked a 16 km transect near black butte elmore county idaho
430330x 1161130w 854 m elevation
430330n
crossing an area sparsely covered with vegetation including artemisia and chrysothamnus
growing on sandy soils overlying basalt flows
while walking the transect 0935 1050 MDT
we paused for brief periods not more than 5
salinus
linus mounds
min each at harvester ant P galinus
sa
where workers were active on the surface and
documented the presence or absence of A
airmeti
airmeti weather was overcast windy and cold
75c As a consequence 10 worker ants
were present on the surface of any mound and
most ant activity was confined to a distance
10 cm around any entrance workers were
sluggish and slowly removing germinating seed
dead workers and detritus from the colonies
the small midden size around mounds indicated
that cleaning of colonies had been underway
for only a relatively short time
we observed 19 A airmeti around entrances
at 11 733
73.3
of 15 mounds examined single
733
beetles were noted at 6 mounds 2 beetles at 4
mounds and 5 beetles at 1 mound fourteen
73.7
737
737 of the beetles at 9 mounds were carried in the mandibles of worker ants some as
they emerged from entrances at the time we
first detected them the number of beetles
transported by ants was significantly different
from that predicted goodness of
fit
offit
ff test
gilhams
williams s correction G 4318 df 1 P
wilhams
oos
005
0.05 assuming equal probability of being car005
ried or not most beetles were grasped around
clytra and carried lengthwise with the
the elytra

montana
ulal heritage program 909 locust
uial
ontdiid natural
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missouli
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anterior end pointed forward beetles were
transported 3 and 8 cm
em from mound entrances
in the 2 cases measured then released by the
ants beetles carried by ants resisted transport
by grasping pebbles or twigs with their tarsi
rather than by vigorously struggling in one
case an ant persisted in carrying a beetle for 5
min before releasing it in 2 cases resistance
by beetles apparently agitated the transporting ants which brought their abdomens forward ventrally and they attempted to sting we
did not detect an extended stinger or spray
the beetles nevertheless transporting ants
did not injure any of the beetles released
beetles tended to wander around on the
mound but in 6 instances the beetles immediately returned to the entrance and reentered
the mound passing other ants without additional interference
the frequency with which we found A
aityneti
airrneti around harvester ant colony entrances
and the passive response often shown by ants
to their presence indicate that this beetle is
adapted for living with ants as suggested previously by other authors eg papp 1981 clark
and blom 1988 clark and bloms 1988 description of behavior between captive ants and
beetles closely matches what we observed in
the field ie beetles are transported some
distance by ants and then released clark and
blom 1988 noted that ants sometimes appeared
to sting beetles if they struggled as we also
observed but we observed no beetle injuries
by ants ants appeared to ignore beetles
returning to colony entrances
presence of A airrneti
airvieti on the surface of ant
mounds when seed chambers were being
cleaned by worker ants in a large percentage
of our sample and the large percentage of
beetles carried by the ants suggest that many
beetles were occupying seed chambers at the
araeoschiziis has
time of our observations araeoschizus
been found in seed chambers of harvester ants
throughout the year lavigne 1969 clark and
blom 1988 although it is not known if ants
carry beetles to the surface of mounds as long
as the ants are active there nor is it known
why harvester ants remove beetles from seed
chambers possibly ants mistake beetles for
germinated seeds or detritus or perhaps beetles release a chemical that promotes their
transport by the ants as has been conjectured
for myrmecophilous pselaphid beetles eg

naturalist

volume 59

leschen

1991 it could be advantageous for
beetles to be moved to the ground surface as
was suggested by hendricks 1991 analogous

hill topping see shields
to the advantages of hilltopping
1967 alcock 1987 concentration of beetles
in a reduced space during a short span of time
could increase opportunities for encountering
potential mates although nothing is presently
known regarding sex ratios of beetles found
throughout ant colonies let alone near the
surface araeoschizus may also make dispersal
movements between colonies judging by the
presence of beetles in pitfall trap samples
papp 1981 stafford et al 1986 one benefit
of inter
colony dispersal would be the reducintercolony
tion of inbreeding but again nothing is yet
known about the frequency or cause of surface
activity and movements away from ant
colonies

we thank bill clark and paul blom for drawing our attention to their papers several years
ago and bill clark for comments on an earlier
version of the manuscript determinations of
earlier collections from the study site were
provided by
bv john
lohn doyen
doven university of california berkeley and frank merickel university of idaho for beetles and ants respectively
vouchers are deposited with the university of

california berkeley beetles and the authors
private collection beetles and ants kit and
carson waited patiently while we inspected
ant mounds when they would have preferred
to hunt rabbits
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BOOK REVIEW
A

guide to the trees of utah and the intermountain west michael kuhns utah state
university press logan utah 84322
7800
843227800
1998

1495 softcover

4.5
this compact 45
45 X 85 inch book of 341 pages

provides names descriptive characteristics and
relevant line drawings for 219 woody species all
trees native to utah and most introduced trees
and treelike shrubs that can be grown successfully in the state are included although the book
does not list all species that potentially could be
grown in the warmer southern regions of utah it
does suggest additional references should this
information be desired
whereas the main body of the work is devoted
to names descriptions and drawings introductory information provides the nonprofessional
reader with a workable vocabulary for basic
understanding each species is consistently evaluated according to morphology of leaven
leaves twigs
flowersfruit
buds flowers
fruit bark and wood much of this
comparative information is superfluous but it has
made the treatment consistent less information
is provided for less common species general
information concerning place of origin ecological
requirements and light requirements is normally
provided for each species as well as landscape
use and plant hardiness zone recommendations
all native species are clearly marked with a symbol so they stand apart
the author chose to arrange species within the
text by the traditional similarity approach rather
than alphabetically according to family this generally means that one is obliged to look up the tree
in the index by species name or by common name
and then find it by page number 1I personally find
the alphabetical
nonalphabetical
non
arrangement awkward because it requires looking up information twice
most species listed are accompanied by superb
black and white line drawings that have been borrowed by permission from other publications
they greatly enrich the text since written descriptions of cones flowers and fruits do not convey
comparative information as quickly or as well
the 12 color photos presented near the middle of

die book seem out of place and merely whet the
appetite for more
A key to 172 of the 219 species is provided so
that one may work through a series of couplets
and independently discover the identity of an unknown tree the key is easy to use but as with all
keys experience and intuition help leaving 47
species out of the key is a serious flaw nearly 13
of the trees 1I attempted to key were not included
anyone depending on the key to identify a tree
would probably find this experience confusing
the key has the same weakness as most keys in
that it is written to assist the amateur but its operation requires more knowledge than the average
person possesses for example a novice trying to
key sophora japonica using this key would be
baffled by insistence that its fruit is a legume described in the glossary as a pod that splits this
particular tree has a loment an unusual kind of
legume that does not resemble a pod that splits
glossary
either the key or the gos
sary should explain this
unusual fruit both fail in this case keys give amateurs independence but in order to be totally useful they need to be complete both the key and
the glossary should be written with the layman
foremost in mind
notwithstanding embarrassing mistakes such
as a color photograph of an atlas cedar inadvertently labeled as a bristlecone pine this book will
be a useful resource for those wishing to learn
about the woody species growing in the intermountain region it will also be helpful to homeowners and professionals interested in selecting
plants for landscaping purposes it summarizes
much practical information on species requirements growth patterns ultimate size zone hardiness site selection planting climatic consideracult ivars 1I find this book a
tions and common cultivars
valuable addition to my library and plan to use it
in my field botany class 1I recommend its use to
those interested in learning about the woody vegetation of utah
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